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Trends in the Immediate Career Plans of Geoscience Graduates,
2013-2017
The Status of Recent Geoscience Graduates 2017
report examines the prior five years of data and
explores a number of emerging trends.
In particular, the trends of employment of recent
graduates in the geosciences and of the recent
graduates planning to attend graduate school are
showing new emerging developments in 2017.

Percentage of Graduates Employed in the Geosciences, 2013-2017
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Since 2013, the percentage of graduates at all
degree levels finding a job in the geosciences at
the time of graduation has decreased. This decline
was particularly dramatic among doctoral
graduates dropping from 70% in 2014 to 36% in
2017. A number of factors may be at play,
including a slow recovery in the resources
industries, displacement of some jobs with
automation, and uncertainty in the regulatory
environment in the current political landscape.
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From 2013 to 2017, the percentage of bachelor’s
graduates dropped slightly, from 39% to 35%, for
those planning to immediately attend graduate
school, but there has been an increase in the
percentage of master’s graduates, from 17% to
31%, planning to immediately pursue another
graduate degree. Even though graduate programs
have generally been at full capacity, recent slowing
in hiring of new graduates may be encouraging
recent graduates to consider another degree,
which would delay their entry into the workforce.
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Please visit http://bit.ly/AGIWorkforceReports to
download or purchase your copy of the Status of
Recent Geoscience Graduates 2017 to learn more
about the geoscience graduates of academic year
2016-2017.
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- Carolyn E. Wilson
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2018 Conference Schedule - Colorado Springs, Colorado
7:30 am—5:00 pm
8:00 am—12:00 noon
8:00 am—5:00 pm
8:00 am—12:00 noon
Saturday
Sept. 8

9:00 am—4:00 pm
12:00 noon—1:00 pm
1:00 pm—5:00 pm
1:00 pm—4:00 pm
4:00 pm—4:30 pm
4:30 pm—5:30 pm
5:00 pm—6:30 pm
7:00 am—6:00 pm
7:30 am—5:00 pm
8:00 am—4:00 pm

Sunday
Sept. 9

8:00 am—5:00 pm
10:00 am—4:00 pm
1:30 pm—5:00 pm
5:30 pm—8:00 pm
6:30 pm—8:00 pm
7:30 am—8:15 am
7:30 am—5:00 pm
8:00 am—5:00 pm
8:30 am—10:00 am

Monday
Sept. 10

9:30 am—3:00 pm
10:00 am—5:00 pm
10:30 am—5:00 pm
12:00 noon—1:30 pm
3:30 pm—5:00 pm
6:30 pm—8:30 pm
7:30 am—3:00 pm
8:00 am—5:00 pm

Tuesday
Sept. 11

8:30 am—12:00 noon
8:30 am—5:00 pm
9:00 am—12:00 noon
10:00 am—3:30 pm
12:00 noon—1:30 pm
1:00 pm—5:00 pm

Conference Registration
AIPG Executive Committee Meeting (open to all registrants)
Field Trip — Cripple Creek and Victor Open-Pit Gold Mine Tour
AWG Workshop—Bystander Intervention Training to Reduce Hostile
Work Climates (free)
Workshop — Rockware Software (free)
AIPG Luncheon (free/full registrants; $15/students; $35/non-registrants )
AIPG Student Career Workshop (free)
AIPG Advisory Board Meeting (open to all registrants)
AIPG 2018-2019 Joint Executive Committee Meeting & Business
Meeting (open to all registrants)
AIPG Foundation Meeting (open to all registrants)
Student Networking Event with Professionals (open to all registrants)
Field Trip — South Park Colorado-An Exploration of the Complex
Geologic Framework
Conference Registration
Field Trip — Wall Mountain Tuff-The Puzzling Presence of the
Colorado Rockies
Field Trip — Portland Quarry & Cement Plant; Florence Oil Field
Exhibitor and Poster Set-up
Guest Trip — Garden of the Gods Geology Trip
Silent Auction (to be held during the Welcome Reception-sneak peak 5:30)
Welcome Reception — Exhibit Area Open (complimentary for all
registrants)

Section Delegate Meeting (open to all registrants)
Conference Registration
Field Trip — Arkansas Valley Geothermal
Plenary Session
Guest Trip — Western Museum of Mining & Industry and the US Air
Force Academy Tours
Exhibits Open
Technical Sessions
Luncheon with Keynote Speaker (complimentary for all registrants)
Workshop — GOLI! Online Continuing Education for the Modern
Workforce
AIPG Awards Banquet (all attendees welcome with additional fee)
Conference Registration
Field Trip — Colorado Springs Hazards/Landslides in the Cheyenne
Mountain Area
Short Course — Expert Witness
Technical Sessions
Guest Trip — Olympic Training Center Tour
Exhibits Open
Luncheon with Keynote Speaker (complimentary for all registrants)
Guest Trip — Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument Trip

Colorado Springs Marriott, 5580 Tech Center Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80919
(800) 932-2151 or (719) 260-1800 — Rate $129+ tax per night

Geologic Map Source: Colorado Geological Survey, Manitou Springs, Co. Quadrangle, 2005
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Registration
NAME ___________________________________________________________ COMPANY _____________________________________________
NAME FOR BADGE ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EMAIL ________________________________________________________________ PHONE ___________________________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY _________________________________________________________ STATE _______________________ ZIP _________________________
SPOUSE/GUEST NAME FOR BADGE _________________________________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY CONTACT NAME _______________________________________ EMERGENCY CONTACT PHONE ___________________________
REGISTRATION FEES

EARLY BIRD

REGISTRATION

AIPG Member Full Registration

$425

$525

$

Non-Member Full Registration

$475

$575

$

Young Professional Full Registration (must be AIPG YP Member)

$325

$425

$

$250

$350

$

Spouse/Guest Full Registration / or Welcome Reception Only

$225 / $45

$325/ $45

$

Student Full Registration / with Sat. Luncheon, 9/8/18 Student Career Workshop

$145 / $160

$145 / $160

$

□Sun □Mon □Tues

$95

$95

$

AIPG Luncheon Sat., 9/8/18, Free/Full Registration;$15/Students; $35/Non-Reg

$0 / $15 / $35

$0 / $15 / $35

$

(Full registration includes the Excom Meetings, Welcome Reception,
Technical Sessions, Poster Sessions, Exhibits, and Lunch and Breaks on Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday)

Daily Registration

(Through 8/17/18)

□Sat □Sun □Mon □Tues

Student Daily Registration
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

FIELD TRIPS (must be registered for the conference)

$
AMOUNT

TOTAL

Cripple Creek and Victor Mine Tour

$99

$

South Park Colorado-Geologic Framework

$99

$

Wall Mountain Tuff-Colorado Rockies

$99

$

Portland Quarry/Cement Plant;Florence Oil

$99

Garden of the Gods Geology

(Sat., 9/8/18, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm)

TOTAL

(After 8/17/2018)

SOCIAL EVENTS • WORKSHOPS • DONATION

AMOUNT

TOTAL

Welcome Reception (Sunday) (please check if attending, included with registration)
AWG Workshop (Sat) 

Rockware Workshop (Sat) 

$70

$

$

AIPG Awards Banquet (Monday)
Please select your dinner choice:
 Beef Filet Medallions/Whipped Potatoes
 Grilled Salmon/Rice
 Veggie Wellington with Marinara Sauce

$45

$

Make a Donation to the Foundation of the
AIPG for the Student Career Workshop

$

$

Arkansas Valley Geothermal

$99

$

Western Museum of Mining & Industry and
the US Air Force Academy Tours

$99

$

Colorado Springs Hazards/Landslides

$99

$

Olympic Training Center Tour

$45

$

Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument

$45

$

(Sun., 9/9/18, 7:00 am - 6:00 pm)
(Sun., 9/9/18, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm)
(Sun., 9/9/18, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm)
(Sun., 9/9/18, 1:30 pm - 5:00 pm)

(Mon., 9/10/18, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm)

(Mon., 9/10/18, 9:30 am - 3:00 pm)

(Tues., 9/11/18, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm)

(Tues., 9/11/18, 9:00 am - 12:00 noon)
(Tues., 9/11/18, 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm)

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

$

Acceptance of Terms: I understand that by registering for the 2018 AIPG Conference and Exhibition, I release and agree to indemnify the American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG), its agents, officers, volunteers and employees from any
and all liability, claims, lawsuits, damages, losses, costs and expenses of any kind
which arise out of or result from my attendance at the AIPG National Conference,
whether or not foreseeable, including, without limitation, personal injuries to me or
my guests. I also understand that submission of this registration form gives AIPG
the authority to utilize any photograph or video taken, or uploaded to the conference
app, of me and/or my products, for conference related publicity (e.g., website, TPG,
videos, etc.).
Send completed form to: American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG)
1333 W. 120th Avenue, Suite 211, Westminster, CO 80234; fax (303) 253-9220,
phone (303) 412-6205, cld@aipg.org; Register online at www.aipg.org.

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

$

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE (from all sections)

$

PLEASE CHECK METHOD OF PAYMENT
 Check Enclosed (payable to AIPG)
 Visa  Master Card  American Express  Discover
(Credit cards are processed in US dollar amounts only)
Card No._________________________________________________
Expiration Date______________ CVV ______________
Print name of cardholder ____________________________________
REQUIRED: Credit Card Billing Address (if different from above-street,
city, state, and zip) ________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Hotel Information: Colorado Springs Marriott, 5580 Tech Center Drive, Colorado
Springs, CO 80919, (719) 260-1800, (800) 932-2151. When making reservations,
be sure to use the group code ‘American Institute of Professional Geologists Annual
Conference’ to receive the reduced conference rate of $129+ tax per night, which will
be honored until 8/20/18.
Cancellation Policy: You must send written notification of registration cancellation
by mail, email, or fax to the AIPG office. Registration cancellations received by August
24, 2018, will receive a refund of their payments minus a $50 processing fee. No refunds can be issued for cancellations after August 24, 2018, or for no-shows after the
meeting. Substitutions welcome. Based on the decision of AIPG, field trips are subject
to cancellation due to lack of participation. Notification and a full refund for field trips
will be given in case of required cancellations.

Map Source: Colorado Geological Survey, Colorado Springs Landslide SusceptibilityMap,El Paso County, Co. Quadrangle, 2003

www.aipg.org
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GOLI

Geoscience Online Learning Initiative
https://www.americangeosciences.org/workforce/goli
The Geoscience Online Learning Initiative (GOLI) is
an initiative by the American Geosciences Institute,
started in cooperation with the American Institute of
Professional Geologists, to provide a platform for asynchronous, life-long learning and continuing education
opportunities in the geosciences. GOLI consists of live
webinar events and self-paced asynchronous online
courses. Interested individuals can register to attend
live webinar events where participants interact with
content experts and earn CEUs for their attendance.
GOLI online courses provide learners with the flexibility
to actively self-pace their progress, since asynchronous
courses do not have a set schedule like traditional
academic semester-based courses. GOLI online courses
are brought to you via the OpenEdX Learning Management System (LMS) through which learners are
able to browse course descriptions, enroll in specific
courses, access content, and complete any course free
of charge. Learners who complete courses offered
through the GOLI platform with a passing grade of
70% or higher are eligible to purchase Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) for a nominal fee.

Sample courses:

• Assessing, Mitigating, and
Communicating Flood Risk
• Communicating Cascadia’s
Earthquake Risk
• Basics of Seismic Petroleum Exploration
for New Hires
• Planning for Coastal Storm and
Erosion Hazards
• Best Practices in Mineral Resource
Estimation & Reporting
• Fundamentals of Professional Ethics:
Elements and Examples
For more information about the Geoscience Online
Learning Initiative visit https://www.american
geosciences.org/workforce/goli or contact Heather
Houlton at hrh@americangeosciences.org. For more
information on AIPG and CEUs, visit www.aipg.org.

Background: ©Shutterstock.com/Sergey Nivens. Insets, left: Megan Amanatides; center:
Zsuzsanna Toth (both submitted to AGI’s 2016 Life as a Geoscientist contest); right:
©iStock.com/Chris Gramly
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EDITOR’S CORNER

Inside this Issue
John L. Berry, CPG-04032

This issue of TPG is very strongly focused on issues that
concern students and young professionals, as well as those
older folks who worry about the future of our profession.

A large part of the focus on student concerns comes from the student scholarship
winners’ essays, which revolve mainly around
three themes, which may be summarized as
“Geologists are born, not made”, “I want to
use my life to help my country and the world”
and, this year in greater measure than usual,
“thank you, AIPG, for making my college
career possible, for I am a first-generation
student.” In this last category we have minority students, older students, and students who
have, to one extent or another, gone against a
family tradition that does not value college.
We, as an organization, should be very proud
of helping to make these students’ dreams
possible. It means a lot to them: I myself was
forced to fund my entire education through
scholarships and work, and in those days
there were no student loans. If I had known
about the scholarships like those offered by
AIPG and its sections, and won one, it would
have made a crucial difference.
Many of the students give thanks to their parents, childhood
mentors, or inspiring professors not so much for encouraging
them in their careers, but for bringing them to realize that
geology was the only possible career for them. This speaks
to the benefits of the American educational system, which is
much more generalized than that of most other countries, thus
allowing students to try out in college options that would have
been closed out for them at a much younger age in other lands.
We may criticize, often with good reason, the poor quality of

STEM teaching in our grade schools: in many ways that is a
by-product of this generalized educational system: we should
perhaps be wary of forcing too much STEM on students too
early. I’d love to see a discussion on this topic in our pages – I
could argue both sides of the question!
Finally, there is a strong strain of idealism in this group
of students. We may not entirely agree with some of their
premises, but it is idealism that drove many of us at their
age, and it is idealism that will drive their best contributions
to the future, and protect them against the cynicism born of
disappointments and old age.
We should be proud of this group of students, and proud of
ourselves for discovering and fostering them.
The other great theme of this issue is that of the future of the
profession and our Institute. David Abbott and Doug Bartlett
discuss the age distribution of our practitioners, and how the
retirement of the baby boomers is, as David says ”providing
significant opportunities for younger geoscientists to pursue
life-long careers in the geosciences.” This will be welcome
news to those eager students: they might also draw some food
for thought in that David’s graphs show that many of us love
the work so much that we continue practicing well past the
“official” retirement age. Doug’s contribution tells much of the
reason for this: the field gets more and more exciting with new
academic discoveries and ever more challenging needs being
presented by Society.
Cortney Cameron’s paper looks at the influence of technology on the future of geology by surveying experienced geologists
and economists. What should geologists fear from automation,
if anything? Her answer basically follows on from Doug’s comments. Yes, the routine tasks will be, more and more, taken
over by High Tech (an expression I detest), but the field is
expanding in so many directions that highly-trained and very
imaginative geologists will be needed more and more to take
over from where technology leaves off. The drudgery will be
done for us, so they say! We have several pieces in this issue
from AGI that revolve around this same worry: How easy is it
to get a job after school, and how is the work evolving? Their
answer is: It depends! Read the articles to see how.

ERRATA
The Editor would like to apologize to Barbara Murphy and our readers for giving her name
and location wrongly in the list of national award recipients on page 9 of the last issue: it is
Barbara Murphy of Glendale, AZ, not Barbara Murray of Scottsdale.

www.aipg.org
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The Beauty of Natural Gas
Vincent Matthews Ph.D., CPG-11610

Member, UWEC Geology and Responsible Mining Initiative Board
Director, Colorado Geological Survey (Retired).
Vince Matthews is an AIPG geologist who spent two decades of his career in the oil and gas industry, a
decade in academia, a decade as Director of the Colorado Geological Survey, and is now retired in Wisconsin.

A little over a decade ago, American ingenuity assured that
America would have ample, domestic supplies of natural gas
for years to come. Creative geologists and engineers worked
together to figure out how to get gas out of shale that lies a
mile, to more than two miles, deep underground. This effort
was successful beyond anyone’s imagination and has led to a
long period of low natural-gas prices for us consumers. Our
nation now has one of the largest gas reserves in the world,
one that is also among the cheapest available to its consumers.
And I am glad that America has an abundance of this cheap,
clean, and versatile energy source.
As a boy living in 1940s Tennessee, my family heated our
home with a coal-burning furnace. Every month the coal truck
would arrive and pour tons of coal down a chute into a small
room in our basement (the coal bin). Each morning my dad
would shovel coal into the furnace after removing the previous
night’s production of ash and clinkers. It was a thrill when my
dad deemed that I was old enough to remove clinkers myself.
Of course, the thrill wore off in about a week.
When my family moved to Pennsylvania, our new house
contained an unexpected blessing — a natural gas furnace.
No longer did coal storage have to take up space in the basement, or coal have to be shoveled every morning, or ash and
clinkers have to be taken out each morning. Instead, gas was
automatically delivered, when needed, through a pipeline.
And, when we retired to Eau Claire, finding a home with a
gas stove was a requirement. We’re fortunate that our nation
has a natural-gas delivery system that serves nearly half the
homes in this nation. And, it is amazingly safe. Each year, 25
times more people are killed falling out of bed than in naturalgas leaks or explosions.
Increased natural gas consumption has been crucial to
meeting America’s environmental goals. Natural-gas power
plants are extremely important as the backup to our electrical
generation from renewables. When wind and solar stop their
production periodically, an instantaneous backup is necessary
to provide continual electricity to consumers. So far, natural

Cheap, clean and versatile: natural gas stovetop flames.

gas is the only energy supply that can do this on short notice.
As our country’s natural gas consumption increased from 2006
to 2014, our CO2 emissions decreased, even though Congress
did not approve the Kyoto Treaty. And of course, particulate
emissions are negligible.
There are also other benefits to America’s increased use of
natural gas. For example, having a cheap source of energy has
enabled American manufacturing to remain competitive, and
to regain competitiveness in some areas.
Although Wisconsin has no natural gas production, we are
the 18th largest consumer in the nation. And we provide a
crucial product for natural gas production: high-quality sand
used in hydraulic fracturing of shales in petroleum-producing
states.
America is the world’s largest user of this clean fuel and
has the fourth-largest reserves for the future. We are indeed
blessed with an abundance of this natural resource, the technology to economically produce it, and the distribution system
to transport it efficiently and safely.

Members,
Please notify headquarters if you know of a member who has passed. We would
like to honor our members in remembrance.
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Reflections on Geoscience Age
Distributions 2001–2018
David M. Abbott, CPG-04570 and R. Douglas Bartlett, CPG-08433
Histograms provided by: David M. Abbott, Jr., CPG-04570,
AIPG Ethics Columnist
Histograms of the age distribution of geoscientists show
some consistent trends over time. I’ve examined data from
AAPG (2001) and AIPG (2011 and 2018). The resulting histograms are presented in Figure 1. The AAPG data come from the
American Geoscience Institute (AGI). The AIPG data comes
from annual membership data collected after March 1st, when
those who haven’t paid their dues are dropped from membership. The age histograms are based on birth year, something
AIPG has for most but not all members.
The 2001 AAPG date is relevant because, at the time, the
majority of geoscientists were employed in the petroleum business, although this was changing.
The baby boomer, “boomer,” cohort represent the prominent group in each histogram with lows on either side. These
lows reflect the effects of periods of significant employment
contractions and layoffs within the geosciences. As is evident
from these graphs, the boomer high has migrated from left to
right over time indicating the passing of this group to older
age groups. To the right of the “boomer” high, there is a peak
of those 25 years older (age 71-75). This is most pronounced
in the 2001 AAPG data. However, a remnant of this cohort
remains in the 2011 AIPG data, and to a lesser degree in the
2018 AIPG data in the “More” column.
To the left of the “boomer” highs is a distinct low in the
2001 AAPG data that begins to develop as another distribution
“high” in the 2011 AIPG data and particularly in the 2018 AIPG
data. Some of this younger high is composed of students who
are generally less than 26. But the “25” column in the 2011
AIPG data is in the “30” column in the 2018 AIPG data—some
of the size difference between the 2011 and 2018 AIPG data is a
result of including student members, not all of whom continue
their membership following graduation. As has been noted by
various sources, including the AGI’s “Geoscience Currents”
publications, the retirement and death of other geoscientists
is providing significant opportunities for younger geoscientists
to pursue life-long careers in the geosciences..

Passing the Baton - Bartlett

David Abbott’s analysis of age distribution for geoscientists reveals a truth that cannot be denied—our generation
is on the way out. The baton is getting passed to the “next”
generation. Of course, this applies to many fields of endeavor
because the baby boomers, born between 1945 and 1964, are
a large demographic group. A wave has been passing through
society. Each phase of our lives dominated society—as children (1950s), as teenagers (1960s), as young professionals
(1970s–1980s), as parents (1980s–1990s), as senior professionals (1990’s–2000’s), and beginning in the last few years,
increasingly as retirees (Abbott is mostly retired, and I am
nearing retirement). I can only imagine that post-baby boom
generations are all too eager to see the backsides of us baby
Figure 1. Geoscience age distribution histograms
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boomers! I don’t blame you. We have left you with plenty of
problems to solve, for sure.
But what an opportunity! Geoscience professions are exciting, diverse, and challenging. The geoscience problems that
society faces today are even more challenging than the problems my generation inherited from the “greatest” generation.
Demand for metals—both common (base metals) and more
exotic (rare earths, lithium, PGMs, etc.) continues to increase.
The ever-increasing niches filled by all varieties of industrial
minerals increases demands for them. We use around 10 tons of
aggregate per year per capita and demand is growing even with
increasing recycling of asphalt and concrete. Hydrocarbons
still power society and will continue to for decades in the
future. Fresh water is ever scarcer due to population growth
and changes in rainfall patterns. The tools we use in the geosciences have become increasingly complex and computer based.
Those of us that hire new geologists rely heavily on university
professors and teachers to prepare our new hires to use the
tools of our profession as they begin their work life.
All of this portends exciting times for young geologists and
many potential career paths to pursue. I would suggest that
now is the time for young geologists to find mentors from my
generation before we go riding off into the sunset. Our years

of experience can be invaluable for the individual that makes
the effort to extract our wisdom from our long years of work. I
view this as a primary goal of AIPG in the coming few years. As
Abbott’s analysis shows, we have begun to add many students
and young professionals to our membership. This is happening in part because the job market for geologists has greatly
improved since the recent recession and a career in geology
makes sense. It also reflects the drive of this new generation
just now graduating from colleges and universities.
I know this generation well because my two sons are part
of it. Both have or will graduate in the computer science and
engineering field (not geology). Both are motivated not just by
the size of their paychecks, but by the challenges they must
face at work. Being challenged is an important motivation for
them—they want to do something that matters and contributes
to society. Call it idealistic if you want, but I think that is the
attitude that this new generation brings to the table and which
gives me great optimism for the future.
I recently attended a student night held at Arizona State
University. It was well attended with more than 60 students,
faculty members, and professionals. The students were eager
and enthusiastic to hear talks by professionals about their
careers. We also met with them to talk about their interests
and to show them what we do on a day-to-day basis. It was
very uplifting to see their focus and this re-enforced my positive impression of this new generation of geologists.
AIPG will evolve as directed by this new generation of
geologists. We have recently added a Young Professional
position to the Executive Committee, a position currently
held by Brandy Barnes. The Executive Committee of AIPG is
well aware that the success of our organization depends on
the active involvement of young geologists. We actively seek
advice and suggestions and welcome input from students or
young professionals on how our organization can best serve
you. Indeed, many of us are ready for you to replace us in the
Institute’s Section and National leadership positions. Please
participate in our conferences and section meetings.

See you in Colorado Springs in September!

AIPG MEMBERSHIP TOTALS
As of 5/1/2017

CPG / Active

As of 5/1/2018

2,889

2,741

464

487

0

18

814

806

Professional Member/Non-Practicing

33

32

Young Professional

91

126

Associate Member

45

52

Student Adjunct

2,446

2,068

TOTALS

6,782

6,330

CPG Emeritus Member
Honorary Member
Professional Member
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Registration is open for
the Annual Meeting in
Colorado Springs!
Don’t miss out on the
great networking, the
learning opportunities,
field trips and fun!

Sign up today!
Online registration is
available at
www.aipg.org
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Student Scholarship Essays
“Why I want to be a Geologist...”
Gemma Amorelli, SA-9000
University of Alaska-Anchorage
(Sponsored by the Alaska Section)

I’ve never analyzed my motivations
for choosing this path. It may be tough
to do in a few pages. I’ve had a lifelong
fascination with the planet. It began with
a childhood curiosity for the patterns and
intricacies in minerals. I hoarded minerals, fossils, and other natural curios
- not Pokémon cards or dolls. One of my
childhood heroes and babysitter, Rod, dumbfounded me as a
kid with his mineral collection. In retrospect, it is hilarious
to think that a 60-something year old man was so excited to
show off his rocks to a snotty kid, and to teach me their proper
names. It became normal to show off my specimens, and I
might have been considered a weirdo in middle school when I
showed the neighborhood kids my gypsum rose, selenite, and
Apache’s tears. I did not keep in close contact with him after
my tweens, though I wish I had because he passed a few years
after we were too old to be babysat.
I had a privileged childhood, from toddler times until eighteen. I don’t mean in a monetary sense, but that I had a stellar

Maddie Bess, SA-9266
Berry College
When I first arrived at Berry College two and a half years
ago, the thought of studying geology had never crossed my
mind. Sure, I was already confident in declaring my major in
Environmental Science, but at Berry, we also had to declare
a concentration for our studies. I realized this decision would
be one of the most significant of my college career, and quite
frankly, I was intimidated by this choice. All I knew was
that I wanted to choose a concentration that would allow me
to pursue my passion for environmental stewardship and its
relation to public health. Luckily, I would soon meet someone
who would make this choice blindingly clear to me.
A month into my freshman year at Berry, I met Dr. Tamie
J. Jovanelly at the Majors Fair. I had gone to the fair to chat
with the advisors from each concentration to understand what
each focus truly had to offer so I could pursue my passions
in the most genuine way to myself and my goals. As a West
Virginian, I’ve witnessed the environmental degradation of
my beloved home state from mountaintop removal and its
subsequent impact on human health. I’ve wanted to become
an environmentalist for most of my life to change the energy
mix of our country so that future generations will inherit
public lands to treasure and so that no more young people will
have to watch the landscape they love be reduced to rubble.
But which concentration would allow me to accomplish this? I
asked all the advisors this question, but I was enraptured by
Dr. Jovanelly’s answer. A degree in Geology, she said, opened
the playing field for me. A deep and robust understanding of
our earth’s history and the processes that shape it is the basis
for lasting, profound impacts in environmental conservation
and sustainability. I have always been committed to public
12 TPG • Jul.Aug.Sep 2018

single-parent upbringing. My mother was an adventurer, and
still is. She took her two kids all over the United States and
world. A typical three-day weekend or holiday was spent camping out in the mountains, the Grand Canyon, Zion National
Park, Yellowstone, or Yosemite. We loaded up the RV with
supplies and left the city often. In that way, I grew up with
a healthy mix of suburban city-life and wilderness. I learned
that the earth does not always produce crystalline perfection;
it is covered in boils at Yosemite, scars at the Grand Canyon,
and deformation in the mountains. But why? Like the question
that prompted this writing, the why’s underwrote my interest in geology. My mother travelled for work, and during my
teens she took me all over the world with her. By the time I
graduated high school I had floated in the Dead Sea in Jordan,
hiked in the Blue Mountains in Australia, cut my knee on a
coral reef in Jamaica, and seen the Jade Buddha in Thailand.
For these reasons, and perhaps others that I cannot define,
I developed an inherent interest in the geosciences that lingers
somewhere in my core. I know that I’m not alone in this; there
is something that grasps ahold of earth science enthusiasts. I
am not sure how else to make sense of it, and perhaps this is
why the original question of “Why do you want to be a geologist?” was asked: to make sense of this invisible tug. This tug
stayed with me as I entered both my twenties and a new state.

service, and Dr. Jovanelly was (and still is) shining example
of a geologist deeply committed to her field. With her
Fulbright Grant, she traveled to Africa to study air and
water quality in cities and rural villages impacted by
the lack ofenvironmental regulations. She showed me that
geologists are not just scientists who study rocks- they
are engaged in actively searching and developing solutions
to climate and environmental crises. I was enormously
inspired by Dr. Jovanelly’s work in academia and her
service toothers, and I was moved by how well a Geology
degree could equip me with the knowledge to make my
own contribution to environmental and public health. No
other major seemed sorelevant to the global environmental
and health issues we face in today’s society. On that
same day, I confidently declared myconcentration as the
newest member of the Berry College Geology Department.
With only a year and a half left inmy college career, I
can honestly say I’ve never mo r e a nt ic ip at e d
entering the next stage ofmy adult life. However, I feel
confident in more than just my preparedness for graduate
school- I feel eager and excited tocontinue my dedication to public service and the environment. Inmy undergraduate career I’ve traveled across Northwest Georgia
giving educational talks on natural gas fracturing, and
I’ve collaborated with local city commissioners on clean
energy transitioning and a bright future for my college
town. I would never have been involved in this scope of
public service and environmental stewardship without my
geology degree. I look forward tomy future with bright
eyes, because I know that, with my love and passion
for geology and the environment, I’ll make the difference
I’ve always striven to make.
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“WHY I WANT TO BE A GEOLOGIST...”
Katelyn Brower, SA-7588
Western Washington University
You know the feeling when something is right; that seemingly effortless
discovery where everything falls into
place. I know that feeling, because that
is exactly what happened to me when I
took my first geology class in my second
year at community college. From the
very beginning of my college education,
I began taking a variety of introductory science classes and I
remember thinking that a very logical and possibly challenging decision would be imminent to determine the direction of
my future career, but instead it was more like an epiphany, I
didn’t need to think about it at all. It was just meant to be. I
am going to be a geologist.
As with any major decision, I expected to have times of
doubt to challenge my feelings, to ensure I had made the right
decision for my future lifelong career; like the two-year stint
of requisites I worked through to be able to transfer to the
university without the joy of another geology class for inspiration, and all the time I spent learning side by side with other
students in a sort of solitude, as these students were working toward different careers entirely. Outside of my geology
classes, I never met another geology major in any other class
I took at the community college.
During this time in my education bits of inspiration kept
me on track: an interesting geologic find during a day hike an
opportunity to tag along on a field trip with local professional
geologists, or rockhounding with a group from my local rock
and gem club. My mind may have questioned, but my passion
has never wavered. I always knew I would be a scientist, so I

Alison Cramer, SA-8108
University of Nevada, Reno
I believe that every living person on
this planet has a right to clean and safe
drinking water. I have decided to devote
my life to the preservation of our watersystems by evolving the way in which
we design our water infrastructure. As
the human race continues to deplete and
pollute its potable water resources, we
move farther away from achieving a goal of perpetual sustainability. I will dedicate my life, with the help of a Bachelor’s
Degree in Hydrogeology and a Master’s Degree in Geological
Engineering, to advance the way we currently use our most
precious and necessary resource. There is enough water on
this planet to sustain all life, and it is up to us to determine
how we harvest and use this water.
The modern industrial system has created a deficit in the
world by way of ruining our fresh water through pollution,
and by draining invaluable groundwater aquifers. This kind
of unaccountable and destructive behavior actually increases
the need for foreign aid to developing countries, instead of
promoting self-sufficiency. The “industrial model” is based on
exponential growth using energy intensive resources, derived
from a finite set of natural resources. We cannot expect to feed
and water our growing population using techniques which
do not work well with the natural structure of the Earth’s
biological systems.
We also live in a society which is built upon the usage of our
natural resources for energy and other needs. Obtaining these
resources means we have to remove them from the Earth, prowww.aipg.org

never had the expectation that my education would be easy.
To the contrary; the subject of geology has always kept my
interest and kept me focused on my goal. Knowing exactly
what I have been working for throughout my education has
made all the difference.
Being active in the geoscience community has always
been incredibly important to me, even more so when class
requirements took me away from the subject. I have always
remained active in student clubs and participate in activities with my local rock and gem club. Likewise, I belong to
several geoscience organizations, where I serve and network
with professionals and stay current on today’s geology news.
I appreciate that many professionals are open to sharing
their knowledge with upcoming geoscientists like me and I
am thankful for the memorable and lasting relationships I
have made.
I stayed the course, working through all of my pre-university
requirements for the opportunity to take geology exclusively
at the university level. And now, I look forward to yet another
milestone in my education, the opportunity to immerse myself
in the culminating challenge of my entire education to date
and to prove that I can do what I have been training to do for
so many years; attend field camp. Field camp will not only
represent the completion of my Bachelor of Science degree in
Geology, but I also feel it will be a profound opportunity to
reflect on all the years of my education. Through my many
networking opportunities in professional organizations and
meeting true professionals in the field, I have heard a resounding consensus that field camp was one of the best and most
memorable experiences of their lives. Because of this, I look
forward to the rewards of this exciting trip, in what will be
the biggest challenge for me thus far.

cess them in a way which allows us to use them, as well as deal
with the waste after disposal. Groundwater contamination
happens from various sources, such as agricultural chemicals,
sewage treatment, municipal and hazardous waste landfills,
as well as chemical and petroleum product spills. In order to
maintain our way of life, it is up to us to use the technologies
of the modern age in order to remove and process the resources
we desire, while still considering and protecting the resource
we need for basic human survival; water.

Bob Felder, Secretary, NV Section, and Kel Buchanan,
President, NV Section, presenting Alison Kramer the
AIPG $1,000 student scholarship

Strategies which work with a region’s land and specific
climate to extract valuable energy resources, as well as to
harvest water, need to be developed in unison. I aspire to create a model which will enable governments around the world
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to collect and treat water in a tenable way, whilst continuing
to build their energy reserves. With the help of fellow innovators and scientists around the globe, I hope to create water
systems which will be used and maintained for all of the future
generations of this world.
Water is a priceless resource, the most treasurable element,
the most valuable compound, and the most precious ally to
all life that exists upon this planet. Water is the essence of
all living systems, and in this Universe, it is water that is
the vital nutrient which connects us all and brings forth life.
The metamorphosis we need to undergo in order to rearrange

a centuries old system, requires the necessary scientifically
backed data and engineering ingenuity, which I am ready and
willing to work for.
We do not live in a petroleum-based economy; we live in a
water-based economy. Fossil fuels can be replaced, and as a
species, we can learn to live with or without the comforts an
energy intensive world provides. We cannot learn to live without water, and every day we are polluting the one resource we
need for survival. My ambition to design viable water systems
will support my mission to provide fresh and clean water for
human consumption around the world.

Robert Collar, SA-7998
Stanford University

this sort of experience is not uncommon in many fields of science; what is striking about geology is the pervasiveness with
which these experiences can occur.
Stanford’s Florence Moore Dining hall is known to many
for its ice cream and Sunday night Indian food; to a select few
with an eye for anything born of the earth, “FloMo” is famous
for its countertops. To the layman, these countertops certainly
have their utility; they are the pedestals upon which ice cream
and Indian food are served. But to the select few, “FloMo’s”
countertops are a window into the formation of pegmatites.
Large books of muscovite and scarlet garnets pepper their
surfaces, and intergrowths of quartz and feldspar are scrawled
out in some ancient language. To us geologists-in-training, the
countertops represent the culmination of a medley of igneous
processes. Just like my uncle, I now see time and process
where superficially there’s only a surface whose flatness is
engineered perfectly for the serving of hot food.
Geologists experience the world in a fundamentally different way than almost everyone else. A geologist’s toolbox acts
as a form of augmented reality. Zoned plagioclase crystals
jump out from movie theater bathroom tiling, and what was
once an ignored, isolated boulder in a field becomes evidence
for extensive glaciation.
I want to be a geologist because I want to access all of the
stories accessible through a deftly placed hammer blow and the
trained geologist’s mind. And I want to be a geologist so that
I can share these stories. While I personally find the geosciences exciting, growing up in the heart of Silicon Valley has
demonstrated to me the extent to which many others have lost
touch with the earth. Many forget where the materials that
make up their iPhones and Teslas come from, or the source
of the energy that powers these devices. Studying geology has
given me a new lens through which to appreciate the world
and a drive to instill this appreciation in others.

I was fortunate to have fallen for the
earth sciences long before I had to choose
whether or not I’d like to be a geologist.
Minerals dotted the bookshelves of my
bedroom as I was growing up; frankly, I
was enraptured by their organic beauty
and the lore that pervaded their space:
the who and the where. Some kids fell
for G.I. Joe wielding an automatic rifle while hanging out of
the side of a helicopter; I fell for the rugged mineral collector
armed with a hammer, figure silhouetted in the entrance of
an abandoned adit.
My own mineral collecting brought me in touch with beautiful minerals and beautiful places, but in retrospect there was
a certain flatness to these experiences. I distinctly remember
one instance in which I hunted for garnets with my uncle, a
hydrogeologist by training. While I focused on scavenging for
individual garnet crystals, he had paused to look at a contact
further down the outcrop and concluded that the garnets had
formed as part of a skarn. I had no idea what a skarn was; at
the time, I honestly didn’t care.
Four years have passed since then, and I now have a strong
sense of what I had been missing out on: the attention to storytelling cultivated by a degree in geology. My uncle had noticed
a subtle but significant clue in his contact. Using his geologic
toolkit – grounded in primary observation, first order principles, and the ability to contextualize – he pried into another
dimension of understanding that I had completely missed. He
had seen process, heat, time, flow, and mass transfer where
I had only seen attractive collectibles in the flashes of garnet
I scooped out of the dirt and knocked off of the outcrop. Now,

Emily Geyman, SA-9077
Princeton University
I discovered my love for research at
the beginning of high school. In ninth
grade, I read a National Geographic
article about a water purification system piloted in Nairobi’s Kibera slum
that used the sun’s ultraviolet rays to
kill pathogens. Intrigued by the method’s simplicity, I built my own prototype
and tried to improve its efficacy. The project dominated my
living room and most of my free time. The following year, after
reading about dead zones in the Gulf of Mexico, I designed
an experiment to study the dynamics of algal growth under
varying concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus. When I
worked on my independent science projects in high school, I felt
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empowered by the freedom to ask my own questions, perform
my own experiments, and interpret the results. While my high
school experiments seem unsophisticated in retrospect, they
ignited in me a passion for research that I can’t imagine will
be extinguished.
Since taking my first geology class in college, I’ve discovered a love of Earth science. I’ve started to devour non-fiction
books about the Earth system: Rare Earth, The Control of
Nature, How to Build a Habitable Planet, The Rocks Don’t
Lie, Wonderful Life, etc. Reading these books before bed is the
part of my day I look forward to the most, and it renews both
my sense of wonder and the draw of the unknown.
Being a geologist means that the whole world becomes your
natural laboratory. For me, geology has turned a window
seat on an airplane into a case study of knickpoint migration and river avulsion. It has transformed day-hikes in the
www.aipg.org
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Appalachians into studies of environmental change over
hundreds of millions of years of Earth history. I want to be a
geologist so that I can keep asking questions. Why do rivers
meander? What causes bifurcation in wave ripples? How come
the tidal range in the Bay of Fundy is 15 meters, whereas it
is just a few centimeters in parts of the Great Bahama Bank?
Since the beginning of high school, I have been captivated by
the freedoms and challenges of scientific research and driven

by a desire to better understand the natural world. My geology classes and undergraduate research have further focused
my sense of purpose and my desire to become a geoscientist.
After college, I plan to pursue a PhD and a career in geology
so I can use my passion for research to make a positive impact
on the world we share.

Denay Grund, SA-8975
University of Nebraska Omaha

everything that exists in the system we live in, regardless of
whether that thing is living or not. Becoming a geology major
has helped me to discover my love for the outdoors and I could
not pass up the opportunity to enter a field that would allow
me to be outside as often as possible. Rock climbing, hiking,
and camping, all are fantastic and all are in the field of geology. Along with the outdoors comes traveling. This privilege
was out of reach as a young child and when I entered college
it seemed as if traveling out of my state, let alone the country,
was unattainable. As I have participated in field trips and
expanded my physical horizons, including traveling overseas
this next summer, my dreams have become a reality. My
career not only piques my interests, but also allows me the
traveling I have always wanted to do. The Earth is too large
not to want to attempt to visit as many places as possible. I
have yearned to see the world and now geology has given me
this ability and the opportunity to understand the nature I
see. No place is boring because they all have a geologic history
that has shaped the landscape we see.
Geology has become my lens for viewing the world and the
people who live on it. Along with my geology major, I have
earned a minor in Anthropology. With this I plan to bring an
understanding of humans to the discipline, in order to better
connect with other people I meet and to hopefully help them
see the field’s importance as much as I do. We treat our human
social realm as if it were separate from the Earthly one, but
we cannot hope to understand ourselves without knowing the
world that has shaped life itself. I hope to one day understand
a fraction of the processes that occur today and have occurred
for millions of years before us. I know when I look back on the
choices I have made, choosing geology will be one that I will
never regret and always be thankful for.

I began college with an idea that I
enjoyed the physical and social sciences.
In the early years of my college career, I
struggled with the major I would choose.
This would provide the basis of the rest of
my life’s work and I wanted to make sure
I had it right. Whether it was history,
ecology, biology or chemistry, I found
myself wondering if I would find a discipline that captured
all my interests and allowed for flexibility. Not only this, I
searched for a career that would never get boring, and that
would provide me with a challenge.
When I took an Introductory Physical Geology course, I
realized that whatever I chose to do for the rest of my life had
to involve geology. Here was a discipline that involved many
processes existing on Earth, but also was not stagnant and
continued to evolve. My professors have talked about each of
their niches in geology with such passion, and this has driven
me to find my lifelong career within this field. With this, an
interest in archaeology developed as well and the joint study
of both has been a subdiscipline with which I have become
enamored. As I took on more courses in my major, my interests
extended to a wide variety of subdisciplines, including soils,
geomorphology, and potential disaster mitigation. Each course
brings me closer to a better understanding of how our Earth
works and the processes that shape our everyday lives. These
processes are what drive my learning to better understand
our world and prepare me to hopefully help our Earth and
people’s lives.
I want to be a geologist both because of my love for the world
around us and because I want to understand the importance of

Ashley How, SA-9090
Adams State University
Prior to pursuing a geology degree, I
spent much of my formative college years
pondering whether what I was doing was
the right thing. I never exactly felt pressured to go to University, but like many
students my age, I was lost in a sea of nameless faces and no
direction. I graduated, nonetheless, with a BA in Anthropology
and a licensure in Elementary Education. Whilst the teaching job took me overseas, the nagging feeling of “not doing
what I love” has resonated with me since my graduation. For
whatever reason, during this time I have kept reverting back
in my mind to a geology class I had taken and loved during
my university years! It was certainly one of the best classes I
took during my first degree. Unfortunately, at the time that I
took it, I felt that I was already too far into my other programs
to make a drastic change. After that semester, however, I
kept trying to live vicariously through other people by telling
www.aipg.org

them that they should take a geology course. Eventually, it
dawned on me that I had the means to take a geology course
myself – and, better yet, even to get a degree. So, at 32 years
old I made the life-changing decision to return to school and
pursue a second degree in geology. I would be remiss if I didn’t
mention that growing up in Colorado (a state known for its
boundless geological beauty) also had a part in molding this
path for me. This decision has brought enormous clarity to
my life overall, as it is allowing me to chase a dream of being
a volcanologist. As clichéd as it may sound, I firmly believe
that you have to do what you love doing. My grades and my
motivation to work hard for this degree are only proof that I
have chosen the right career path – or perhaps it has chosen
me? I have found a passion in geology that was never present
before. I have taken every opportunity to engage in the field,
which has not only given me the resources and networking
skills I will need in order to complete my main objective, but
has also given me the happiness of embracing this science
wholeheartedly. I, personally, cannot think of a better reason
for why I (or anyone else) should want to be a geologist.
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“WHY I WANT TO BE A GEOLOGIST...”
Brandon Keough, SA-8731
University of New York Potsdam
My original desire to become a geologist stemmed from my lifelong love of
the outdoors and exposure to the earth
sciences in an 8th grade class. As a kid,
I looked forward to every camping trip,
boy scout event, and hike. I read books
about the Himalayas and wondered how
they formed. After taking Earth Science
in 8th grade, my teacher suggested that I look into geology as
a career. I spent the next few years deciding between geology
and viola performance, very firmly decided on one of the two.
During this time, I spent one month each summer from 2012
through 2014 volunteering on trail crews with the Student
Conservation Association. After finishing my first crew in Big
Sur, CA, just before entering junior year, I came home knowing that geology was the path I wanted to take. Despite my
continued motivation to pursue music, I knew that spending
time in and understanding the outdoors was what I wanted
my career to be centered around.
While the foundation of my desire to become a geologist has
remained much the same, it has transformed to reflect specific
career goals and newfound interests, specifically teaching. I
continue to enjoy time spent outdoors on personal and geologyrelated trips. I have had the opportunity to both attend and
teach as an Associate Instructor at Indiana University’s field
camp in Montana. Through this experience, I have come to
appreciate how field work in geology so greatly enhances conventional coursework. I have also realized that teaching in the
field is a fulfilling experience that I wish to seek throughout
my career.
For the past two years, I have been fortunate to work as
a field instructor for SUNY Potsdam’s Wilderness Education
department. By teaching students how to thrive in challenging conditions, I have perfected skills that lend themselves
to conducting research in adverse environments. This is
important to me because I find geology to be most exciting in
remote locations where a combination of skill sets is necessary
to safely conduct fieldwork.
In September 2016, I began working as a tutor for Trio
Support Services, a grant-funded program for academically

Katelyn Kring, SA-8652
Michigan Technological University
My first introduction to earth science was a class I took my sophomore
year of high school. It was a required
class, meaning most students put in
the minimal effort necessary to pass it,
but my curiosity piqued. My favorite
part was when we took the opportunity
to investigate a Superfund site only a
fifteen-minute walk from school. I had never experienced the
ability to apply classroom knowledge in the field. Although it
was an interesting trip, it was very basic, and the majority of
students lacked any sort of enthusiasm.
In Spring 2013 I started looking for summer opportunities
to expand my Earth science knowledge, and I eventually stumbled across Geological Reasoning And Natives Investigating
The Earth (GRANITE). Funded by the National Science
Foundation and run by a professor from Lake Superior State
University, this program gave eighteen high school students
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disadvantaged students. I had a particularly influential experience working with a student with a learning disability. She
was taking an introductory geology class for a second time and
needed to pass in order to graduate. After a full semester of
strong work, she earned a 2.7 in the class. I continue to value
this as one of the finest experiences of my college career. I am
most proud that in the process of working with this student I
was able to find ways to improve her comprehension by utilizing her strengths as a learner. I strongly believe that she will
be a more confident student moving forward.
These experiences teaching at field camp, in the Adirondacks,
and tutoring have led me to prioritize teaching in my career
plans. I have yet to be involved in a day of teaching where I
was unhappy to be charged with that responsibility. Whether
I was sick, tired, or in the midst of an extremely busy day or
week, teaching was the high point.
Research has also taken on an important role in my undergraduate education. For the past two years, I have been
working to identify and understand cyclicity within the late
Carboniferous Clifton Formation, New Brunswick. This has
included literature review, field work in May of 2017, and
data analysis. With the guidance of my faculty advisers, I am
currently writing a manuscript to submit for publication this
spring. This experience has led me to realize the exciting and
ever-changing nature of research and I have been consistently
motivated by this challenge. I consider myself lucky to have
worked with advisers who challenged me to take as much
responsibility for every aspect of the project as possible.
The combination of teaching and research that is the focus
of a faculty position is enticing to me. I have decided to pursue academia because of this variable and challenging work.
I look forward to years of working to be a better teacher and
researcher. I also look forward to helping students discover
the many avenues that geology can include. I fully believe that
academia will provide me with the types of challenges that I
find most fulfilling to address.
It is clear that many influences have played a role in answering the question of why I want to be a geologist and what I want
to do as a geologist. Every influence is still at play, from the
earth science teacher who I regularly email, to research in its
final stages. As I take new steps in my undergraduate career
and soon in graduate school, I find a constantly developing
and ever-better answer to this question.

the opportunity to immerse themselves in some of the most
beautiful geology of America, located between Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula and the Black Hills of South Dakota. For
two weeks we traveled to and camped in different “classrooms”
ranging from sandy beaches to limestone caverns. I always
loved nature and exploring the outdoors, but this trip opened
my eyes to a whole new way of appreciating it. Every rock
formation I saw helped to tell Earth’s 4.6 billion year old
history. We learned the basics of using a Brunton compass
and collecting samples, along with the importance of keeping
precise notes in a field book. At the conclusion of the two-week
trip I knew I had found my calling. A career in the geosciences
would give me the options of traveling, working outdoors,
and exploring foreign places. To pursue this career path I
enrolled in Michigan Technological University’s Geological
Engineering program.
The past two and a half years at Michigan Tech have
immersed me in an intense curriculum which I have faced
with enthusiasm. My Spring 2017 semester was the most
challenging semester of college I have undertaken to date.
www.aipg.org
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My courses included Geophysics, Structural Geology, Statics
& Mechanics of Materials, and Petrology. While the classes
were demanding, I did not waver from my desire to become a
geologist. In fact, these classes only reinforced my passion. At
the end of one particularly stressful week, while deep in the
trenches of homework, exams, projects, and work I remember
needing to relax. With my Petrology midterm project due date
looming, on a Friday night I headed to the lab, sat down in
front of a petrographic microscope, and immersed myself in
examining igneous thin sections. It was my first time sitting
in front of a scope by myself. I felt awkward and inept for the
first hour, but by the time hour three rolled around I was in
control of the instrument. Glancing back and forth between
the oculars, my notes, and textbooks I was fluidly naming

minerals, determining modal mineralogy, and identifying
the rocks. I didn’t notice the time pass, but I did notice I was
significantly less stressed by the time I packed everything up
and called it a night.
Reflecting on my semester, I realize this passion for my studies is what carried me through the tough classes. Passion is
what allowed me to come out of the rigorous months with a 4.0
GPA and to receive the Geological Engineering Department’s
2017 Mineralogy Award for exceptional coursework. I am
blessed to have found my passion at such a young age. I
will pursue it as far as possible and take advantage of the
opportunities my college degree will offer me. I want to be a
geologist to work in a career field which challenges me and
excites me to get up each day

Paige LaPlant, SA-9099
University of Northern Iowa
Earth’s Written Record

I view the rock record as a novel. My job, as a geologist,
is to read layers upon layers of pages and uncover the truth
behind the history of the earth. There are so many characters in this novel that the list is endless: trilobites, crinoids,
ammonoids, and even us. Major plot twists have occurred, as
is evident in the “Big 5” mass extinctions, which have given
rise to new characters and caused the tragic deaths of many
others. Environmental factors like volcanism, increasing and
decreasing levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide, anoxia, and
vegetation changes would become some of the antagonists in
these events, hastening the ultimate end for many characters
while being vital in the formation of others. What I love most
about this story is that I don’t know the ending. New pages
are being found and others are being rewritten as new information comes out. Characters and antagonists continue to be
uncovered, showing new ways life survives and competes in the
world around us. I want to be a coauthor of this epic biography.
I spent my teen years in a similar way to everyone else. I
was by no means rebellious, but I did think I knew where my
life was heading and that I had won this battle against my
mother. As I grew up and reflected back on my high school
years, on the years where I was questioning the idea of becoming an author, I often laugh as I realize my mother knew best
all along and I am so glad that she did.

You know the saying, “Mother knows
best?” That’s right, the one that every
teenager spends their adolescence trying to rebel against. “I’m an adult!” they
argue. Meanwhile, bystanders just shake
their heads and wait for the day when
they will realize that they were anything
but. I was no exception to this rule. All my life, my mom would
tell me I was born to be a writer. I loved to read, and I even
penned my first book, The Netherstorm, in my early middle
school days. So, it all made sense: I would go on to higher
education and major in creative writing at an institution one
of my favorite authors attended. As years went on, I would
begin to challenge this idea of ‘mother knows best.’ Becoming
an author did not seem like the path I was destined to follow.
I began to reflect on my life and what I was truly passionate
about. As it would turn out, my path ended up being a bit
rockier, but my mother had actually been right all along.
My love for the earth popped up in subtle ways throughout
my life. Besides collecting books, I would also collect rocks
and minerals. I was fascinated by the sharp points of crystals
like quartz and the vast array of gemstone colors, such as
aquamarine and sapphire. This seemed to be a minor hobby
until I went on a trip to the Rocky Mountains. This trip happened right around the time I was figuring out what I wanted
to do for the rest of my life. I found myself wanting to climb
up every mountain and pick up every rock. When I finally
got the chance to do just that, I began stuffing my bag full
of stones that I was proud enough to identify, thanks to my
small hobby. On top of that mountain, everything seemed to
fall into place and I decided that I would become a geologist,
so that I could continue to go on the kinds adventures that I
would love to write about.
I chose to pursue degrees in Earth Science and Environmental
Science, with minors in Geology and Anthropology, at the
University of Northern Iowa. After I earn my Bachelor’s
degree, I will head either abroad or out west to pursue graduate
school in geological studies. My emphasis will be a combination
of volcanology, geoarchaeology, igneous/metamorphic petrology, and geochemistry. Everyone close to me was initially
surprised to see the new direction life took me. As I dive more
into my majors, I realize that this was always what I was supposed to be doing and that I am still heading down the path
that my family predicted.
www.aipg.org

AIPG National is proud to announce that
we have awarded 19 $1,000 scholarships to
undergraduate students pursuing geology
degrees and careers. Six were funded by the
Foundation of the AIPG, and two were funded
by the Alaska section. As part of their scholarship application, we asked the students to
share with us their reasons for wanting to
become geologists. We are sharing their essays
here.
We also awarded two William Siok graduate scholarships funded by the Foundation of
the AIPG to students pursuing their graduate
level degrees.
We are so proud of our student members
and excited to see what they will bring to the
future of the geosciences.
Congratulations students!
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Uziel Rendon, SA-8457
Stephen F. Austin State University
I have always been interested in the
way the Earth was formed and I knew
that a career in Geology would lead me
to a better understanding of the world
around me. Early in my studies, I was
not so sure what career path I wanted to
take. However, during a summer hiking
trip I could not help but to marvel at how
mountains and bodies of water formed. I knew that I wanted to
know more and my hunger to explore pushed me into the field
of geology. The more I explored the more questions intrigued
me. Luckily, I have a friend who is a geologist who encouraged my desire to pursue a degree in geology. As my desire
grew, I invested more of my time reading about the geological
occurrences around me. To my advantage my college offered
an Introduction to Geology Course so naturally, I signed up.
It was there that I discovered my hidden passion for Geology.
I am currently a Junior at Stephen F. Austin State
University and pursuing a degree in Geology with a minor
in Geographical Spatial Science (GIS). I think GIS will help
me become more versatile in a career that is evolving with
technology. I am also a member of the AIPG and a member
of the SFA Geology club. My ambition to learn more is what
has driven me through courses such as Geology Through
Time, which shows us how small our human time scale is in
comparison to the billions of years that other organisms have
lived. It has also taught me how layers of rock were formed
and how to identify fossils of organisms that once inhabited
the Earth. Understanding the geology of the past can help
me identify areas of economic significance. Another course

Evan Millsap, SA-9199
Utah State University
As scientists, we are taught to avoid
hyperbole. Our descriptions should
always be deliberate and moderate. And
yet I can say with sincerity that geology
changed my life.
I am a first-generation college student. My oldest sister was born when my
mother was seventeen, and eight of us
siblings followed. My extended family consisted of conservative
construction workers who taught me to disdain education. Real
men build things, they said. Nevertheless, I managed to get a
scholarship to Utah State University, still unsure what I would
study. In my third semester, a geology professor convinced
me to sign up for his class. After two lectures, I switched my
major and never looked back.
Since then I have gained thirteen months of teaching
experience and eight months of research experience. I have
been working with Dr. Tammy Rittenour using Optically
Stimulated Luminescence dating to determine the age of a
unique Pleistocene mammoth not previously described in
southern Utah. These mammoth bones are surrounded by
horse, bison, ox, and carnivore fossils and fill a gap in the
fossil record. They reveal new things about climate, fluvial
geomorphology and local plant flora.
I want to be a geologist because I love research. Over the
past year, I have been able to take part in every step of the
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that intrigued me was Mineralogy, this course has taught me
the importance of knowing which minerals form, which rocks
and how their crystal structures dictate the hardness and
diaphaneity of the mineral. Knowing the chemical makeup of
a rock can reveal the processes of its origin which can lead to
discovery of an ore. Acquiring new knowledge is what drives
me through these courses. I often find myself admiring the
local natural Geology and looking for it everywhere I travel.
For example, the Weches formation that surrounds SFA is a
natural and beautiful formation that gives rise to vivid scenery that I admire and study regularly. Whether it be taking
pictures or researching these natural occurrences in nature,
I am always thirsting for more knowledge in this field. The
wonderful advantage of a geologist is that we become explorers who help inform others about the natural processes that
some may not understand. As an aspiring geologist, I hope
to make a difference through my understanding of the environment. Currently, my studies in petrology are helping me
understand the diagenesis of sedimentary rocks, and how to
identify their clasts.
As I continue my path to becoming an Environmental
Geologist, I know that I will gain the skills necessary to
bring about a more sustainable environment. I live in a
country where hard work and dedication are the keys to success. Therefore, I strive not only to learn the material but to
understand how I can apply it. Finally, to become an expert
geologist I will examine with an open mind knowing that I
may not hold all the knowledge, but through persistence and
dedication I can obtain the tools needed to reach my goals.
I am committed to explore new horizons, so I can become a
geologist of tomorrow.

scientific process. With the help of Dr. Rittenour, I developed
a testable hypothesis: that the mammoth lived between 90-150
ka. ago. I developed an experiment and proved my hypothesis
correct: the mammoth was 130 ka. old. Now, in April and May,
I will present at the Utah State University Student Research
Symposium and the Geological Society of America, Rocky
Mountain Section Meeting.
I plan on continuing to do research, and to establish my
career as a name in the geological community. I want to be
a geologist because I want to discover new things. As part of
my undergraduate project, we filled a small hole in the fossil
record for southern Utah. I want to do similar things for the
rest of my life.
I have been accepted to the University of California, Merced,
Ph.D. program, where I will be studying geochemistry and
paleontology starting this fall. This is a fully-funded position,
a huge responsibility, and the first step in what I hope will be
a lifelong career of research. I will be working with Dr. Sora
Kim. I hope to collaborate well with Dr. Kim and apply what
I learned working with Dr. Rittenour.
Before I can begin my Ph.D. program, I must complete
my Bachelor’s Degree. This includes attending Idaho State
University’s Field Camp. Not only is field camp required by
my university, field work is one of the reasons I became a
geologist. However, ISU’s camp is expensive ($5,200). I need to
find a way to fund camp, so I can learn excellent field methods
and go on to complete my dissertation and begin a career in
geological research. Thank you.

www.aipg.org
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New Applicants and
Members
Can now be found on the AIPG
website at
http://aipg.org/membership/newappsmems.html
Samantha Moruzzi, SA-8422
Cornell University
I was born a dreamer; an adventurer
meant to scour every nook and cranny
of the hillsides for the perfect geological
specimen. I was a daring searcher and the
sole individual left to discover the exact
mineral necessary to save all of humankind. Or at least that’s who I believed I
was on those family hikes throughout

my childhood.
I was born a scholar; a person meant to absorb all of the
information scrawled across the pages of books on volcanoes,
earthquakes and minerals. I was a fearless researcher, taking in every fact about the world’s most dangerous natural
disasters before time ran out. Or at least that’s who I believed
I was as I hid from the school librarian in elementary school
so I could stay within the books just a few minutes longer.
I was born a believer; a guardian of the idea that through
the physical understanding of our planet, we can make the
world a better place. I was an optimistic leader, believing
that there are effective, alternative fuels, that there are ways
we can reach carbon neutrality, and that through geological
science and research, my generation can pull the earth back
from the brink of environmental collapse. Or at least that
who I believed I was at every climate change march and every
oceanography lab I taught.
I was born an inquisitive mind; a questioner meant to understand each person’s path to a geological career. I was insatiably
curious, attending every talk on volcanic and tectonic processes
given at my college. I am a painstaking investigator as I
curiously pore over my research, ensuring that I don’t miss a
single, faint volcanic thermal anomaly, and as I inquire about
the effectiveness of other methods. Or at least that’s who I
think I am since I’ve set my sights on a career in geoscience.
I am a geologist; a dreamer, a scholar, a believer and an
inquisitive mind. I am passionate about pursuing my dream
of becoming a planetary geophysicist, of both adventuring to
volcanoes to do geophysical field work and exploring the most
effective remote sensing techniques. I aim to be scientifically
well-read and to eventually publish my own scholarly work
in hopes that it will not only benefit the realm of geoscience
but also inspire others to study geological mechanisms of the
planets. I strive to aid in creating a sustainable future and
to discover ways in which geophysical research can support
that goal. I am curious about how geophysics can be used to
understand our world and the development of new techniques
in order to do so. I constantly want to know more and aspire to
push the boundaries of geoscience to comprehend the foundation beneath our feet and that of the worlds beyond ours. To
me, this is a geologist.
www.aipg.org

Stephen Oni, SA-9120
University of Wyoming
It was always in the afternoon, when
the insolation from the Sun reached its
culmination that the man we called ‘Pa
Geo’ walked into our classroom. He ate,
drank, slept, and oozed Geography, yes
Geography. He made every lesson an
adventure. Today we would be in the
wild Serengeti of Africa, and the Sahara,
exploring vegetative patterns, and barchan dunes. Tomorrow
we would take a trip to the Fjords of Norway, examining glacier-carved U-shaped valleys, and making snow angels, from
snow we had never seen, except the frost from our freezers.
You see, Pa Geo taught in Preston International School located
in Akure, Ondo State, Nigeria, where there was never snow.
Our school was situated in a rain forest, ever green, and
so sunny the state was called the ‘Sunshine State’ – a fitting
sobriquet. Hence, whetting our imaginations with exotic
descriptions of alien lands served as an excellent escape from
the drudgeries of boarding school life. He explained to us how
the insolation we received from the Sun was a function of latitude, the Earth’s oblate ellipsoid shape, and briefly addressed
how orbital patterns affected insolation. With those in mind,
we valued and cherished the scorching heat we received
from the sun, as we were scientists, observing Earth system
processes. However, deep down, we loathed the heat more so
than we cherished it.
Through Pa Geo’s tutorship, a desire to understand the
Earth in greater detail was triggered in me. This interest
reached its apex when I learned of geophysical process used
to image the Earth while I interned in the company my dad
works for as a part of a work experience program created as
part of a career development program at my high school.
Thus I moved from
an infatuation with
geography to falling in
love with geology, and
that love has grown
deeper still as I have
gained more knowledge
and experience. You can
say I went from sucking
milk from the bosom
of geography, to eating
solid meats on the table
geology has made for
me. On this table, there
are many delicacies to
feast from: petrology,
sedimentation and stratigraphy, mineralogy,
geophysics, hydrology,
structural geology and
tectonics etc.
AIPG Executive Director Aaron
Geology offers a
Johnson visited UW to award
world from which
scholarship to Stephen Oni
come endless possibilities: minerals yet to be
unearthed, questions relating to deep surface geology yet to
be answered, and even mysteries relating to other planets are
yet to be explained. This is why I want to be a geologist, more
so, this is why I will be a Geologist – soli Deo Gloria.
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Chance Seckinger, SA-8232
Columbus State University
“The more I learn, the more I realize how much I don’t know.” -Albert
Einstein
Our Earth becomes more complex
every day, and the role of a professional
geologist is to be that person who understands the Earth and how it has changed
over time. Albert Einstein’s quote has
described my journey as an undergraduate geology major quite
accurately. I always preferred science in school, but I had no
idea about the love I would soon develop for geology. I started
with a superficial understanding of science and I only realized
how complex the world is when I started learning more about
geology. With every class I take, trip I go on, and rock I find,
I have more questions about Earth and crave to understand
our world even more.
In 2016, I was honorably discharged from the United States
Marine Corps and had the world at my fingertips. I could have
gone down any avenue and have pursued any career that I
wanted. A tempting option was to become a backpacker and
really explore the country while I wasn’t restricted by a family
or other obligation. But living off odd jobs to make ends meet
still seemed stressful and unrealistic for the long term. My
next thought was to find a job field in which I could be with
nature, see the country, and have the confidence that I could

Sydney Souza, SA-8894
University of Alaska-Anchorage
(Sponsored by the Alaska Section)

Have you ever hiked up a mountain
and just stopped and looked around?
What did you see? Chances are you saw
a beautiful blue sky, green trees and
grass, maybe an animal in the distance,
and hopefully a calm lake. But what
else is there? What were you not seeing
when you thoughtfully stared out into
the trees? That’s what I wanted to know. I wanted to figure
out “How those mountains and lakes get there?” “What were
the rocks were made of?” “What was that weird crack up the
side of a cliff caused by”.
I have come back from every hike I have ever gone on with
at least two pockets full of rocks. I didn’t know what they were
or how they got there. At the time all I cared about was that
they were beautiful or weird or just curious. I didn’t realize
that one day I would be able to identify some of these rocks
and determine their possible origin.
I started college in 2007 at the University of North Dakota.
I was studying meteorology with a minor in space studies. I
joined a sorority and became the vice president of membership.
I loved college. However, I was young and unfocused. I didn’t
like my major and became very uninterested in school. After
two years of wasting money, I went back home to Anchorage,
Alaska and attended University of Alaska at Anchorage. This
was when I realized that you could study rocks for a living. I
had no idea! It sounded crazy, but had to be true since there
was a whole major developed around it. So I studied geology
for a year, but I was still that young and unfocused girl. I
didn’t do well. I wasn’t failing, but I wasn’t living up to my
full potential. I decided that I should stop and take a break to
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be financially stable if I were successful. As I transitioned back
to the civilian world, I felt a void that even the most established people feel; I wasn’t sure if what I was doing matters.
In the military, it is easy to define your worth in society and
no matter how stressful things get, at least you believe that
your job is helping the world become a better place. There are
plenty of jobs with outside work and financial stability, but my
decision to become a geologist came from the realization that I
wanted my career to have a meaningful impact on our world.
“Will my house flood in the next 30 years?”
“What is my risk of being affected by volcanic eruption?”
“Where is the best place to mine…”
Geologists are often given these challenging questions that
affect people’s lives in the short and long term. I want to have
the expertise and knowledge to work towards answering these
essential questions correctly, because the world relies on these
answers. Especially with the recent stresses of climate change,
resource limitations, and disaster mitigation, the world needs
geologists. There will always be unanswered questions in our
exploration and understanding of Earth, and since people,
companies, and governments pay money to have these questions answered, job stability usually comes along with a geology
degree. I am interested in becoming a petroleum geologist after
I earn my master’s degree in geology, However, I am confident
that with a geology degree I can find a career in any interesting geologic field that comes across my path.

think about what I wanted to be and what made me happy.
So I joined the Navy.
For six years I served as a Fire Controlman in the United
States Navy. Two years were dedicated to learning my job
in different schools. Four of those years were spent on board
DDG98, the USS Forrest Sherman. My job was to operate and
maintain the primary air search radar. The job required me
to know a lot about electronics and mechanics. I had to be able
to trouble-shoot the equipment and fix it as soon as possible.
I went on two deployments as well as spending many days,
weeks, and months out to sea.
It was while I was in the Navy that I realized that I didn’t
like my job. I was good at it, but it was not at all enjoyable for
me. It took some time, but I finally figured out that what I
loved was geology. I loved the idea of knowing how mountains
formed and where minerals came from. I decided that after I
finished my service that I would go back to school and get my
bachelors degree in geology.
Now that I have been studying geology for awhile, I love
being able to go outside and look at a rock or a structure or a
glacier and be able to tell someone a little bit of history based
on what I see. It is so much fun for me. Not all of my friends
find it as fascinating as I do, but I see that as a challenge to
get them interested in the rocks.
I want to be a geologist because it is what makes me happy.
I have spent ten years trying to find something that sparks
even the slightest interest. Geology does more than that. It
makes me feel accomplished, smart, and like I’m doing something that can potentially benefit people. Maybe I’ll study
landslides, earthquakes, or petroleum. I don’t know yet what
type of geologist I will be, but I am so excited to find out and
to keep learning. I am really looking forward to my career as
a geologist.
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Kelsey Tucker, SA-8647
University of Anchorage Alaska
My interest in natural history began
at a young age. As a child, I would dig
small holes in my backyard (much to the
annoyance of my parents) to find large
cobbles and try to crack them open with
my Dad’s hammer. I lived in the Chicago
suburbs and didn’t have a lot of exposure
to outcrops or geology in general. When
I was in the third grade, a classmate’s father (who was a
geologist) came in to give my class a short talk on geology
and natural history. I brought the rocks I had dug up from
my backyard into class to ask him about them and whether
they were anything significant or special. I was shocked when
he told me that they were coral fossils and that at one point
a long time ago a large ocean covered the American Midwest.
The discovery that the area I lived in could at one point look
so drastically different sparked my interest in geology and
my desire to learn how rocks record the history of the earth.
Throughout my life, I have enjoyed solving puzzles and telling stories. In college, I decided to study archaeology because
I could dig up an area and reconstruct a cultural narrative
from the artifacts and features I found there. I wanted to
study lithics or stone tools because I was interested in the
rock material that stone tools were made from and what the
location or source of the rock material could determine about
trade and other cultural relations. But as my archaeological
education progressed, I grew dissatisfied with the field. I found
a lot of archaeology to be too qualitative in nature and in my
opinion many hypotheses could not be adequately tested or
determined. Discussions arguing about archaeological theory
or possible religious associations of ancient peoples did not
engage me like my fellow archaeology students. My interest
in archaeology began to fade and my geological curiosity began
to grow at an accelerated rate.

Shirley Mensah, SA-7566
Northern Illinois University
In high school, I was not certain of
the major I wanted to pursue in college.
I just knew that whatever career path
I took, I wanted it to be worth fighting
for— impactful and beneficial to everyone around me. Quite suddenly, oil was
discovered in my country (Ghana). This
was both a blessing and a challenge to the
country. We had oil, but no knowledge of
how to engage in drilling and exploration activities. Therefore,
government regularly employed people from other countries.
The foreigners got a bigger percentage of profits gained from
the oil business than my people got.
Ghana, as a developing country, needs all the resources
it can find in its land to improve the standard of living of its
inhabitants. Hence giving away a substantial amount of revenue gained from oil to outsiders, as remuneration for their
work, stagnates the country’s development. To address this
challenge, the youth of the country has flooded into universities, desperately seeking training in petroleum geology. I am
one of these youth, now a junior pursuing her degree at Eastern
Illinois University. I decided to study abroad in the US because
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Taking structural geology was an eye-opening experience.
I was excited to find that, as with archaeology, I could reconstruct a story from the surrounding environment. I discovered
geology as a field was more to my liking. With geology, you could
use hard data, data that was testable and results reproducible.
After graduating from the University of Illinois, I worked as
an archaeologist for several field seasons but when a job with
the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil
and Gas opened, I applied in a heartbeat. As I began to work
with exploratory geologic well and seismic data, I became
interested in interpreting the data and creating a story from
it. I knew that to create the level of interpretation that I was
interested in, I needed geological training and so I returned
to school and began taking undergraduate geology classes at
the University of Alaska Anchorage.
As I studied geology and worked in the petroleum industry,
I looked around at my fellow geologists, students and professionals alike. Almost every geologist that I worked or studied
with was in love with the field. I discovered that like myself,
geologists are naturally curious and enjoy being challenged.
In the field of geology, you are constantly learning something
new and challenging your assumptions. The field was perfect
for me. The other thrilling aspect of geology is that you can
travel! As a geologist, your geologic knowledge is enhanced
by the amount of rocks and outcrops you see and experience.
The realization that I could do geology, get paid for it, and
travel the world made the decision to become a professional
geologist a no-brainer. I have never once regretted returning
to school and investing a significant amount of my time and
financial resources in my geologic education. These two years
returning to school and working full time have been stressful
yet exhilarating. I have become passionate about geology in
the way that I never was about archaeology. I am incredibly
excited to attend graduate school in geology next fall and look
forward to entering the workforce as an official geologist.

I knew I would gain an exceptional, world class education, and
return home able to really give back to my country.
That is why I want to be a geologist, specifically a petroleum geologist. There is a direct correlation between the
petroleum industry and various sectors of the economy. When
the oil industry flourishes, profits gained from it can be used
to improve infrastructure, services, and trade. Ghana has a
high rate of death from vehicular accidents due to the poor
condition of roads and lack of major roads to connect states
within the country; the airport requires extensive renovation
and enlargement.
Sanitation is also a big issue, and there are a lot of places
known for poor non-hygienic conditions. These contribute to
a lot of health issues, and this, combined with transportation
problems, has a negative effect on both tourism and trade. Also
contributing to Ghana’s high rate of importation of foreign
goods and low, low rate of exportation of goods is the fact that
we cannot produce plastics without the petroleum industry.
Producing plastics would cut down our need for imports. This
would also aid our health care sector, which lacks essential
equipment and materials.
I believe when all these areas are addressed, the economy
of Ghana will be boosted, and the lives of inhabitants will be
improved. I want to contribute to this effort however I might,
through the practice of my profession as a petroleum geologist.
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“Why I want to be a Geologist...”
Kristina Butler, SA-9057
University of Texas at Austin

Skyler Mavor, SA-8996
Colorado State University

This is my third year composing on
essay for AIPG on why I want to be a
geologist. This is the first year I have
started introducing myself as a geologist! This is also my first year teaching
geoscience. As a teaching assistant for
an undergraduate field methods course, I
teach the lab component of the class and
assist the students on their field projects. Disseminating four
and half years of my geoscience experience to eager, smart,
hard-working undergraduates is the most exhilarating and
challenging endeavor of my academic career to date. Their
questions reveal the gaps in my own knowledge but they also
frequently inspire new research ideas. I have no doubt they
are teaching me more than I am teaching them. Developing
the skill to convey new concepts effectively while retaining their attention for three hours is certainly an art. That
breakthrough, though, when they really start to understand
something, get excited about it, and start explaining it to each
other, is just spectacular!
I’ve discovered that I enjoy developing creative ways to
motivate undergraduate students. I recently embarked on a
project building a web-based library of sedimentological photographs and concepts geared towards undergraduate students
called FutureRXdoc.com. I was motivated to build this website because I searched for this type of resource when I was
an undergraduate student embarking on my thesis research.
My goal is that this free highly visual educational tool will
encourage students to gain a robust understanding of process sedimentology and to maintain separation between their
observations and interpretations. This website also features
a blog which discusses pertinent issues facing undergraduate
students today, such as: how to write an effective abstract, how
to engage with prospective graduate school advisors, and how
to land an internship. So far, this tool has been already been
used by several students at my undergraduate institutions
as they conduct their thesis research and apply for graduate
school. It has promoted several email exchanges during which
I was able to answer questions regarding both graduate school
applications and research.
I was a non-traditional undergraduate student. Raised by
ex-pat parents in China, I attended a small international high
school. Although I became fluent in Mandarin, this institution
did not offer geoscience courses and lacked a well-developed
student advising program. The Yunnan Province of southwest
China is rich in karst topography and associated caves and
mineral deposits. As a teenager, I was fascinated by these
features, but lacked the mechanism to connect that interest to
a future career in geoscience. Despite graduating cum laude, I
did not pursue a STEM-field post-high school. It wasn’t until
later in life that I interacted with geoscientists. I enrolled at the
University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) for a B.S. in Geological
Sciences the following school year, at 24 years old. For the
first time in my life, I was confident in my trajectory and had
a support system of mentors. I had the unique opportunity to
start my bachelor degree knowing exactly what I wanted to do
with my career! I am fortunate to wake up every day excited
about my work and amazed that I get paid to do this. Seeing
that passion and confidence growing in my students is why I
want to be a geologist.

When I was an undergraduate struggling to choose a major I was fortunate enough to have an honest and
well-timed conversation with a geology graduate student. Naturally, he
encouraged me to take geology classes,
and said that geology would “change
the way I see the world”. I brushed his
comment off as hyperbole. Now, nearly a decade later, I look
back at his comment and think that if anything it was understated. No longer can I glance at a mountain range without
a mental guess at underlying fault geometry and the age of
uplift. No longer can I open Google Earth without spending
a few minutes assigning relative ages of glacial moraines or
determining the vergence of folded strata. A rock isn’t just a
rock anymore; it’s a hornblende tonalite, an ooid grainstone,
or cataclastic quartzite, and each of these names leads to a
possible history. A chunk of rock now carries a clue to its history of crystallization, deposition, or tectonic damage. I can’t
pass a roadcut without turning my head. I can’t help it, and
I can’t turn it off.
I enjoy geology because it’s difficult. I’ve found nothing that
inspires and challenges me as much as exploring the geologic
history of a complexly deformed area given only what is exposed
at the surface. I love unraveling the story of the rocks through
diligent and focused observations, data gathering, and plain
hard work. As we all know, what we find in the field isn’t
always… textbook. It’s these moments of dumbfounded headscratching that are most critical, because these moments lead
to insight and new understanding. As the old adage goes: ‘the
rocks don’t lie’.
It’s the puzzle that draws me in, because unlike most puzzles we’re given only a fraction of the pieces. We see only the
exposures at the surface and our task is to assemble not only
the 3-dimensional geometry but to reconstruct a succession of
geometries through time and space in the proper 4-dimensional
order. But also unlike many puzzles, this one really matters.
If we assemble our models correctly we can make predictions
with real-world consequences that affect millions of people. We
can predict zones of hazard and safety from tsunamis. We can
find natural resources that are used by nearly every person on
the globe. We can assess how our world changed in the past
and use that knowledge to predict how it may change in the
future. We can save lives.
My only medicine is to dive deeper. I decided to pursue
a higher degree and enrolled in graduate school. I’m most
passionate about geologic mapping. I view mapping as one
of the foundation pillars of geology, for without it we have
no context in which to place our more detailed discoveries. I
believe strongly that there are still innumerable discoveries
to be made by the diligent field geologist. By furthering my
education and experience, I’m gathering the tools to help me
answer the questions of a new generation of geologists. Armed
with technologies old and new, we can tackle the problems
that for decades have awaited solutions. But no geologist
can tackle these problems alone. Only through collaboration
can we bring all the pieces of these puzzles together for new
insight. This promise of new findings, new understandings of
the world around us, new frameworks to piece together the
observations we make every day… these are the reasons why
I want to be a geologist.
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AGI STUDENT EXIT SURVEY

Dear Graduating Student,

Congratulations on completing your geosciences degree! The American Geosciences Institute is asking for your help.
For those of you that are unfamiliar with AGI, it is a nonprofit federation of 52 different geoscientific and professional
associations that represents the majority of the geosciences community. We provide information to geoscientists, as well
as serve as a voice for shared interests of the geosciences community.
AGI is conducting a research study looking at the immediate career plans for students graduating with a geoscience
degree, as well as the students’ education, research, and internship experiences leading up to graduation. This will be the
first major study or its kind for geoscience majors. With job availability recently becoming a major issue in this country,
many with the geoscience community have been wondering about how recently graduating students are faring in the job
market, and this survey will begin to answer that question.
For this study, AGI would appreciate your time and attention to AGI’s National Geoscience Student Exit Survey. We
would like to better understand your background, experiences in the geosciences, and immediate path after graduation. Your
responses will be included with your peers across the United States in order to get a regional and national understanding
of the recent geoscience graduate. We want to emphasize that your participation in the survey is completely voluntary
and will not affect your future in the workforce. We will not share any personal information you decide to provide without
your explicit permission.

To access the survey:

Survey: http://bit.ly/AGIExitSurvey
Token: x2b7s
AGI really appreciates your consideration to participate in this research study. If you have any questions or would
like more information, please feel free to contact Carolyn Wilson by email: cwilson@americangeosciences.org or my phone:
(703) 379-2480.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Wilson
Geoscience Workforce Data Analyst
American Geosciences Institute

The National Association of State Boards of Geology (ASBOG®)
Looking for Licensed Individuals!
2018 Fall Council of Examiners (COE) Workshop and Field Trip
The National Association of State Boards of Geology (ASBOG®) is a volunteer organization whose primary purpose is
to write the national geology license exams used by state licensing boards. In honor of the 50th Anniversary of geology
licensing in California, ASBOG® is holding the Fall 2018 council of examiners (COE) workshops in Monterey, California on
Friday and Saturday, November 2, and 3, 2018. A field trip will be arranged for Thursday November 1, 2018. The
COE workshops are preceded by the annual meeting of representatives from the geology state license boards who come
together to vote on ASBOG® business. The Fall 2018 ASBOG® COE and annual meeting is a wonderful opportunity to
show your support.

Professional Licensing Exam Workshop

The purpose of the COE workshop is to review the fall 2018 ASBOG® examinations and review the subsequent examinations proposed for spring 2019. ASBOG® asks local licensed geologists to participate as subject matter experts (SMEs).
Please email a statement of interest, and your credentials and contact information to Ms. Deana Sneyd,
ASBOG® Executive Director, at dsneyd@asbog.org

www.aipg.org
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Student Chapter News
Student Chapter Activity:
In the competition for the 2018 Student Chapter of the Year Award, Columbus State University was the winner, followed by
Berry College and Central Michigan University. Congratulations to the Student Members at Columbus State! University of
Kentucky, SRTM, and Western Michigan were also among the finalists.
In the last 12 months, AIPG has welcomed its first overseas Student Chapter, at Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada
University in Nandad, Maharashtra State, India. We have also welcomed six new chapters in the United States, at Indiana
University Purdue University Indianapolis, Michigan Technological University, Northern Arizona Universities, New Mexico
Tech - Robert Lessard Memorial, New Paltz State University of New York, and Youngstown State University for a total of 47
student chapters in all.
In this issue of TPG we publish reports from several chapters in Ohio, a chapter in New Mexico, Central Michigan University,
SRTM University, and Sonoma State University, one of whose sponsors also sponsored SRTM. SRTM chapter students and one
of their professors were able to listen into a meeting of the Sonoma State chapter vie Facetime live.
The report from Central Michigan State is very detailed and contains many ideas (weekly meetings, anyone?) for possible use
by other chapters, including selling rocks to raise funds.
TPG encourages Student Chapters to send us regular reports, preferably for inclusion in this issue (deadline May 1st) or in
the Student Issue (deadline Aug. 1st). Please also encourage your members to contribute technical articles (especially those
suitable for peer review), Student Voice pieces, or Tales from the Field for the Student Issue.		

--The Editor

Congratulations Columbus State University
2018 Student Chapter of the Year!
We have around 30 members as of writing this application.
One of the biggest changes for us this year has been the involvement of the graduate community. Our local AIPG had a 500%
increase (from 1 to 6 members) increase in graduate student
members. Our undergraduate participation has stayed impressive with many members actively engaged in club activities. Our
members include geology, environmental science, astrophysics,
education, and even art majors.
Officers:
President - Austin Caughey
Vice President - Chance Seckinger
Treasurer - Coral Marí Torres
Secretary - Briana Jenkins-Deneke
SGE Representative - Brice Lawley

Activties

AIPG members are active in all of the majors in the
Department of Earth and Space Sciences including geology,
astrophysics, environmental science, and secondary education.
Our members serve our department as peer leaders in introductory classes, personal tutors, volunteer van and drivers on
field trips. Our members have also had incredible experiences
through the ESS Department such as exploring the western
United States on the most recent Maymester field trip, performing and presenting research, and, more specifically, experiencing the Great American Total Solar Eclipse. AIPG students
are also taking a lead in presenting research and experiences
at the ESS Seminar Series. AIPG strives to be the backbone of
the student body in the ESS Department.
AIPG has been a very active club on campus. We have done
a fundraising bake sale (including dinosaur cookies and stratigraphy cupcakes) which helped interest several people in the
club. This has provided us with plenty of funds to provide our
members with exciting activities and opportunities. One of the
biggest things we did this semester was our very first “ESS
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From left to right Coral Torres (Treasurer 2017-2019), Brittany
Plyler (VP 2018-2019), Hays slaughter (SGE Representative 201819), Ron Wallace, Chance Seckinger (VP 2017-18), and Austin
Caughey (President 2017-2019)

Week”. The goal of ESS Week is to partner up with other ESS
clubs such as Students for a Sustainable World (SSW) and Sigma
Gamma Epsilon (SGE) and provide outreach events to people on
campus. Each day during the week of October 23-27th the three
clubs hosted events during the day that included decorating the
interior of Jordan Hall, rock painting, building terrariums, a
Steven Universe-themed gem presentation, a tye-dye station,
and a campus scavenger hunt. This event helped the members
make new friends with similar interests as well as forming a
bond between the clubs that will benefit each other in the future
as we continue to host this event during Geosciences Week. Our
members have also presented at research conferences on campus, such as CSU’s Tower Day (where Chance Seckinger won
an outstanding poster award for his anthropology research) and
the Gregory C. Domin Graduate Research Conference (where
Austin Caughey presented his thesis research as part of the
Three-Minute Thesis Competition).
Another thing our local AIPG chapter has excelled at is
volunteer work. Our members have volunteered their time at
www.aipg.org
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the Muscogee County School District Robotics Competition,
CSU’s Science Olympiad, and the on-campus “Breaking the
Stereotypes Potluck” diversity forum.
Our purpose as a student organization is to help our members grow through camaraderie and a variety of activities We
are doing just that. We are becoming more involved on campus,
more involved with outreach, and providing our members with
a better sense of community. This year has seen an overhaul

of the club’s information and organization via the officer-accessible Google Drive account. With our recently appointed club
advisor Dr. Diana Ortega-Ariza, we have greatly improved over
the course of this year and our future looks incredibly bright.
We look forward to continuing to grow as a club, grow as
a voice and a service to our community and department, and
grow individually as professional geologists.

Central Michigan University Student Chapter: Participation is Key
Editor’s Note: This newsletter has been included almost in full
because it gives many details of what a very active Student Chapter can
achieve. Twenty-eight meetings a year!! If your Chapter is interested
in some of these activities, I am sure Central Michigan can give you
details on home to successfully organize them!

AIPG ANNUAL NEWSLETTER 2018
CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
STUDENT CHAPTER

The AIPG Student Chapter at
Central Michigan University has
been an integral contributor to the
success of the students who have
been members.
Organization Stats –
Active Members: 27
Weekly Meetings: 28
Officers:
Josh Cichy – President
Megan Miller – Vice President
Lindsey Stone – Secretary
Jayson Olivera – Treasurer

Section Meetings – Ann Arbor & Kalamazoo

Seven students from our chapter attended the AIPG
Michigan section meeting in Ann Arbor and Kalamazoo. At
this event we were able to network with other members and
check out the research from other student chapters. We enjoyed
the soil classification presentation as it gave us insight into
potential future careers and skills we will need to have.

National AIPG Meeting

This past fall five our student members attended the AIPG
National Conference in Nashville, TN. It was without a doubt
one of the best things we have done in our college career! For
most of us, it was our first time to be at a conference of this
caliber. The atmosphere was fun and inviting, and we plan to
send students to Colorado Spring this Fall.

Future Plans

Our calendar is full with plans to continue building skills
and broaden our networks. The CMU student chapter is currently planning a summer camping trip to the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan. There, we plan to study basic field techniques and
the rocks of the Keweenawan Supergroup. We are currently
planning to visit sites within the Porcupine Mountains, as well
as visits to Pictured Rocks and Tahquamenon Falls.
Plans are also in the making to send two or more students
to the 8th Annual AIPG Michigan Section Technical Workshop.
Several of our members are making plans to attend and are
excited for the opportunity to do so. Students enjoy attending
these events as it allows them the opportunity to expand their
knowledge in ways the traditional classroom setting cannot.

Rock’n Bake Sale

CMU student chapter members at an AIPG Michigan Section meeting in Mt. Pleasant, Michigan.

Fire Up Fridays

CMU hosted its first Fire Up Friday event for high school
seniors who were accepted into the university! This event
showcases different student organizations grouped by colleges
to help high school students learn more about what CMU has
to offer. There are four total Fire Up Fridays, February 16th
and 23rd, as well as March 16th and 23rd. At the second Fire
Up Friday we brought out a ground water model! The model
was a great demonstration about what careers geology can
provide. This was a great way to make our future freshmen
feel more at home and give out some free rocks!

www.aipg.org

Our most recent rock sale has been the best sale that our
chapter has had in many years. We faced more restrictions
than before and were only able to host our sales for two days
instead of five days. Despite this, we made almost $600 dollars. This is compared to $520 that we made in our previous
spring sale, which lasted four days. Our success is largely
due to our ability to accept credit cards now! We obtained
a credit card reader and most people preferred to use their
cards when they shopped with us. We were able to sell larger
samples than in the past: people had refused to buy because
we were cash only. This has pushed us to have to make a major
restock of specimens and also has motivated us to have a rock
sale every month instead of every semester. We are finding
new methods of promotion and hope to continue having these
successful sales, in order to raise funds to attend conferences
and host field trips.

Thank you

From all of us students at Central Michigan University to
all the National and State officers within the AIPG that make
all this possible! Being a part of this organization has been
extremely rewarding. From opportunities to network with
professionals to the chance of traveling for what we love, it is
because of the AIPG. Without this organization we would not
be as well-rounded geologists.
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Robert Lessard Memorial Student Chapter: Success for the Future
The Robert Lessard Memorial Chapter of the AIPG is the
newest component of the New Mexico section. Located on campus at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, it is
the brainchild of junior undergraduate and chapter president
Nicolas “Nico” Harrison.
Since its inception last fall, the club has seen its membership
grow to 36 students in just two semesters. With a stated goal
of getting students familiarized with what it takes to succeed
and thrive in the Earth Science industry, and activities such as
field trips, professional networking, mentorship and coaching,
and resume workshops, this swelling in student membership
is welcome, but hardly surprising.
At the core of all these activities, spinning many plates
and wearing many hats, is Nico. His inspiration, boundless
energy, and motivation drive the new chapter to ever greater
heights. This enthusiasm and public service has recently
been acknowledged by the school’s faculty in the form of a
Student Appreciation Award, a well-earned accolade. Further
acknowledgment of these many successes came quite recently
during AIPG’s recent New Mexico Section meeting, hosted
on campus by the Robert Lessard Memorial student chapter.
AIPG national president Doug Bartlett attended the meeting
and accompanied the section’s field trip to study a local carbonatite outcrop. President Bartlett commended the chapter
on their activities, and also thanked Nico for his massive and
successful efforts.

From Left to Right is Chapter President Nico Harrison, Chapter
Vice President Keith Diegel, AIPG President Doug Bartlett, Faculty
Sponsor Dr. Virginia “Ginger” McLemore, Chapter Secretary
Marcus Silva, and Geology PhD student Camilo Uribe.

Nico’s hard work and service to the AIPG will continue,
and his leadership will undoubtedly see the chapter to further
growth, renown, and excellence. It is our privilege to acknowledge his efforts. Thank you, Nico, from a very grateful chapter.
By Keith Diegel
Vice President, Robert Lessard Memorial Chapter, AIPG

Ohio State University Student Chapter: Learning and Having Fun
Officers, 2017-2018
President - Becky Anderson
Vice President - Lucas Jasnowski-Pascual
Treasurer - Prescott Vayda
ADVISOR - Frank Schwarz, Ph.D., College of Arts and
Sciences, School of Earth Sciences
The Ohio State University chapter of AIPG took 8 students
to the Cleveland Museum of Natural History on Saturday,
March 24th, 2018. We got up bright and early on a Saturday
to have a fun and educational day at the Cleveland Museum
of Natural History. The museum was very impressive! It holds
over 5 million research specimens and has excellent exhibits.
Once we arrived at the museum we had our private tour with
Dr. Hannibal, the curator of invertebrate paleontology. Dr.
Hannibal is an authority on myriapods (a new genus of fossil
millipedes, Hannibaliulus wilsonae is named after him!) and
he also specializes in cultural geology. Dr. Hannibal’s knowledge about the fossil specimens was incredibly impressive and
inspiring. We were very lucky to have such a dedicated and
passionate tour guide.
First, Dr. Hannibal quickly walked through each exhibit
with us and gave us a brief overview about the content in
each. He pointed out interesting facts and visuals which we
would later go back to and spend more time exploring. After
our walk-through, we got to go into the back rooms where
the scientists work. We saw the rooms where the exhibits are
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Ohio State student chapter members at the Cleveland Museum of
Natural History

planned as well as the labs where fossil samples are prepared
and cleaned. Dr. Hannibal showed us some fossils that scientists had been trying to free from matrix for years! We had the
opportunity to see a massive Dunkleosteus terrelli fossil up
close! Dr. Hannibal also took us into his office and showed us
some of his favorite fossils, including a wonderfully preserved
Charophytes. Dr. Hannibal’s enthusiasm made the tour a lot
of fun. I think it’s safe to say we all learned so much. We are
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very thankful that Dr. Hannibal gave us such a detailed and
educational tour.
After our private tour, we got to explore all of the exhibits.
The museum had a new Pterosaur exhibit which had a lot of
fun interactive activities. Also, the mineral/rock exhibit was
very informative and the specimens were breathtaking. And
just like that, 5 hours had flown by. The Cleveland Museum
of Natural History has so much to offer and we cannot wait
to go back again.

We want to thank the Ohio Section of AIPG for making this
trip possible by providing funding. We are extremely grateful
for your support. College can be extremely stressful, but it is
days like these that make it all worth it. OSU AIPG members
had the chance to have fun, make friendships, and learn about
topics that interest them.
By Becky Anderson
President, Ohio State University Student Chapter

Youngstown State University Student Chapter: Field Trips!
Youngstown State University Chapter participates in the Cleveland Museum of Natural
History’s Earth Science and Archaeology Day
Youngstown State University last semester participated
in the Cleveland Museum of Natural History’s Earth Science
and Archaeology day. At the table, different rock types were
displayed, and children were able to color the rock cycle. This
semester, they will be having an Earth Rocks Fossil Hunt
activity at the Federal Frenzy event in Youngstown on April
21, 2018. They are also in the process of planning a field trip
to Kelley’s Island in the spring.
Contributed by: Brigitte Petras, YSU Student Chapter Vice
President

The Youngstown State University Student
Chapter of AIPG Visits Kelleys Island
On March 10, 2018, I had the pleasure of joining the recently
chartered Youngstown State University student chapter of
AIPG on a field trip to Kelleys Island. The Venture Resort
where I stayed was very kind and allowed us to use their meeting room to start the field trip. YSU AIPG Student Chapter
Vice President Brigitte Petras was presented with the charter letter from AIPG National, startup funding checks from
National and the Ohio Section, and a box of AIPG promotional
items from National.
Next, I made a short presentation on the geology,
hydrogeology, and the history of limestone mining of Kelleys
Island. After that, we headed to the Kelleys Island Glacial
Grooves State Memorial where we met Chris Ashley, Kelleys

Dr. Jeffrey Dick, Tom Jenkins, and YSU AIPG Student Section
members standing in the glacial grooves.

Island Park Manager. Chris and YSU professor Dr. Jeff Dick
led us on a tour of the glacial graves (created by meltwater
scouring, not glacial abrasion). It was a special opportunity
to be able to walk along the grooves and inspect them up
close. After that, we drove over to explore the adjacent quarry
buildings that held the crusher and rail loading structure.
These buildings were constructed around the turn of the century. Chris Ashley commented that visiting concrete experts
speculated this may have been one of the first poured concrete
structures built in the US.
Contributed by: Tom Jenkins, AIPG Member at Large

Sonoma State University Student Chapter: Hosting Section Meeting
April 4, 2018 Sonoma State University AIPG
Student Section meeting
Thank you to Sonoma State University Student Section for
hosting the meeting.
A great speaker and SSU graduate Tom Magney provided
his assessment of the various industries which employ geologists and his take on the opportunities. He put a lot of time into
his analysis and offered suggested career pathways for geologists. Tom did a wonderful job engaging not only the students
present in our meeting room but also with students watching
from India. Many introspective questions were asked by students and answered by Tom and other AIPG senior members.
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Sonoma State student chapter members.
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STUDENT CHAPTER NEWS AND UPDATES FROM THE SECTIONS
SRTM University, Nanded, Maharashtra, India – AIPG’s First International
Student Chapter

The first AIPG International
Student Section is SRTM
University. Through the magic
of video and the internet, Steve
Baker had several participants
(professor and students) from
the Earth Sciences Department
at SRTM University in Nanded,
India listen in to our April 4,
2018 meeting. Professor Vasant
M. Wagh was involved, and we
later spoke to him in a twoProfessor Vasant M. Wagh way discussion after the meeting.
SRTM University, Nanded, Dr. Wagh had visited SSU in
November 2016.
India
Interest in India continued
well after our Facetime Live event with friend requests that
included students and professors at SRTM University. We
will continue scheduling Facetime Live broadcasts at future
meetings as long as internet speed is fast enough.

We continue to encourage all AIPG students at UC Davis
and Sonoma State to engage with Indian students as we present opportunities for interaction. We are already thinking
about our interactive scenarios for the next academic year.
Students are encouraged to share their student experiences,
hesitations, frustrations and successes with each other and
India students.

News Brief on Operation Unite® Mentor
Program
Operation Unite® continues to encourage AIPG student
members in India and the U.S. to visit the Operation Unite
website (www.operationunite.co) and listen to the “Meet Your
Mentor” program podcasts of both Mentor Robert Trousil and
Mentor Robert Campbell. Each mentor has recorded nine
shows on a variety of topics. Listeners with questions for the
mentor can engage in the blog page of the mentor.
AIPG members (student and professional levels) can also
suggest the next water related profession and a possible
mentor. Operation Unite® will contact suggested future mentors and request an application be filled out and returned to
Operation Unite® for consideration.

NEWS FROM THE SECTIONS
AIPG NEWS FROM AROUND
THE SECTIONS
The following reports are extracted
from the respective sections’ Newsletters.
If you would like (which we hope is
the case) to write your own Section
Report for AIPG, please send it to The
Editor at aipg@aipg.org. The California
and Colorado reports include reports
by AIPG judges at State Science Fairs.
These are included for two reasons: one,
they show the incredibly high level of
some of the student projects and, two,
your editor feels that these are extremely
important events – ones that AIPG
should routinely have members judging.

California Section
The AIPG California Section
Judges at the 2018 California
State Science & Engineering
Fair
By Dave Sadoff, AIPG California Section
Vice President
For the 18th consecutive year,
the AIPG California Section judged
geoscience projects at the California
State Fair at Exposition Park in Los
Angeles on April 25th. As in years past,
there were excellent projects presented
by Middle and High School students. In
order to be accepted at the State Fair,
projects had to place at two previous local
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science fairs – such as a school science
fair and a county science fair.
The First Place Excellence in Geology
Award went to Christina Moon, for her
project “Sordid Sediment” (pictured on
page 29). Christina wanted to determine
the effect of sediment on water quality in lakes and the marine organisms
which inhabit the lakes. She collected
sediment from three Monterey County
lakes, mixed them with spring water in
a container to simulate rainwater runoff, and used a sediment-free container
with spring water as a control. She
then placed 15 adult Daphnia magna (a

small planktonic crustacean) into each
of the four containers and counted the
number in each container every 8 hours
and observed the heart rates using a
microscope every 16 hours. She found
that the sediment-infused water had
a lower reproduction rate compared to
the control; and the heart rate of the
Daphnia magna was much faster than
the control group. She concluded that
run-off sediment from man-made structures around the lakes was the cause
of water pollution and the decrease in
vitality of marine organisms; and that
there were correlations between the
www.aipg.org
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Dave Sadoff with first place winner,
Christina Moon

reproduction rate and heart rate – when
the heart rate increased, the reproduction rate lowered. Christina received
a certificate and a check from AIPG
California Section for $250.
Second Place was awarded to Ellery
McQuilin, for her project entitled “A
Tale of Two Slopes: Aspect Creates
Microclimates”. She was curious to see
if the different north and south facing
aspects in Lundy Canyon create substantially different temperatures and snow
depth due to varying amounts of sun
exposure. Ellery placed temperature
sensors on the north and south facing
slopes at 100 foot increments ranging
from 7,400 to 7,900 feet elevation. She
collected the snow depth with the snow
poles and time-lapse cameras on the two
slopes, recording snow depth at 15-minute intervals between November 2017
and February 2018. A total of 27,000
photos were used to populate a spreadsheet to calculate daily slope sunlight
and snow depth.

Dave Sadoff with second place winner,
Ellery McQuilin

She found the north facing slope
received 0.06% of the solar energy
that the south facing slope received.
There were 21 days with no sunlight in
December, and when the sun rose high
enough in the sky to finally shine on the
north facing slope it had low solar energy
www.aipg.org

due to its low angle in the sky. This
caused the north facing slope to have
colder temperatures and a longer duration of snow coverage. The south facing
slope was up to 14°C warmer than the
north facing slope during the day, but
cooled down to similar temperatures at
night. Ellery concluded that both slopes
create microclimates, places where the
topography affects the local climate. The
large temperature range of the south facing microclimate stresses rocks, which
results in more rock falls. She further
concluded that the north facing microclimate can be, at least temporarily, a
refuge from climate change for plant and
animal species which require colder temperatures and snow coverage to survive.
Ellery received a certificate and check for
from AIPG California Section for $150.

caused the decrease in temperatures
during the Mid-late Miocene, but δ13C
values increased approximately 18 Ma
and temperatures did not start decreasing until approximately 15 Ma, indicating a lag time, which contradicts the
Monterey Hypothesis. Scott received
a certificate and a check from AIPG
California Section for $100.
As always, it was a pleasure seeing so
many very bright young students, who
are passionate about science in general,
and geology in particular. These young
adults represent a very promising future
for humankind!
Editor’s Note: Dave Sadoff attended
the event as an AIPG California Section
Judge. Dave has performed this role for
15 years and provides leadership for
AIPG California Section for this event.
Others have helped in the judging. If
you want to assist in judging next year
or other activities, please contact Dave
at: davesadoff@sbcglobal.net.
Continued on p. 40

AIPG Offers Mentor
Program
Dave Sadoff with third place winner,
Scott Cao

The Third Place Award went to Scott
Cao for his project “Volatile Climate
of the Miocene: A Glimpse into Our
Future?” Scott wanted to determine
how CO2 levels (the greenhouse effect)
and organic carbon burial (the Monterey
Hypothesis) affected the climate of the
Miocene. Sediments from the Miocene
were studied from several Ocean Drilling
Program (ODP) sites. Five samples
of Trilobatus Trilobus, a foraminifera,
were picked from the sediments cores,
cleaned, and analyzed through a mass
spectrometer for δ13C (pronounced
“delta thirteen C”). δ13C is the isotopic
signature related to the ratio of stable
isotopes of carbon: 13C to 12C.
Scott concluded that global CO2 levels
were highest during the Mid-Miocene
climatic optimum, and then decreased
when temperatures decreased during the late Miocene, supporting the
greenhouse effect. However, CO2 levels decreased during the late Miocene,
but temperatures remained relatively
constant, showing a deviation from
the greenhouse effect. The Monterey
Hypotheses state that the high δ13C

Are you an AIPG
Student or an AIPG
Young Professional
searching for a
mentor?
or
Are you an AIPG
member looking for
a Student or Young
Professional to
mentor?

Be sure to update your
information and check
the membership directory at aipg.org
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

The Future of
Geological Mapping
Aaron W. Johnson, MEM-2783
awj@aipg.org
Every day, geologists utilize bedrock geological maps and
other derivative geological maps as part of the projects that
we are pursuing. These maps provide basic information that
allows us to better understand and characterize the sites,
hazards, or exploration targets that are at the core of our
work projects. Most of these maps were created by geologists
with their ‘boots on the ground’ using the traditional tools of
the mapping trade: a Brunton Compass, hammer, hand lens,
and base map, and more recently a GPS unit of some kind.
Increasingly, field geologists have incorporated technology
into the mapping process, mapping directly onto a tablet computer in the field, rather than a paper map, and using LiDAR
enhanced elevation data whenever possible.
This advancement in technology has been accelerated, in
part, due to the release of the final revision of the National
Enhanced Elevation Assessment on March 29, 2012. This
assessment was performed by Dewberry, a professional services firm that counts market research among the services that
are offered by the company. The report, commonly referenced
as the “Dewberry Report,” was sponsored by members of the
National Digital Elevation Program, local and tribal governments, and private and not-for-profit organizations. Among the
findings was that enhanced LiDAR coverage across the United
States had the potential to generate an economic impact of $1.2
billion to $13 billion per year, once the national program was
fully implemented. This program, called 3DEP and administered by the United States Geological Survey, has benefited
greatly from the information contained within the Dewberry
Report. The benefits of quality LiDAR data on a national scale
ARE obvious for those of us who work in areas where enhanced
elevation data are critical to project success. The Dewberry
Report made those benefits clear to decision-makers, many of
whom are not in fields in which the applications of LiDAR data
are immediately obvious. As a result, the 3DEP program has
received broad support both from federal legislators in control
of the purse strings, and within the USGS.
Similar information is not available to document the importance of bedrock geological maps, and all of the derivative maps
that are made possible by bedrock maps. As a geologist who
has spent many hundreds of hours making geological maps
and training students to make maps, I am disappointed to
find that the importance of geological mapping has not been
documented in a fashion similar to the Dewberry Report for
elevation data. At this time, there appears to be no systematic
study that documents the return on investment in terms of
economic impact of geological maps. In my personal experience
as a field-based technical consultant, the geological map and
its derivative products (karst potential, depth to bedrock, soil,
etc.) were the first resources that I procured when our company
started a new project. The most trusted sources for those maps
were the various State Geological Surveys, the United States
Geological Survey, and maps that were part of Master’s and
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Doctoral theses. In several cases, these maps helped us to more
tightly focus our fieldwork, and served as a reference when we
conducted high-resolution, site-specific mapping.
The profession IS taking steps to better communicate the
importance of geological mapping. The American Geosciences
Institute recently initiated the Geodata in the Economy Survey
to make a first pass at understanding the uses and impacts of
geological maps in the United States economy. This survey is
being distributed as broadly as is possible. AIPG is assisting in
this effort, and I encourage each of you to complete the survey.

Image from National Geologic Map Database, USGS and the
Association of American State Geologists (AASG).

In addition, the National Cooperative Geologic Mapping
Program (NCGMP) remains relatively healthy. While the budgets for nearly all federal programs were reduced in President
Trump’s proposed 2019 budget, the reduction to the NCGMP
budget was a much smaller percentage than most, indicative
of the importance of this program. The NCGMP provides support for geologic mapping throughout the United States and
its Territories through its three primary programs, FEDMAP,
STATEMAP, and EDMAP. To learn more about each program,
visit https://ncgmp.usgs.gov/
As technology advances, geological maps will become more
interactive, combining the power of large databases with
the graphical capabilities of powerful computing technology.
These advances will provide working geologists with access
to exponentially more and higher quality data as we work to
provide resources and to help to insure the health and safety
of the public. While having access to enhanced maps and
additional data will make our jobs easier, one thing remains
clear: the bedrock geological map will still be the foundation
of our field projects.
I wish each of you a safe and productive summer.

www.aipg.org
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Good Times Ahead for
the Geosciences
R. Douglas Bartlett, CPG-08433
dbartlett@clearcreekassociates.com
While researching information for
the discussion on age distribution of
geologists (Abbott and Bartlett, this
publication on page 10), I was curious
to see how the numbers of geoscientists
compare to other professions. I found the
information listed in Table 1 on the internet, mostly from the U.S. Department
of Labor and American Geosciences
Institutes websites. Please study the
table before proceeding with the column.
So, as a geoscientist, how does this
information make you feel?
Bad
• Insignificant
• Lost in the weeds
• Forgotten
• Misunderstood
Good
• Part of a small family
• Unique
• Awed: doing a lot with a little
• Empowered: one geologist CAN
make a difference!
I had all of these feelings after I
reviewed this information. I had never
thought about how few of us there are
in this country given how important our
work is. This makes me feel truly blessed
to be a geologist. We do make a difference even though we are few in number
relative to other fields.
Just think of it: we are 1 in 10,000 of
the US population, but between us we
find, delineate, and quantify all the fuel
and metal resources on which the other
9,999 people depend; we map and often
quantify the geological hazards to which
they are exposed, we provide the geological maps that tell them where best to
build roads, railroads, tunnels, bridges,
canals and dams, we determine the
potential quantities of water available
to cities and farms and the threats to its
quality. Without the work of this 100th
of a hundredth of the population, civilization would collapse for lack of energy,
www.aipg.org

Table 1.
No. of Practicing Professionals in the U.S.
Profession

No.1

Percent of U.S.2

Year

Software Developers

4,400,000

1.3

2015

Engineers

1,600,000

0.5

2015

Lawyers

1,340,000

0.4

2017

Doctors

950,000

0.3

2016

CPAs

665,000

0.2

2016

Geoscientists

32,000

0.01

2016

Geoscientists (projected)

36,500

0.01

2026

Notes:
1 Approximate numbers found on various websites (too many to cite). Estimates varied from site to site.
2 In 2017, the U.S. population was 325.7 M; in 2026, the U.S. population is projected to be 347.3 M

lack of steel, lack of electrical conductors,
lack of cement and concrete and the
resulting rapid failure of infrastructure.
Our work is often taken for granted and
our voices are too few to be heard over
the din of political mudslinging.
I have long suspected our invisibility
as a profession and I’m sure you have
too. At social functions with neighbors
or friends outside of work, when asked
what I do for a living, inevitably when
I say “I’m a geologist”, the response is
“Oh!” as in “Never met one before” or
“such a waste of talent – thought you
were an engineer or a lawyer!” If I say
“I’m a hydrogeologist” – blank stares.
What implication does this have when
considered in the context of the age distribution discussion that David Abbott
and I prepared for this edition of TPG?
How should a geology student looking
at graduation feel about a career in a
field with relatively few aging practicing
professionals? From my perspective they
should feel GREAT! Here’s why:
Let’s start with the projected growth
for geoscientists as described by the

Department of Labor: 14 percent between
2016 and 2026, more than any other profession. When you consider the “bell”
curves presented in our age distribution
article, it is clear that geoscientists will
be retiring in large numbers between
now and 2026. If there are 32,000 geoscientists today and you assume that
approximately 30 percent of those will
retire before 2026, then that leaves a
total of 22,400 working geoscientists in
2026. If the demand for geoscientists is
expected to grow to 36,500 by 2026, then
there will need to be 14,100 geoscientists
added to the pool of practicing professionals by the year 2026 - 9 years from
now! That represents close to 44% of the
current pool of practicing professionals.
That is quite a turnover!
Geologists are not going to get automated out of existence as in other
professions. Our skills and knowledge
are unique and very much experience
based. With the retirement of so many
older, experienced and skilled geologists,
our profession will undergo a significant
“brain drain.” Entry level geologists will
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need mentoring from older geologists
more now than at any other time in our
profession’s history. Our universities
need to focus on teaching the practical
skills needed for the average geoscientist. I don’t mean to devalue purely
academic pursuits, but there should be
recognition that most graduates will not
remain in academia and that there is a
significant demand for the “nuts and
bolts” geologist. In 2016, our universities
graduated 5,787 students (all degrees). If
this number continues, I would suggest
that the job prospects for newly minted
geologists will be excellent.
Of course, the job market for subdisciplines of geology varies. Significant

budget cuts in government agencies have
caused a decline in positions for geologists in recent years. Similarly, jobs for
geologists in some extractive industries
such as coal and oil are influenced by
market forces that are hard to predict. Other disciplines including water
resources, metals mining, and geological
engineering have been on the upswing.
The geologic profession in not monolithic
– there are many variations in markets
for geological services.
As I mentioned previously, our relatively few numbers have made it more
difficult to communicate with politicians
and the general public. Our message is
harder to convey and be understood and

that makes it difficult to explain the
importance of geologists in our society.
I believe this is one of the issues that
have influenced the effort in some states
to de-regulate geologists. Organizations
like AIPG and AGI can and should take
the lead on conveying our message to
legislators and the public. Separately,
geologists need to reach out to their legislators and explain what we do. AIPG
state sections are well placed to take an
active role in this line of communication.
Finally, if you are a student reading
this, my advice to you is to be flexible,
patient, and persistent in your job search
after you graduate. The jobs are out there
– or will be soon!

AIPG Attends EFG Meeting in Çesme, Izmir, Turkey
Doug Bartlett (National AIPG President) and Aaron
Johnson (AIPG Executive Director) attended the European
Federation of Geologists (EFG) meeting held from May 14 to
20, 2018, in Çesme, Izmir, Turkey. The conference was titled
“Epithermal Gold Deposits of Western Anatolia, Turkey” and
included two field trips and a day of talks regarding Turkey’s
gold mining industry.
One of the field trips went to the Biga Peninsula and
included a visit to several epithermal gold deposits, and a trip
to the ancient ruins of Troy and Pergamon. The second field trip
was to the Efemcukuru Gold mine near Izmir where several
attendees including Mr. Bartlett were given an underground
tour of this state-of-the-art mining operation. EFG members
also met to discuss various issues relevant to the EFG and the
profession of geology.
Mr. Johnson participated in a panel discussion regarding
challenges and opportunities for the future of gold mining in
Turkey and Mr. Bartlett gave EFG members a brief overview
of issues of importance to AIPG. Of note, the EFG is adopting
aspects of AIPG’s continuing professional development model.
The conference was attended by about 40 geologists from all
over Europe.

Doug Bartlett gives EFG members an
update on AIPG’s activities.
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Gold nugget.

Aaron Johnson participates in the panel discussion about the future
opportunities and challenges of gold mining

Izmir, Turkey is located in far western Turkey.
Map source: WorldAtlas.com
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Of Rocks and Robots—
Automation and Geology
Cortney Cameron, YP-0359
While economists expect that the impending Robot
Revolution will not cause any net job or wage losses in the
long run, research suggests that some geoscience fields—a
majority, even—are susceptible to automation. An informal
survey of 33 geologists finds that a majority of them expect that
automation will help or have no impact on overall geology job
prospects, even as they predict big changes for geology careers.
Automation—it is heralded in news media as at once the keystone of a society’s progress while it is simultaneously derided
as a destroyer of jobs. As it turns out, economists find that both
outcomes are true—with the caveats that the jobs “destroyed”
are replaced with different jobs. The reasoning is as follows:
Automation in a sector of the economy allows workers to be
more productive—eliminating some jobs in the process—but
the increased productivity means cheaper goods. This causes
other sectors to expand and demand more labor. Thus, any
economic restructuring induced by automation ultimately
results in an unchanged level of employment combined with
cheaper goods—and if one’s wage remains the same or even
decreases slightly, when a dollar goes farther in the things it
can buy, one’s “real wages” have increased.
An economist explained this concept to me with the following
simplified example. Four Victorian era weavers daily produce
only enough cloth for one shirt each. Two tailors fit those four
shirts to customers, as each tailor can fit two each per day.
The weavers sell shirt-cloth for $1 each to the tailors, who part
with their final product for $1.50 each ($0.50 profit each). One
day, one of the weavers invents an automated loom to produce
10 shirts’ worth of cloth each day, which he can sell for a mere
$0.20 each ($2 total—equivalent to his earnings when he sold
only two shirts for $1 each); his low prices quickly drive the
other weavers out of business. The tailors, meanwhile, beneficiaries of significantly cheaper materials, lower their own
prices to $0.80 per shirt and still profit more per shirt ($0.60
each, up from $0.50). Spurred by cheaper shirts, the townsfolk
begin buying more—10 shirts each day now, up from 4 previously—which requires the addition of three more tailors to
bring the town’s tailor total to five. Thus, while three weavers
became unemployed, their job losses were offset not only by
the gain of three tailors, but also by the increased incomes
of the tailors with their now-bursting apparel collections—in
other words, the increase in productivity made everyone richer
(except for perhaps three individuals).
The pessimist, of course, wonders what happens to the
displaced weavers—whose worst-case scenario would, admittedly, sum in any model to a small sacrifice compared to the
larger gains realized by their fellow citizens. Besides, in an
ideal world, they would seamlessly retrain and move into a
more productive field (e.g. tailors, in this example), where their
www.aipg.org

efforts could better serve the economy and themselves. In the
less-than-ideal world of Case and Deaton (2017), however,
provided they lacked a college degree and met other certain
demographic criteria, the weavers’ diminished economic prospects could eventually see them succumbing to a so-called
“death of despair” (a fate met by both of my parents, neither of
whom outlived 50). Furthermore, at least one paper controversially found that certain industries exposed to certain forms of
automation saw reduced wages and employment (Acemoglu &
Restrepo, 2017). Disregarding such cases, however, overall, the
current consensus of economists is that automation will harm
neither wages nor employment prospects—quite the opposite.
This isn’t to say, however, that the jobs of today won’t go the
way of the saddle-maker. Enough, though, of anachronistic
Victorian trades—what of geologists?
WillRobotsTakeMyJob.com and ReplacedByRobots.info are
two websites that pull from a widely-cited report published in
2013 by researchers at the University of Oxford (“The Future of
Employment: How susceptible are jobs to computerisation?”),
which considered 702 occupations. According to this study,
almost half of the current jobs in the United States could
be automated. Homing in to our own field, the probability of
automation for “geoscientists” was found to be a less-than-reassuring 63%; a whopping 91% for “geological and petroleum technicians;” and
a measly 1.4%
for
“hydrologists.” However,
my economist
acquaintance
points out at that
“just because the
specific tasks of
one job are automated
away
doesn’t mean
that other jobs
adjacent to it
aren’t. Further,
because those
Screenshot about geoscientists from
tasks performed
WillRobotsTakeMyJob.com
by the robots are
now much cheaper, the sectors dependent on those tasks now have much lower
costs, meaning more expansion, meaning more jobs.”
The huge differences in estimated automation risk surely
result from the “occupational characteristics” (or typical job
duties) that the study assigned to these roles (which will likely
Continued on p. 47
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Answers on Page 36

Robert G. Font, CPG-03953
rgfont@cs.com

1.

The eruption of this volcano gave rise to the “year without a summer” and it is considered to have inspired Mary Shelley
in the writing of her novel “Frankenstein”:
a) Tambora, 1815.
b) Mt. Pelée, 1902.
c) Krakatoa, 1883.
d) Nevado del Ruiz, 1985.

2.

Which of
a)
b)
c)
d)

3.

In structural geology, this equation, when expressed in terms of the Airy stress function, provides a method for finding
systems of stresses which automatically satisfy the equations of equilibrium and compatibility equation. Thus, it may be
used to determine major and minor principal stress trajectories and related fault geometries:
a) The biharmonic equation.
b) Laplace’s equation.
c) Boyle’s equation.
d) Man, FYI, I don’t like equations! They are ugly, with symbols, numbers, letters…

4.

A subareally-exposed marine clay has a natural water content (Wn) of 32%, liquid limit (LL) of 21% and plastic limit (PL)
of 15.8%. What is the clay’s “liquidity index” (LI) and what would you suspect about this lithology?
a) LI = 1.9; the clay is rich in “smectite.”
b) LI = 2.5; the clay is “over-consolidated.”
c) LI = 3.1; this is a “quick clay.”
d) No clay for me, hombre; I’m a sand person myself. Give me the beach!

5.

these metamorphic rocks is generally a product of contact metamorphism?
Hornfels
Granite Gneiss
Slate
Dude, I don’t study metamorphism. Melt everything, I say!

(Question by David M. Abbott, CPG-04570). The numbering of sections in a township begins in:
a) The northeast corner of the township.
b) The northwest corner of the township.
c) The southeast corner of the township.
d) The southwest corner of the township.
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IN MEMORY

John M. Stewart, PG, CPG-11115
Greensboro, North Carolina
May 31, 1955 - April 22, 2018
John Stewart, 62, the President of the Carolinas Section of AIPG, passed away unexpectedly on
April 22, 2018. As President he was working hard to reinvigorate the Carolinas Section of AIPG,
and was also an Advisory Board Representative on the AIPG National Executive Committee at
the time of his death. John was active with the Geological Society of America and with many
other geological and professional organizations within the Carolinas. It was a pleasure to know
John and to work with him, and he will be as sorely missed by his AIPG Board colleagues as by
his many professional colleagues and friends in the Carolinas.
He was always happy to take time to mentor the most junior geologist, or aid his most experienced colleagues. While willing to provide solid, and honest, advice he was also willing to listen to advice, criticism, or new ideas to better his and others’
knowledge of geology. He was regularly seen promoting the field of geology at meetings both local and national, and he had
a passion for field work.
John was born May 31, 1955 in Alice, Texas to the late Inez Merryday and Rev. J. Rufus Stewart. He attended St. Joseph
Academy, graduated from Brownsville High, class of ’73 and went on to college at Texas A&M, where he obtained a Bachelor’s
Degree in Wildlife & Fishery in the class of 1977. He later received a Master’s Degree in Geology from the University of Missouri.
John set his sights on a career in geology and achieved his objective, enjoying a long and fulfilling career in the discipline,
achieving the rank of Chief Geologist for Engineering Consulting Services (ECS) Southeast, LLC. Throughout his life he
coupled his passion for stewarding the environment with hard work, and never looked back.
John was also a leader in his church, a passionate soccer coach and referee, and leader of various civic and community
organizations, including the YMCA and Rotary, where he will be missed for his effervescent, friendly spirit and his commitment to service.
John was a pleasure to be around, telling a joke or just shooting the breeze. He was the person you would want to hang
out with at a meeting just talking over a beer - in his case often finishing it off with a good glass of whiskey.
John is survived by his wife of 37 years, Cindy Stewart; his two daughters, Carey Stewart and fiancée Scott Blakeman,
Washington DC; and Jacqueline Tomlin and Zack, Raleigh, NC. The funeral services were held at First Baptist Church in
Kernersville, NC 27284.
______________________________________________
Note: The Editor wishes to acknowledge the help of Wendy Davidson at AIPG Head Office, and Brian Olin, CPG 11126,
for help in preparing this notice, which is based on the one that appeared on the website www.Pierce-JeffersonFuneralService.
com. Friends are encouraged to view and sign the guestbook at this website. In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be
made to Sisters HOPE, http://www.sistershope.org/Donations.html.

Ollie L. Smith, CPG-1698
Member Since 1968
Passed on September 27, 2017
Madison, Tennessee
Waldemar M. Dressel, CPG-2074
Member Since 1970
Passed on October 21, 2017
Rolla, Missouri
William D. Rose, CPG-783
Member Since 1965
Passed on December 23, 2017
Brookeville, Maryland
William H. Bishop, CPG-4745
Member Since 1980
Passed on Unknown (no date given)
Lafayette, Louisiana
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Robert W. Hodder, CPG-2079
Member Since 1970
Passed on March 26, 2017
London, Ontario
Canada
Louis A. Lepry, CPG-11075
Member Since 2007
Passed on February 22, 2017
Centennial, Colorado
Thomas J. Dicaprio, CPG-11787
Member Since 2015
Passed on September 20, 2017
Liverpool, New York
Sheridan C. Conley, CPG-04284
Member Since 1978
Passed on August 5, 2017
Little Rock, Arkansas

(Obituary excerpt)
Sheridan Caraway “Bud” Conley
passed away on August 5, 2017 at the
age of 96. He was born July 26, 1921
in Vimy, Arkansas to Sheridan Thomas
Conley and Lillie Belle Caraway Conley.
During World War II, he went through
the Naval Aviation Flight Program and
was commissioned in the Marine Corps
as a torpedo bomber pilot. After the war,
he continued his military flying in the
Marine Reserves retiring in 1972 as a
Colonel.
He graduated in 1947 with a B.S.
degree from the University of Arkansas
with a major in geology. After a long
career as a petroleum geologist in the
“oil patches” Louisiana, Texas, and
Oklahoma, he retired from Sunoco
as a Gukf Coast District Production
Gedologist in 1983.
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ANSWERS TO “TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE” ON PAGE 34
Answers:
1.

The answer is choice “a” or “Tambora, 1815.” It is considered as the largest eruption in historic time. The year 1816 was “the year
without a summer.”.

2.

The answer is choice “a” or “Hornfels.”
Hornfels is a fine-grained, non-foliated metamorphic rock produced by contact metamorphism; baked by the heat from a nearby magmatic
body. Hornfels may be pelitic developing from the contact metamorphism of mudstone, clay-rich and silt rich strata, but may also develop
from originally carbonate-rich and mafic lithologies.
In contrast, granite gneiss is foliated and the product of the high-grade regional metamorphism of granitic rocks, etc.
Slate is also foliated and constitutes the product of low-grade regional metamorphism of argillaceous strata.

3. The answer is choice “a” or the “biharmonic equation.”
In mathematics, the biharmonic equation is a fourth-order partial differential equation which is used in areas of continuum mechanics, including linear elasticity theory and in the solution of Stokes flow (creeping flow/viscous flow). It is written as
∇4∅ = 0
∂4∅/∂x4 + ∂4∅/∂y4 + ∂4∅/∂z4 + 2 ∂4∅/∂x2∂y2 + 2 ∂4∅/∂y2∂z2 + 2 ∂4∅/∂x2∂z2 = 0
In two dimensions and in terms of the Airy stress function (Φ) designed to automatically satisfy the equilibrium equations (stress), the
biharmonic equation also satisfies the compatibility equation (strain) and is rewritten as:
∇4Φ = ∂4Φ/∂x4 + ∂4Φ/∂y4 + 2 ∂4Φ/∂x2∂y2 = 0
In essence, the biharmonic equation is the compatibility equation in terms of Φ.
By varying boundary conditions, the equation becomes useful in fault modeling (e.g., Hafner solutions, etc.) by determining major and
minor principal stress trajectories and related, predictable fault geometries.
Choice “b” or Laplace’s equation is:
∇ 2∅ = 0
The symbol (∇) is referred to as the Laplace operator or Laplacian, where:
∇ = ∂/∂x + ∂/∂y + ∂/∂z
Thus,
∇2 = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2 + ∂2/∂z2
Laplace’s equation is then:
∇2∅= ∂2∅/∂x2 + ∂2∅/∂y2 + ∂2∅/∂z2 = 0
Note that ∅ is a scalar function.
The general theory of solutions to Laplace’s equation is known as “potential theory.” The solutions of Laplace’s equation are the “harmonic
functions.” Laplace’s equation is useful in working with electric, gravitational, and fluid potentials and, in reference to heat conduction,
Laplace’s equation becomes the steady-state heat equation.
Choice “c” or Boyle’s equation or Boyle’s Law refers to the properties of gases. It states that the absolute pressure exerted by a given mass
of an ideal gas is inversely proportional to the volume it occupies, as longs as the temperature and the amount of gas remain unchanged
within a closed system. It is commonly written as:
		
		
P1V1 = P2V2
4.

The answer is choice “c” or [LI = 3.1; this is a “quick clay”].

		
		

LI = (Wn – PL) / (LL – PL)		
LI = (Wn – PL) / PI			

(1)
(2)

The denominator in (2) is the plasticity index (PI). Substituting the numerical values given in our problem:
		

LI = (32 – 15.8) / 5.2 = 3.1		

(3)

The “sensitivity” of a clay is related to its liquidity index. A dramatic loss of strength should be expected in flocculated clays where the natural
water content is considerably greater than the liquid limit. This is typical of “quick clays” where the fabric can suddenly collapse from
a flocculated into a dispersed arrangement, raising pore pressures, overcoming strength and leading to failure.
5.

The answer is choice “a” or “The northeast corner of the township.” This is true in the US. In Canada, the numbering is reversed and
starts in the southeast corner of the township. (Answer by David M. Abbott, CPG-04570).
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Topical Index-Table of Contents to the Professional Ethics and
Practices Columns

A topically based Index-Table of Contents, “pe&p index.xls” covering columns, articles,
and letters to the editor that have been referred to in the PE&P columns in Excel format is
on the AIPG web site in the Ethics section. This Index-Table of Contents is updated as each
issue of the TPG is published. You can use it to find those items addressing a particular area
of concern. Suggestions for improvements should be sent to David Abbott, dmageol@msn.com

Compiled by David M. Abbott, Jr., CPG-04570
5055 Tamarac Street, Denver, CO 80238
303-394-0321, dmageol@msn.com

What Constitutes
Publication?

The answer to this question used to
be simple. A paper was published when
included in a journal/magazine, newspaper, or book. The web introduced new and
much wider forms of publication. Editor
John Berry faced the question when he
received a submission of an article that
the author had posted on LinkedIn. To
his credit, the author noted the LinkedIn
posting in his submission. Does this
constitute publication?
As was done in the “Submitting a
paper to two or more publishers at
the same time” topic in column 164, I
looked at the AGU’s publication policies
for guidance. Under the heading “Dual
Publication Policy,” there is a subheading “Prior Publication” that states:
AGU publishes journals and books
for the purpose of disseminating
reports of original investigations to
its membership, the general scientific
community and the public at large.
In order to preserve the integrity
of AGU publications with respect to
publishing original investigations,
AGU prohibits the submission of
material for publication that has
been previously published in any form
that constitutes public distribution.
Specifically, any document that is
accessible to a library user, who does
not have special access or privileges,
directly or indirectly in paper or electronic form is considered published,
except as noted below.
Previously published explicitly
does not include oral or poster presentations, meeting abstracts or student
theses/dissertations. AGU does allow
posting of preprints and accepted
papers in not-for-profit preprint servers that are designed to facilitate com1.

munity engagement and discovery
across the sciences. Any other online
publication with a service that provides archiving with citation protocols and public retrieval capabilities
constitutes prior publication.1
Because the LinkedIn article is publicly accessible, it has been published.
Similarly, posting an article on a blog
constitutes publication. Whether such
publication will be given credit for academic advancement or other standing
is another matter and that will in part
depend on the specifics of the situation.
Likewise, whether this paper will still be
considered for republication by another
journal will depend on the Editor and
the journal’s editorial policies. Such
republication is a means of giving wider
distribution to a worthwhile paper.

Report Recommendation
— Stop Working on This
Project

In columns 33 and 34 (Aug & Sep
′98), I addressed the question, “How
much exploration/examination/testing is enough?” Certainly, that all too
common recommendation that “more
work should be done” to provide greater
assurance in the interpretations and
conclusions reached is true. But is the
increased assurance likely to change the
conclusions? When is “enough is enough”
the correct answer? I was recently examining the Society for Mining, Metallurgy,
and Exploration’s Code of Ethics, in particular, Clause 5 of the Code and interpretation f thereunder which states,
A member “shall advise the member’s
client or employer whenever the member
believes, based on the member’s studies,
that a project proposed by the client or
employer may not be viable.” This interpretive clause gets directly to the point
of “How much exploration/examination/

testing is enough?” I think that this
ethical provision should be added to the
AIPG Code of Ethics as new Rule 3.2.4.
What do you think? Should this proposed
Rule 3.2.4 be added to the AIPG Code
of Ethics?

The Ethics of Being a
Committee Member

A fellow CPG contacted me about a situation in which the chair of a geoscience
organization’s committee was allegedly
representing his/her personal views as
the views of the committee. These were
views about which continuing discussion
was occurring and there was opposition
to some of the chair’s opinions. The CPG’s
question was, “Is there something in
the AIPG Code of Ethics that addresses
this sort of conduct? The answer is not
specifically. There are provisions that
generally but non-specifically cover the
situation. These are:
•Canon 4. Obligations to
Professional Colleagues. Members
shall respect the rights, interests,
and contributions of their professional colleagues.
•Standard 4.1. Members shall
respect and acknowledge the professional status and contributions of
their colleagues.
•Standard 4.2. Members shall be
accurate, truthful, and candid in all
communications with others regarding professional colleagues.
Presenting one’s personal views
as those of the committee disrespects
the rights, interests, and contributions of the other committee members.
Communicating one’s personal views
as those of the committee is inaccurate,
untruthful, and misleading.
The issues in this case arose because
of an article that reviewed the history
and current status of the committee’s

https://publications.agu.org/author-resource-center/publication-policies/dual-publication-policy.
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work including the author’s personal
views on this work. The problems largely stemmed because the author didn’t
clearly identify who held a particular
view. The problems were exacerbated by
the use of pronouns rather than specific
names.

Using Drones—A New
Geoscience Subspecialty

In column 166 in the Apr/May/Jun
TPG, I reviewed recently published
“Dilemmas of promoting geoscience
workforce growth in a dynamically
changing economy” by Christopher
Keane and Maeve Boland of AGI”.2
Among other points, Keane and Boland
pointed out that GIS expertise is a
growing subspecialty in the geosciences.
Francis Vierboom’s article, “Getting
more from your drone: superpowers for
onsite and offsite decision-makers,” in
the February 2018 issue of The AusIMM
Bulletin points out that using drones
for a variety of important tasks is
becoming easier and cheaper while the
accuracy is increasing. Vierboom points
out that “drones are more accurate than
aerial surveys, safer than conventional
ground survey options, and cheaper than
both.” Expertise in flying drones coupled
with GIS expertise is indeed a viable
geoscience subspecialty that students
should consider.

AGI Geoscience Currents
— Important Job Choice
Factors and Sexual
Harassment

AGI Geoscience Currents consist of
data snapshots of a wide variety of
topics of interest to the geosciences,
https://www.americangeosciences.org/
workforce/currents. Some of these topics are noted in AIPG’s weekly eNews.
Two recent topics caught my eye, one
on job choice and one on sexual harassment. Important Job Choice Factors for
the Early-career Geoscience Workforce,
10/19/17, reports the results of 332
responses to a survey sent to geoscience
graduates at the bachelor’s (163 responses), master’s (101 responses), and doctoral levels (68 responses). All respondents
ranked salary, intellectual challenge,

and job location as very important to
important. Perceived work/life balance
received the next highest rating. The
relative ranking of these factors varied
with the degree. Bachelor’s recipients
ranked salary highest while master’s
and doctor’s recipients valued intellectual challenge highest. See the full report
at https://www.americangeosciences.
org/workforce/currents/important-jobchoice-factors-early-career-geoscienceworkforce.
Sexual Harassment in the Sciences:
Response by Professional Societies,
3/15/18, presents a follow-up to a 2016
workshop convened by the American
Geophysical Union. There also was a session on this topic at the 2016 Geological
Society of America Annual Meeting; see
column 161, Jan/Feb/Mar ’17 TPG. The
AGU workshop concluded that professional societies should implement transparent and accessible codes of conduct or
ethics that 1) specifically address sexual
and other types of discrimination and
bullying and 2) provide clear disciplinary
procedures for violations. A graph accompanying the text compared the number
of societies with a code, a direct link to
that code on the front page of the society’s website, the number of codes that
addressed sexual harassment, and the
number that contained clear guidelines
for disciplinary action in 2016 and 2018.
The numbers in each area increased
from 2016 to 2018. AIPG specifically
added Standard 4.4 and Rule 4.4.1 that
specifically address harassment and
discrimination to its Code of Ethics in
June 2017. Interestingly, no society
is recorded as containing disciplinary
guidelines in 2016. Clearly, AIPG has
had Disciplinary Procedures for many
years. Both AIPG’s Code of Ethics and
the Disciplinary Procedures are listed
under “Ethics” on AIPG’s home page. I
wonder why this wasn’t recognized. See
the full report at https://www.americangeosciences.org/workforce/currents/
sexual-harassment-sciences-responseprofessional-societies.

Ethical Considerations in
Water Transactions

Barbara Murphy, CPG-6203, sent
the link to an article, “Guest View – Water

Transaction: Ethical Considerations,”
by Richard Morrison, which was presented at the March 2018 Arizona Water
Resources Research Center Annual
Conference: The Business of Water.3
Water rights in the west are very serious
business. Just how water is allocated is
the subject of lots of debate and legal
actions. Questions of “highest and best
use” are answered differently by different groups with different agendas.
Consider the schizophrenic duties of the
US Bureau of Reclamation (BuRec). On
the one hand, BuRec’s dams exist to prevent catastrophic flooding and to do so,
lots of empty reservoir capacity should
be maintained to catch spring runoff and
big storms. On the other hand, the dams
should be used to store as much water
as possible to mitigate droughts and to
do so, reservoirs should be kept as full
as possible.4

Morrison points out that, “if
you live in rural Arizona, when
the subject is water transfers,
you are not necessarily interested in economic theory. You
are definitely worried about
water flowing to money and
you shout out, ‘Hey, not so
fast!’” While everyone is in
favor of justice as a general
concept, issues of economic
and social justice quickly arise
around water use and water
rights.
Morrison presents six principles of
economic justice that he asserts have
widespread public and private approval.
They are:
•Justice requires equal respect
and concern for all.
•Justice requires special concern for the poor and oppressed.
•Justice requires responding to
basic human needs.
•Justice requires human freedom.

2.

http://www.annalsofgeophysics.eu/index.php/annals/article/viewFile/7411/6812, accessed 2/16/18.

3.

https://wrrc.arizona.edu/guest-view-water-transaction-ethical-considerations. While Morrison uses “ethics” in his title, “morals” is a
more accurate word.

4.

Kevin Fedarko’s 2014 book, The Emerald Mile: the epic story of the fastest ride in history through the heart of the Grand Canyon, does
an excellent job of presenting the BuRec’s dilemma and various other western water issues in addition to telling a fascinating story
of running the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon.
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•Justice requires contributions
to the well-being of the community.
•Justice requires the fulfillment of our obligations to future
generations.
Conflicts between these six principles
quickly arise. How does special concern for the poor and oppressed square
5.

with equal respect and concern for all?
Someone has to give up something. Is it
okay for folks in Phoenix and Las Vegas
to have green lawns when the water
is needed for domestic use and food
production—green lawns are a kind of
agriculture—from the Colorado Front
Range to Los Angeles.5 And what about
the sustainability of water resources? Is
the well-being of a community depen-

dent on nice green lawns for kids to
play on? How do we spread the limited
supply of water across the demands of
growing population? The answers to
such questions are not easy. Like many
moral questions, moral analysis does not
yield unique answers. Differing answers
depend on how various desirable results
are ranked and undesirable results are
negatively ranked.

My wife, who is the yard-care person in the family, is a great believer in xeriscaping.

Geologic Ethics & Professional Practices
is now available on CD
This CD is a collection of articles, columns, letters to the editor, and other material
addressing professional ethics and general issues of professional geologic practice
that were printed in The Professional Geologist. It includes an electronic version of the
now out-of-print Geologic Ethics and Professional Practices 1987-1997, AIPG Reprint
Series #1. The intent of this CD is collection of this material in a single place so that
the issues and questions raised by the material may be more conveniently studied. The
intended ‘students’ of this CD include everyone interested in the topic, from the new
student of geology to professors emeritus, working geologists, retired geologists, and
those interested in the geologic profession.
AIPG members will be able to update their copy of this CD by regularly downloading
the pe&p index.xls file from the www.aipg.org under “Ethics” and by downloading the
electronic version of The Professional Geologist from the members only area of the
AIPG website. The cost of the CD is $25 for members, $35 for non-members, $15 for
student members and $18 for non-member students, plus shipping and handling. To
order go to www.aipg.org.

Support the Foundation of the AIPG
Just a reminder as you send in your dues for another year or are getting ready to attend the annual meeting in Colorado
Springs, please remember to support the Foundation of the American Institute of Professional Geologists. The Foundation
supports a variety of programs of the AIPG that include student scholarships, educational programs aimed at practitioners, the
public, and policy makers and, on occasion, some special needs requested by AIPG. The Foundation is engaged in exclusively
educational, scholarship, and research programs. The Foundation may also support public information forums, public education meetings, teacher seminars and geological seminars for other professionals such as engineers, architects, planners and
others; thus coordinating the expertise of several professions for a better understanding of the geosciences and global issues.
The Foundation is proud to be able to serve AIPG and the geosciences by providing financial support for these programs.
We ask that you support the Foundation with monetary contributions that would be used primarily to fund our scholarship
and young professional initiatives, and other Foundation programs as well. The Foundation relies on the support of generous
individual and corporate or group donors for financial contributions or gifts-in-kind. Information about donations is on the
Foundation web page of the AIPG web site http://aipg.org/foundation. You may donate on-line or send your donation check
by mail to:
Foundation of the AIPG
1333 W. 120th Avenue, Suite 211
Westminster, CO 80234
If you have any questions or comments about the Foundation, please contact me for additional information.
Thank you for your support of the Foundation so the Foundation may support AIPG and the geosciences. Your continued
interest and support is greatly appreciated.
Barbara Murphy, CPG
Chairperson, Foundation of the AIPG
480-659-7131 office phone
bmurphy@geo-logic.com
The Foundation of the American Institute of Professional Geologists is a 501(c)(3) organization.
Contributions are tax deductible.
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NEWS FROM THE SECTIONS
Continued from p. 29

Colorado Section
President’s letter, by Doug
Peters (Extracts from)
2018 Rex Monahan Memorial
Scholarship Winners
...The Section recently has awarded
two $1,000 scholarships as part of our
Rex Monahan Scholarship program.
The two awardees, both student members of AIPG, are Erinn Johnson of
Colorado State University (CSU) for the
Graduate category and Jeneane Barber
of Metropolitan State University for the
Undergraduate category. Both submitted excellent essays as part of the scholarship application process.

Editor of Colorado
Professional Geologist:

David Abbott announced in this issue
that he wishes to retire, and is looking
for volunteers to replace him.

Section Field Trip:
“Roadside Faults, Folds,
Fossils, Crystals and
Diamond Pipes: Sampling
the Geologic Diversity of
Northern Colorado”

The trip was led by Barbara EchoHawk
and Uwe Kackstaetter Department of
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Metropolitan State University of Denver.
The trip field guide was published
as Chapter 11 in Volume 44 of the GSA
Field Guides.

2018 Colorado Science &
Engineering Fair

Erinn Johnson
Colorado State University
Graduate category scholarship winner

Jeneane Barbour
Metropolitan State University
Undergraduate category scholarship winner

In addition, two National-level
AIPG scholarships were awarded to
Colorado student members this year:
Skyler Mavor of CSU received an AIPG
Foundation scholarship as a graduate
student and Ashley How of Adams State
University received a scholarship as an
undergraduate student. Both of their
essays are printed in this issue of TPG.
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Report by Tom Van Arsdale
On April 5th four judges (Stephanie
Ashley, Jeneane Barber, Ron Pritchett,
and Tom Van Arsdale), representing the
Colorado Section-AIPG, attended the
finals of the 2018 Colorado Science and
Engineering Fair, held on the Colorado
State University campus in Fort Collins.
This was the fourth year the Section
has been involved with the Fair and
the judges were excited to see what the
students had accomplished. Suffice it
to say, the judges were quite impressed
with a number of projects.

2018 Colorado Section Science Fair judges:
Ron Pritchett, Jeneane Barber, Stephanie
Ashley, and Tom Van Arsdale

On April 5th the judges reviewed each
of the eight (finalists) and met with the
individual student(s) to discuss his/her/
their project in detail. If a project was
judged to warrant particular attention,
the student was awarded a Colorado
Section-AIPG, “Certificate of Excellence
in the Geosciences.” A cash award was
also sent to each Division winner ($100)
and runner-up ($50).

Gitanjali Rao, First Place Junior Division

The 1st Place Award recipient within
the Junior Division was Gitanjali Rao,
a seventh grader from STEM School
Highlands Ranch, for her project entitled,
“Detection of Chemical Contaminants in
Water Using Carbon Nanotube Sensors.”
The four judges had no difficulty in
choosing Ms. Rao because her work
and presentation were astonishing. In
fact, she has a patent pending for her
development of a custom “app,” wherein
a Bluetooth attachment sends the resultant data immediately to mobile phones.
Please keep in mind, Gitanjali is in
seventh grade!
The Junior Division runner-up was
Boulder eighth grader, Haiyan Wang,
of Summit Charter Middle School, for
his project entitled, “Plant Growth in
Varied Soil Type and Air Pressure.” The
impetus for Haiyan’s work was to study
plant growth under conditions similar
to Mars so as to provide food for people
colonizing the planet. I am getting up
in age, and consider the colonization of
Mars a “long shot.” For today’s kids, it
is expected!
The 1st Place Award recipient within
the Senior Division was senior, Isaac
Jordan, of Southwest Colorado School,
located in Durango, for his project entitled,
“A Novel Approach for Sensing Seismic
Events: Applications of Graphene Nano
Flake Powder Composites Part II.” Isaac
won our Section’s runner-up award last
year, but he has refined and created,
using a self-designed 3D mold device,
sensors which are more sensitive and
more repeatable. His work started with
the idea of sensing seismic events, but his

Isaac Jordan, First Place Senior Division
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sensors have innumerable applications.
In fact, a research team in California has
contacted him to use his technology in
sensing vibrations in airplane wings. I,
and the other judges, may have met this
country’s next multibillionaire.
The runner-up within the Senior
Division was senior Casey Shaw, of
Liberty School, located in Joes, for
his project entitled, “A Tale of Two
Fishes: An Analysis of Differentiation
in Compositional Characteristics of Two
Distinct Fossil Butte Member Localities.”
Casey gave a powerful and confident
presentation in which he discussed the
use of x-ray spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, and energy-dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy to discuss his findings.
Casey has more work to do, but the

North Georgia. My last visit this
semester was to Georgia College State
University in Milledgeville where I gave
a career talk on the EPD. All our scholarships have been delivered and I’m
happy to say that we had two student
members awarded the $1,000.00 AIPG
National scholarship. Congratulations
go to Maddie Bess at Berry College and
Chance Seckinger at Columbus State

Georgia Section Scholarship
Winners for 2018:

Hawaii Section
Pau Hana

We periodically have geologist pau
hana events so we can talk and tell
stories. A pau hana is an after work
social event. This one was specially organized because Dawn Garcia from New
Mexico was in Honolulu. We were at the
Aloha Tower Gordon Biersch Brewery
Restaurant at Honolulu Harbor.

Georgia Southern – Erin Brinkman
Columbus State – Austin Caughey
University of Georgia – Gian Cella
Georgia State – Katherine Morgan
Georgia Southwestern State – Trevor
Dempsey, Andrew May
West Georgia – Nicholas Smith
University of North Georgia – Robert
Bandemir
Berry College – Justyn Patterson

Casey Shaw, Runner-up Senior Division

judges are confident he will achieve his
goals. All of the Fair’s participants were
winners, in that the students expended
a great deal of time and effort to: collect
field samples, conduct laboratory work,
analyze the data, draw conclusions or
determine more research was necessary,
prepare their posters in a logical fashion,
and present their projects with an oral
presentation. The judges commend all
the student participants, and the Fair
organizers of this fun and meaningful
event.

Georgia Section
Meetings

A section meeting was held at lunchtime on Friday, May 18, 2018, at OASIS
Consulting Services in Roswell, GA.
Michael Monteleone, P.E., SVP, of Oasis,
talked about “Navigating Property
Dealbreakers
through
Georgia’s
Brownfield Program”

President’s Message

First, I would like to congratulate all
our student members that are graduating. Please keep your membership
current. In the last month I’ve visited
West Georgia, Georgia Southwestern,
Columbus State, Berry College, and
www.aipg.org

AIPG National Scholarship
Winners (these students’ essays will be found on p. 12
and 20 of this issue)

L to R. Dawn Garcia (AIPG), Jan
Reichelderfer (AIPG), Patrick Casey
(geologist), Robert Chenet (AIPG), and
Paul Eyre (geologist)

Berry College – Maddie Bess
Columbus State – Chance Seckinger

Georgia Section Longevity
Award

The following members will be mailed
our longevity award 10 years. We thank
them for their commitment to AIPG.
Dr. Jessica Kogel
Dr. Edward Schrader

Students!
Start a student chapter
today!
There are many great benefits to joining AIPG including scholarships!

L-R Kevin Gooding (AIPG), Natalie Waters
(Kevin’s wife, civil engineer), Shyun Ueno
(geologist), Nick Vaiana (geologist ) , Dave
Martin, JoAnn Romano (AIPG).

Contact National
Headquarters for more information about the benefits
and on how to form a student chapter.
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Michigan Section
Upcoming Events

August 3-5, 2018: Michigan Section
AIPG Summer Field Trip: Hard Rock
& Heavy Metal. Trip includes a visit
to the Eagle Mine near Marquette and
Humbolt processing mill, as well as other
nearby locations. Complete details and
registration information forthcoming.
September 18, 2018: Joint Michigan
Section AIPG and MAEP meeting.  “Effects of Air Knifing on Soil Gas
Sample results”. Dr. Steve Beukema,
MDEQ-RRD.
Michigan
Brewing
Company, 42875 Grand River Ave.,
Novi, MI 42875.
October 5, 2018: Fundamentals of
Geology portion of the ASBOG exam.
Exam to be given on the campus of
Central Michigan University, Mt.
Pleasant.

Wayne State University
Student Chapter Field Trip

By Dr. Jeffrey Howard, faculty sponsor of the Wayne State University student chapter.
I led a group of 20 students from the
WSU chapter of AIPG on a spring break
field trip to the Red River gorge geological area in Kentucky, with funding
from AIPG. We spent 5 days examining
the geology and landforms of the area.
We examined most of the Paleozoic section exposed there, and visited numerous arches and natural bridges in the
area.  We want to thank the AIPG for
making this happen!

Michigan Technical
University Student Chapter

MTU hosts Spring Fling every year
during week 13 of the spring semester.
This is a campus wide event where different clubs set up booths with activities to
attract new student members. The MTU
AIPG student chapter participated this
year, and had a station where students
could make “pet rocks” and receive
information on what AIPG is and the
benefits of a student membership. This
event was considered a success, as ten
people were added to the student chapter roster from sign-ups! We lucked out
with incredible weather, and enjoyed
sunshine and music all afternoon. The
rest of the semester included one last
week of classes, finals, and most students are now preparing for field classes.
Looking forward to a great summer in
the Keweenaw!
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Nevada Section

Editor Nancy Wolverson noted that
the Nevada Section doesn’t want to
replicate the information or activities of
other geologic organizations in Nevada,
but rather to focus on the reasons most
of us are members of AIPG; QP status,
Technical Reports, securities reporting,
legislative and regulatory activities and
ethical standards.
Several members of the Nevada
Section, including the President, Kel
Buchanan, have been very active in local
and national legislative affairs, especially as regards legislation and other issues
affecting access to federally-owned land
in Washoe, Pershing and other counties
in Nevada.
The section supports the AIPG Mackay
Rockhounds Club at the University
of Nevada, Reno. Sage Gandolfo, the
Rockhounds Club president, reported
that the club was very active with
field trips and fund-raisers. They combine these activities by visiting Trona,
CA, each year to collect hanksite from
Searles Lake, in order to sell it at their
gem sales.
Bob Felder, Secretary, NV Section,
and Kel Buchanan, President, NV
Section, presented Alison Kramer the
AIPG $1,000 student scholarship.
There are plans to hold a general
meeting of the Nevada Section this fall.

Northeast Section
F. Angelo Tagliacozzo Memorial Geological Scholarships
for 2017 – 2018 Academic
Year Awarded by NE Section
of AIPG

This year’s scholarship committee
(Jennifer Becker, Christopher Brown,
Sam Gowan, Dean Herrick, Craig Werle,
Tom West and I) reviewed 18 scholarship applications received in December
2017. Evaluation criteria were, as usual,
financial need and academic qualifications, as well as career goals, special
achievements (e.g., awards, projects,
publications, senior thesis, etc.), and the
faculty recommendation letter.
We had another outstanding group
of student applicants. While academic
achievement does not assure an applicant of receiving a scholarship, 17 of the
18 applicants maintained greater than a
3.0 (out of 4.0) overall cumulative grade
point average (gpa); eight applicants
maintained greater than a 3.5gpa! Many
of the financial needs were also compelling. An award pool of $22,000 was

selected as the appropriate total amount,
and was approved by the Board of trustees at their March meeting:.
The NE-AIPG is proud to announce
the eight recipients for the 2017-2018
academic year. The recipients, their
institutions, and the award amounts are
listed below:
Samuel Spizzuoco University of Maine
Veronica Tuazon
SUNY Stony Brook
Riley Blocho
SUNY Brockport
Brandon Keough
SUNY Potsdam
Yonesha (Yonnie) Donaldson Rutgers
University - Newark
Jalise Wright
Rutgers University
- Newark
Natalie Harmon
University of Maine
Sarah Smith-Tripp
Wellesley College
This year two of the recipients, Yonnie
Donaldson and Jalise Wright at Rutgers
University – Newark, received their
scholarship checks in person (see photos #1 and #2) from Bob Blauvelt, NE
Section Treasurer and Rutgers Newark
alumnus. Checks were mailed to all the

Photo #1 - Yonnie Donaldson of Rutgers
University - Newark with Alexander
Gates (faculty sponsor) and Bob Blauvelt
(NE-AIPG Treasurer).

other recipients. Each of the applicants
that did not receive an award was sent
an acknowledgement letter. Those that
will maintain their eligibility for next
year were encouraged to apply again.

Photo #2 - Jalise Wright of Rutgers
University - Newark with Alexander
Gates (faculty member) and Bob Blauvelt
(NE-AIPG Treasurer).

www.aipg.org

NEWS FROM THE SECTIONS
All applicants who are not already AIPG
student members will receive a student
membership in AIPG.
In addition, I attended, and staffed
the AIPG booth at, the recent Northeast
Section GSA Meeting held in Burlington,
VT from March 17 – 20, 2018. This
regional GSA meeting provides tremendous opportunities for students to
make both oral and poster presentations. Faculty and students from many
of the colleges and universities from the
northeastern states that apply for our
scholarship attended, including several
scholarship applicants and recipients –
from both this year and last year (see
photos #3 and #4 below).

Northeast Ohio. www.aipg-ohio.org.
Details to be announced
October 10-11
Vapor Intrusion Short Course - provided by AIPG Ohio Section in conjunction with Cox-Colvin and Associates
Vapor intrusion (VI) is the migration
of undesirable chemical components into
indoor airspace. Vapor intrusion into
buildings is one of the primary routes
of human exposure to volatile organic
compounds released to the subsurface.
This short course will cover VI aspects
including the physical processes governing subsurface vapor transport and entry
into buildings, VI assessment, monitoring and mitigation strategies, VI risk
analysis, legal aspects, case studies and
field demonstrations.
October 10 and 11, 2018
ODNR H.R. Collins Core Laboratory
Conference Room, Delaware, Ohio
November 15
AIPG Ohio Section AIPG Annual
Meeting and Dinner Presentation - location and details to be announced. www.
aipg-ohio.org

Photo #3 - Brandon Keough of SUNY
Potsdam at NE GSA Meeting in
Burlington, VT.

Photo #4 - Tshering Lama Sherpa of
Union College at NE GSA Meeting in
Burlington. VT.

Lastly, I want to close by thanking
each member of the scholarship committee for their time and effort evaluating
the 18 applications and selecting the
2018 scholarship recipients, and to Bob
Blauvelt for delivering the scholarship
checks the two students at Rutgers
University - Newark.

Ohio Section
Fall 2018 Events

Autumn Meeting
AIPG Ohio Section Autumn 2018
Meeting and Dinner Presentation –

www.aipg.org

Ohio Section 2018 Spring
Social Recap

On Thursday, April 19, 2018, the
Ohio Section of AIPG held a Spring
Social at Yogi’s – Sawmill in Dublin,
Ohio. The event was sponsored by ALS
Environmental. The casual event format was structured to promote member
interaction, and I feel that it was a success. Guests included a variety of professionals and members of the Ohio State
University (OSU) and Wright State
University (WSU) Student Chapters.
Pizza was provided for attendees.
Ohio Section 2018 Winter Meeting
and Dinner Presentation Recap
The Ohio Section’s Winter 2018 meeting and dinner presentation took place
on Thursday, February 22 and was hosted by the Wright State University (WSU)
student chapter in the Berry Room at the
Nutter Center, in Dayton, Ohio.

ages you to write your state senators and
representatives regarding these issues.
More details on these topics will be forthcoming in the State Section Newsletter.

AIPG National – Meet A
Geologist Monday:
Interview with Christine (Chris)
Lilek PG, CPG
(Member of Wisconsin Section
and 2018 AIPG National Executive
Committee Advisory Board Member)
How long have you been a member of
AIPG? 20 years
Why do you think it’s important to
be a member of AIPG?
Honor our
past, encourage our present and
inspire our future geologists!
If you could use one word to describe
your career, what would it be? Innovative
What has been the most rewarding
aspect of your career? Supporting the
addition of geology topics and exam
questions to the Wisconsin Master
Naturalist Program. The WMNs provide natural resource education to
everybody in Wisconsin.
What is your advice to young people entering the field of geosciences?
Volunteer and give back to the community for life!

Wisconsin Section Holds
Strategic Planning Day

Wisconsin Executive Board members gathered at MSA Professional
Services Incorporated on April 21, 2018
in Baraboo, Wisconsin to strategically
plan for Section activities from 2019
- 2021. New activities to be planned
included: holding mock geoscience court
cases around the State, a field trip near
Wausau Wisconsin, webinars featuring
emerging contaminants of concern in
groundwater, and legislative outreach to
support geology licensing in Wisconsin.
Resurrected activities from the past
included: Geology Day at the Capitol
and continued student outreach. Board
members will reach out to membership
for support and participation

Wisconsin Section
President’s Letter (Extract)–
Challenges in Wisconsin in
2018

The Wisconsin AIPG is facing challenges in 2018 related to: Professional
Geologist Licensure, state funding for
the Wisconsin Geological and Natural
History Survey (WGNHS) and, Geology
Programs in our State University system. Your State AIPG section encour-

Wisconsin’s Screening Board Chair- Andrew
Mott & Regulations/Legislative Chair Paula
Leier-Engelhardt
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIRECTORY
This service is open to AIPG Members
as well as non-members. The Professional
Services Directory is a one year listing offering experience and expertise in all phases of
geology. Prepayment required. Advertising
rates are based on a 3 3/8” x 1 3/4” space.

ONE YEAR LISTING FOR ONLY:
AIPG Member		
$400.00
Non-Member		
$500.00
Space can be increased vertically by
doubling or tripling the size and also the rate.

We Want Your Feedback!

Have you used the new electronic version
of TPG? Was it easy to navigate and view
articles? Please send us your comments
on the electronic TPG and suggestions
how we can improve your viewing
experience.

Reynolds & Associates
Exclusive & Unique Course on: Identification of natural fractures,
faults and structures for determining optimum drillable prospects.

Consulting: Assist in selecting acreage and generating prospectsMapping sweet spots or clusters of intersections of two or more natural
fractures.
AIPG CPG-4890, AAPG CPG-6059

Questions: 832-279-2076
Santiagoreynolds7271@comcast.net

AIPG Headquarters has moved.
1333 W. 120th Avenue, Suite 211
Westminster, Colorado 80234-2710

Comments on proposed rule: Modernization of Property Disclosures for
Mining Registrants
Comments on the U.S. Security and Exchange Commission’s (SEC’s) proposal are available at https://
www.sec.gov/comments/s7-10-16/s71016.htm
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Authors Wanted:

Get Published in the TPG! Research
Articles - Case Studies - Tales from the
Field - Section News -Letters to the Editor
Author instructions are available on the AIPG website at
http://aipg.org/gettingpublished.

www.aipg.org

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIRECTORY

Want to purchase minerals and other oil/gas
interests.
Send details to:
P.O. Box 13557, Denver, CO 80201.

F ree R esume P osting
Are you out of work???

Post and View Resumes for Free on the AIPG
National Website
View Job Listings for Free www.aipg.org
Click on Jobs.

Live GOLI Webinars presented
by AGI and AIPG:
Mark your calendars and register
for the upcoming online courses.
August 30th @ 1 pm EST - Geology and Related

Aquifers of New England; Why Redevelop Your
Well and Why Specific Capacity - 1 hour 20 minutes | CEUs: 0.12

September 20th @ 1 pm EST - Declining Well

Performance or Why Wells Plug - 1 hour 20 minutes | CEUs: 0.12

October 18th @ 1 pm EST - Well Rehabilitation

and Maintenance Techniques - 1 hour 20 minutes | CEUs: 0.12

November 15th @ 1pm EST - Permitting
Considerations and Costs - 1 hour 20 minutes |
CEUs: 0.12

www.aipg.org
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Continued from p. 33
be debated by geoscience professionals); those duties, which rely mostly on
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) definitions, are available on the websites mentioned above. Factors that are believed to
make a job less susceptible to automation
include close interaction with people
(nurses being a typical example; in
geoscience, a good example might be the
never-ending task of relationship-building with clients current and prospective),
creative or critical thinking, and negotiation, among others. Legislation provides
another possible barrier to automation;
in states that regulate certain activities,
a licensed (human) professional might
still need to provide the final review and
approval of any conclusion generated
by artificial intelligence. Fortunately
or unfortunately (depending on your
perspective) for geologists, geological
licensing has been under question in
several states, my own state of Florida
springing to mind.
Curious as to what geologists on the
ground had to say about automation in
their field, I devised a short and informal anonymous survey, which I posted
on several online forums geared toward
geoscientists, garnering responses from
33 geologists.
A quick profile of our respondents:
• Eighty-two percent of respondents were in the United States.
• Half of respondents were
employed by private firms, almost
a quarter in academia, and the
remainder by state and federal governments.
• At about 30% of respondents, the
most common self-identified industry employer was oil and mining,
followed by environmental at 18%.
• While I (sadly) did not request
years of experience, using titles (e.g.
senior, chief) as a proxy, I estimate
that 42% were senior-level, 52% staff
or junior level, and 6% students.
•Seventy-two percent of all
respondents indicated they were
responsible for hiring decisions at
their firm.
The geologists who responded about
automation had mixed responses on its
impact on the outlook of careers in geology. About 42% percent indicated that
they believe automation will overall help
employment prospects in geology; about
12% predicted it will hurt; and about
45% said it would neither hurt nor help.
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When asked whether they had already
witnessed automation in the geological
field, most of them indicated that they
had. At present, automation is warmly regarded, credited with efficiency
improvements, elimination of the repetitive and mundane, less paper clutter.
Areas mentioned as having experienced
at least some automation included: data
management; seismic interpretation;
well log correlation; mapping; remote
sensing; drilling; microprobe analysis;
XRF analysis; and client invoicing. With
some overlap, data management (collection, processing, storage, analysis) at
24% and in particular mapping at 21%
proved the most popular automation
experiences.
Overall, ten (30%) responded that
automation had not yet impacted their
own role, but 4 of these added the caveat
that if software enhancements, the paper
to electronic transition, and other incremental improvements were grouped
under automation, then indeed, certain
tasks had undergone automation. One
respondent on the side of “No” noted that
the ocean floor maps they developed did
“not [have] enough data to automate”
and therefore required “creativ[ity].” A
consulting geologist noted that “thinsection production and SEM imaging”
had been automated for “faster production of an inferior product. They ended
up hiring less skilled people and clients
became used to receiving the inferior
product.” One geologist held that automation had “greatly impacted efficiency
and performance” even as another “saw
an increase in technological employment.” A Chief Environmental Scientist
summarized the impact thus: “Yes, there
has been automation, but not job elimination types of automation. Think of it
as the automation of a washing machine
or vacuum cleaner. The automation in
the form of GIS, report writing software,
smart phones, etc., has made geologists
more productive but not cost jobs.”
When asked for their prognostications, geologists’ crystal balls offered
varied visions on the impacts of automation, ranging from “none at any time” on
the one end to “given the overall trend
of automation, I foresee it eliminating
jobs in the future (decades)” at the other.
Fieldwork was often cited as resistant
to automation. One geologist explained
that “the nature of fieldwork and the
need to make decisions factoring in
many variables will delay the impacts
of automation for a long time.” Another

likewise asserted that automation “will
never replace walking, looking, and getting hands-on dirty looking at what’s
there up close and real!”

Similarly, critical thinking
was seen as an area where
machines would struggle
to gain the edge over flesh.
“Research requires critical
thought and analysis that no
machine will ever be capable of,” wrote one scientist. A
petroleum geologist posited,
“A geologist will always be
needed to account for geologic processes.” One respondent warned that we “have
to be cautious of allowing
computers to do too much and
push aside the human factor. Human insight cannot be
computerized.”
However, one area that many respondents viewed as susceptible to automation was basic data analysis, which
one geologist grouped under the purview of “counting or identifying” things.
“Energy and economic geology are going
to be greatly impacted,” wrote another.
However, automation in geology “all
depends on amount of data,” caveated
a researcher, continuing that “plenty of
data permits automation,” but without
it, one needs “first principles and the
ability to think.” Several geologists predicted improved automated processing
and analysis of well logs, cores, crosssections, seismic data, and remotelyacquired imagery, noting that this was
already occurring and would continue
to be refined into the future. As a side
effect, several expected—probably accurately, according to economists—that
low level and technician jobs will be
lost. One feared that this could negatively impact newcomers to the field,
who have traditionally used these positions as a first step on the career ladder, with anecdotal evidence suggesting
that already an increasingly long—and
therefore costly—educational pedigree
is required before securing a job.
Thus, coding and software skills
were seen as essential for the new era:
“Employees will need experience in automation-related areas: coding, machine
learning, etc. They need this already!”
This could be addressed by education,
www.aipg.org
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another geologist noted: “However, all
we need to do is to adapt the training
or education” to the needs of “other,
newly emerging and exciting fields in
the geosciences.”
On the positive side, the BLS (U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates
14, 16, and 10 percent growth in jobs
over the next decade in the previously-mentioned specialties of geological
technician, petroleum technician, and
hydrologist respectively (as against
average expected growth of 5 to 9 percent in the typical profession). Less
positively, together, these automation
and job growth numbers seem to indicate that we’ll see large numbers of
geoscientists hired in coming years—just
in time for them all to be automated!
However, my view is that these numbers hint at forthcoming changes in the
roles of geologists and geoscientists.
The geologist of yesteryear may well be
automated, leaving tomorrow’s geologist
employed; indeed, the role of geologist
has changed over the ages: in Hutton’s
time, for example, nobody cared about
groundwater remediation!

In my own optimistic view
of things, automation could
farm out the routine, mundane, and repetitive to the
robots, freeing humans to
focus on the more “fun” work.
In fact, when I told my manager about my work on this article, she slyly asked whether I
was going to mention my own
attempts to automate myself,
as I have been writing scripts
to streamline certain repetitive, labor-intensive processes
(with one large exception—
reviewing data for errors and
inconsistences). My script
takes care of the monotonous
task of one part of manually
running certain routine tasks
and models, leaving the scientists room to interpret results.
In closing, one respondent summarized the automation debate as follows:
“Over the long term (multiple decades),
ideally automation would free up practicing geologists to do more creative work
more of the time; but the devil is in the
details (and in what gets the emphasis),
and if change is driven purely by comwww.aipg.org

mercial and/or administrative forces
then the implementation of automation
conceivably could lead to a new, unwelcome yoke around the neck of working
professionals. Like all technology, automation itself is neither good nor bad;
how it becomes applied in practice is
the issue.” Indeed, the future is yet to be
written, and our decisions will determine
whether automation raises all boats or
merely sinks a few. Little wonder, then,
why at least one older colleague of mine
calls my hopeful outlook the naivety of
youth. However, one thing is certain:
change is coming.
Acknowledgements: I would like to
thank Jack Billings, M.Sc. Universität
Kassel, BA University of Rochester for
providing helpful feedback on the initial
draft of this column.

Institute. https://www.mckinsey.com/
global-themes/future-of-organizationsand-work/what-the-future-of-work-willmean-for-jobs-skills-and-wages

Why a career in Geology?
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Celebrating Membership
Milestones
Congratulations to our members who are celebrating these milestones and thank you to all of you for your contributions
to the geosciences profession upholding the highest values of competence, integrity and ethics and for making AIPG the great
organization that it is today supporting geologists worldwide.

25 Year Membership Anniversary
Alabama
6/4/1992		

Robert B. Carr, III

CPG-08465

Diana N. Solie 		

CPG-08439

Alaska
4/9/1992		

Arizona
4/9/1992		
12/21/1992
8/31/1992
8/31/1992

R. Douglas Bartlett
CPG-08433
Odin D. Christensen
CPG-08676
Sharon Ann Mason-Merrill CPG-08576
Jerald L. Waldner
CPG-08595
William E. Motzer
Dee B. Randolph

CPG-08635
CPG-08585

Craig S. Stevens

CPG-08663

Capitol
11/20/1992

William Lyke 		

CPG-08449

Charles R. Adams
James A. Cappa 		
Patricia Corbetta
David A. Cushman
William H. Fieselman
Walt Foutz 		
Michael Gasser 		
Roger Hively 		
Paul G. Ivancie 		
Errol P. Lawrence
Leonel Lopez 		
Robert J. Melvin
Jim A. Paschis 		
David R. Rhode 		
Judith Ann Rudloff
C. Cordel Schmidt
Mark G. Stevens
James J. Tholen 		
Mark L. Yaskanin

CPG-08529
CPG-11017
CPG-08601
CPG-08406
CPG-08643
CPG-08435
CPG-0871
CPG-08467
CPG-08507
CPG-08383
CPG-08359
CPG-08686
CPG-08456
CPG-08558
CPG-08401
CPG-08544
CPG-08388
CPG-08568
CPG-08447

Richard G. Boelter

CPG-08639

Florida
10/28/1992

4/13/1992
4/28/1992

Thomas M. Mangan
John O. Upcraft 		

CPG-08441
CPG-08458

Iowa-Nebraska
11/25/1992
10/28/1992
CPG-08648

James C. Marek 		
CPG-08668
Margaret Heather Morton-Davis 		

Kansas
8/31/1992
5/28/1992

Donald A. Breit 		
Michael J. Kirby

CPG-08571
CPG-08486

8/5/1992		

Jack F. Stickney

CPG-08567

Steven E. Whitting

CPG-08561

Edward C. Burk, Jr.
Robert A. Ferree
Marc L. Gesink 		
Bruce C. Jones 		
Kurt C. Koella 		
Paul E. Meyer 		

CPG-08674
CPG-08370
CPG-08516
CPG-08599
CPG-08645
CPG-08613

Douglas J. Bergstrom
Steven A. Hauck
Kenneth E. Meek

CPG-08392
CPG-08356
CPG-08600

William C. Meredith

CPG-08385

Tim L. Kent 		
Patrick L. King 		
S. Kraus 		
Don E. French 		

CPG-08382
CPG-08410
CPG-08437
CPG-08355

Louisiana

Colorado
7/22/1992
5/28/1992
9/14/1992
2/26/1992
10/28/1992
4/9/1992		
2/10/1992
5/26/1992
6/8/1992		
1/28/1992
1/13/1992
12/21/1992
4/28/1992
7/27/1992
2/10/1992
7/22/1992
1/28/1992
8/5/1992		
4/13/1992

CPG-08430
CPG-08584
CPG-08373
CPG-08651
CPG-08519

Kentucky

Carolinas
4/15/1992

Bruce A. Midolo 		
Fred G. Portofe 		
Peter J. Schreuder
Gregory B. Siegner
Natalie Whitcomb

Illinois-Indiana

California
10/2/1992
8/31/1992

3/26/1992
8/31/1992
1/27/1992
10/28/1992
6/18/1992
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7/27/1992

Michigan
12/21/1992
1/27/1992
6/18/1992
9/11/1992
10/28/1992
10/2/1992

Minnesota
2/10/1992
1/13/1992
9/11/1992

Mississippi
1/28/1992

Missouri
1/28/1992
2/26/1992
4/9/1992 Thomas
1/13/1992

www.aipg.org

MEMBERSHIP MILESTONES
Nevada
2/10/1992
2/10/1992

Richard A. Jeanne
Pamela J. Klessig

CPG-08397
CPG-08398

Bruce C. Fuller 		
Steven M. Huddleson
Joseph M. Montello
J. Steven Raugust
Anne D. Weber 		

CPG-08679
CPG-08408
CPG-08508
CPG-08586
CPG-08653

Jonathan A. Aisner
Nicholas M. Canonico
John M. Chamberlain
Howard K. Du Bois
Candace Dykeman
Gerald Gould 		
Christopher J. Hoen
Jefferson P. Hoffer
Stephen J. Kester
Edmund Knyfd, Jr.
Daniel B. Locke 		
Dennis G. McGrath
Robert J. Mozer 		
John S. Munsey 		
Bruce R. Nelson 		
David L. Pry 		
Edward Schwetz
Richard G. Stromberg
Peter L. Sudano 		
Peter T. Sutherland
Ross Trube 		
Olaf Westphalen

CPG-08632
CPG-08641
CPG-08631
CPG-08530
CPG-08552
CPG-08680
CPG-08463
CPG-08644
CPG-08624
CPG-08399
CPG-08358
CPG-08578
CPG-08580
CPG-08480
CPG-08609
CPG-08688
CPG-08650
CPG-08367
CPG-08591
CPG-08655
CPG-08389
CPG-08692

New Mexico
12/21/1992
2/26/1992
6/8/1992		
8/31/1992
10/28/1992

Northeast
10/2/1992
10/28/1992
10/2/1992
7/22/1992
7/27/1992
12/21/1992
5/26/1992
10/28/1992
10/2/1992
2/10/1992
1/13/1992
8/31/1992
8/31/1992
5/26/1992
9/17/1992
12/21/1992
10/28/1992
1/13/1992
8/31/1992
11/10/1992
1/28/1992
12/21/1992

Ohio
6/8/1992		
10/2/1992
10/2/1992
12/21/1992
2/26/1992
3/26/1992
1/13/1992
2/26/1992
5/28/1992
2/26/1992

Wendell L. Barner
CPG-08499
Mark D. Butler 		
CPG-08610
George H. Colvin
CPG-08630
Richard J. Kenter
CPG-08684
JoAnne R. Mitock
CPG-08413
Martin A. Schmidt
CPG-08432
Jim C. Smith 		
CPG-08366
Douglas V. Wagner
CPG-08419
Miriam Anna Wieckowski CPG-08492
Steven C. Williamson
CPG-08420

Oklahoma
7/27/1992

Joel R. Blake 		

CPG-08549

David M. Hite 		

CPG-08506

Martin J. Andrejko
Richard A. Barringer
Valerie E. Holliday

CPG-08512
CPG-08625
CPG-08683

Oregon
6/8/1992		

Pennsylvania
6/18/1992
10/2/1992
12/21/1992
www.aipg.org

5/26/1992
10/2/1992
3/16/1992
12/21/1992

Junior L. Jenkins
Robert W. King 		
Charles Q. McGuth
Douglas Rudenko

CPG-08473
CPG-08623
CPG-08424
CPG-08690

Frank R. Bogle 		
Gary R. Siebenschuh
Paul V. Stoddard

CPG-08626
CPG-08444
CPG-08590

Byron J. Ellington
James E. Geitgey
John F. Greiner 		
Stephen A. Ladner
Gordon S. Magenheim
Robert H. McGuire
Charles B. Quinn
G. Eric Saenger 		
Keith A. Wheeler
Jack E. Williams

CPG-08531
CPG-08407
CPG-08681
CPG-08540
CPG-08660
CPG-08520
CPG-08664
CPG-08464
CPG-08547
CPG-08527

Kent J. Bradford
James D. Rasmussen
John G. Russell, III
Paul S. Taylor 		

CPG-08466
CPG-08469
CPG-08416
CPG-08657

Steven H. Brandon
Paul L. Gebhard
William C. Hendon
Judith H. Jordan
Andrew P. Robinson
George C. Stephenson
John F. Tavolaro

CPG-08673
CPG-08425
CPG-08615
CPG-08538
CPG-08365
CPG-08403
CPG-08494

George H. Bennett
Scott L. McCreery

CPG-08672
CPG-08525

Lanette L. Altenbach
Jewelle I. Keiser
Jeffrey J. Lamont
John C. Roberts 		

CPG-08497
CPG-08409
CPG-08411
CPG-08457

Thomas C. Nissen
Paul Taucher 		

CPG-08669
CPG-08417

Tennessee
10/2/1992
4/13/1992
8/31/1992

Texas
7/22/1992
2/26/1992
12/21/1992
7/22/1992
11/20/1992
6/18/1992
11/20/1992
5/26/1992
7/22/1992
7/20/1992

Utah
5/26/1992
5/26/1992
2/26/1992
11/20/1992

Virginias
12/21/1992
3/16/1992
10/2/1992
7/22/1992
1/13/1992
2/10/1992
5/28/1992

Washington
12/21/1992
7/20/1992

Wisconsin
6/8/1992		
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
4/28/1992

Wyoming
11/25/1992
2/26/1992

30 Year Membership Anniversary
Alabama
3/17/1987

Randall E. McDaniel

CPG-07278

Donald D. Keill		

CPG-07312

Alaska
5/26/1987
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5/26/1987

Erik A. Opstad		

CPG-07314l

Kathleen Doyle Kirchner
John G. Light		
Matthew W. Shumaker
Stephen A. Smith
Gary D. Weesner		
William H. Wilkinson

CPG-07244
CPG-07374
CPG-07319
CPG-07330
CPG-07249
CPG-07331

Arizona
2/2/1987		
8/26/1987
5/26/1987
6/1/1987		
2/2/1987		
6/1/1987		

Arkansas
2/2/1987		

James Mark Witherspoon CPG-07254

Carolinas
6/15/1987
9/29/1987

Robert E. Brossoie
Jeffrey C. Reid		

CPG-07332
CPG-07390

L. Graham Closs		
Gary D. Davis		
Mark A. Hutson		
John M. Kaufman
Christopher D. Lidstone
Gary Parkison		
Arthur C. Riese		
James A. Russell		
Stephen D. Schwochow

CPG-07288
CPG-07241
CPG-07302
CPG-07409
CPG-07285
CPG-07299
CPG-07232
CPG-07338
CPG-07355

Florida
3/27/1987
11/24/1987

James T. Gross		
William K. Martin

CPG-07289
CPG-07423

John R. Absalon, III

CPG-07303

Illinois-Indiana
8/7/1987		

James E. Mathewson

CPG-07349

John R. R. Griffin

CPG-07365

Pennsylvania
6/24/1987
6/15/1987
8/26/1987
2/27/1987
5/26/1987
5/26/1987
8/19/1987

Margaret H. Dunn
CPG-07341
William C. Hayward
CPG-07688
Jerome H. Kaczmarowski CPG-07373
Thomas J. O’Brien
CPG-07270
Robert F. Schmalz
CPG-07317
Chris D. Tower		
CPG-07321

8/28/1987

CPG-07367

Lawrence I. Benson

CPG-07379

Edward M. Allshouse
Jon C. Atkinson		
John C. Thomas		

CPG-07257
CPG-07347
CPG-07358

Russell P. Ellison, III
Robert H. Isenberg
Ira S. Merin		

CPG-07372
CPG-07404
CPG-07298

David R. Fuller		
John V. Kinsella		
John F. Prochnau
John F. Wark		

CPG-07310
CPG-07247
CPG-07233
CPG-07264

Jack W. Travis		

CPG-07378

Texas

Virginias

Emily Cord-Duthinh
David M. Favero		
John T. Morehouse

CPG-07340
CPG-07301
CPG-07363

Washington

Robert M. Karls		
J. Kevin Powers		

CPG-07348
CPG-07375

John G. Cleary		
Kevin J. Pentony
Roger C. Steininger

CPG-07420
CPG-07369
CPG-07417

Frank Getchell		
Samuel W. Gowan
Thomas M. Johnson
George C. Kendrick

CPG-07311
CPG-07284
CPG-07422
CPG-07383
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James E. Martin		

Tennessee

CPG-07290

Northeast
5/26/1987
3/27/1987
11/24/1987
8/28/1987

8/19/1987

David S. Thiede		

Nevada
11/24/1987
8/19/1987
11/24/1987

CPG-07380

Oregon

2/18/1987
7/8/1987		
7/22/1987

Minnesota
7/8/1987		
8/26/1987

7/8/1987		

CPG-07364

Michigan
6/24/1987
4/22/1987
7/22/1987

David B. Carson		

Oklahoma

David G. Pyles		

International
3/27/1987

CPG-07326
CPG-07269
CPG-07279
CPG-07273
CPG-07282
CPG-07408
CPG-07418
CPG-07391
CPG-07412
CPG-07292

South Dakota

Georgia
5/22/1987

William S. Neubeck
Michael A. Penzo
Donald W. Podsen
Hayden S. Solomon
Timothy S. Stone
Stephen C. Themelis
Joseph Torlucci		
Eric A. Weinstock
Craig A. Werle		
James B. Zeppieri

Ohio
8/28/1987

Colorado
3/27/1987
1/6/1987		
4/22/1987
10/30/1987
3/27/1987
4/22/1987
1/6/1987		
6/15/1987
7/17/1987

6/1/1987		
2/27/1987
3/17/1987
3/2/1987		
3/17/1987
10/30/1987
11/24/1987
9/29/1987
10/30/1987
3/27/1987

8/26/1987
10/30/1987
4/22/1987
5/26/1987
2/2/1987		
1/6/1987		
2/18/1987

Wisconsin
8/26/1987

35 Year Membership Anniversary
Alabama
3/1/1982		

Lois D. George 		

CPG-05147
www.aipg.org

MEMBERSHIP MILESTONES
Alaska
8/23/1982
3/1/1982		

New Mexico
Walter T. Phillips
Roger B. Stickney

CPG-06110
CPG-05155

Thomas F. Blake
Barbara H. Murphy

CPG-06011
CPG-06203

Gordon A. Clopine

CPG-0612

Russell M. Dyer 		
Ivan K. Gilmore 		
John E. Palmer 		
Richard C. Swainbank
Nancy D. Vaughan

CPG-05156
CPG-06039
CPG-05176
CPG-06106
CPG-06194

Phillip E. Brown
Peter R. Clute 		
John S. Dersch 		
Jack C. Hamm 		
Alan J. Krause 		
Stephen A. Sonnenberg
D. Randall Spydell
Thomas P. Stefansky
Keith S. Thompson
Keith M. Tockman

CPG-06209
CPG-06038
CPG-05166
CPG-06127
CPG-06092
CPG-06201
CPG-05158
CPG-06200
CPG-06005
CPG-06105

Carl R. L. Brown
Patrick J. Gleason
Robert Oros 		
Mark R. Stephens

CPG-06057
CPG-06055
CPG-05170
CPG-05196

Arizona
4/29/1982
12/3/1982

California
8/27/1982

Carolinas
3/12/1982
5/24/1982
3/12/1982
8/23/1982
12/1/1982

Colorado
12/3/1982
5/24/1982
3/12/1982
7/16/1982
8/6/1982		
12/3/1982
3/12/1982
12/3/1982
4/7/1982		
8/23/1982

Florida
6/2/1982		
6/2/1982		
3/12/1982
4/2/1982		

Illinois-Indiana
12/1/1982

David W. Grom 		

CPG-06183

International
7/26/1982

Christopher H. Cherrywell CPG-06077

Kentucky
8/6/1982		

10/8/1982

www.aipg.org

CPG-05164

Robert W. Barker
John M. Bee 		
Eric L. Hanson 		
Craig D. Heindel
Curtis A. Kraemer
Robert Lamonica
Richard M. Lane
Richard W. Lewis
William V. Skinner
David H. Speidel

CPG-06037
CPG-06173
CPG-06095
CPG-05148
CPG-06019
CPG-05149
CPG-06091
CPG-06111
CPG-05153
CPG-06154

David A. Bennett
F. Lynn M. Kantner
Thomas G. Naymik
William E. Thompson

CPG-05143
CPG-06205
CPG-06030
CPG-06133

Robert W. Anderson
Daniel L. Gabler
James J. Knapik

CPG-06120
CPG-06207
CPG-06093

James L. Carter 		
George T. Froming
Richard G. Howe
Duane H. Sackett
Ken M. Wilbanks
Jeffrey M. Yarus

CPG-06059
CPG-05186
CPG-05191
CPG-05195
CPG-06076
CPG-05141

Thomas A. Galya
Deborah A. Kopsick
John Steele Moore

CPG-06009
CPG-06149
CPG-06042

Victor S. Reed 		
Richard L. Stewart
Eric Twelker 		
Frederick G. Wolf

CPG-05194
CPG-06134
CPG-06082
CPG-06068

Glenn E. Miller 		

CPG-05126

Ohio
3/1/1982		
12/3/1982
5/14/1982
10/8/1982

Pennsylvania
8/23/1982
12/3/1982
8/6/1982		

Texas
6/4/1982		
4/2/1982		
4/2/1982		
4/2/1982		
7/16/1982
3/1/1982		

Virginias
4/21/1982
10/8/1982
5/24/1982

Washington
4/2/1982		
10/8/1982
8/6/1982		
6/4/1982		

Lawrence M. Austin
Tyrone J. Black 		
Jon A. Ercole 		
Edward E. Everett
Robert A. Hayes 		

CPG-05181
CPG-06103
CPG-05123
CPG-06062
CPG-06035

Wyoming

Kelton D. L. Barr

CPG-06143

Alaska

Kelvin J. Buchanan
Neill H. Ridgley 		

CPG-06058
CPG-05138

Nevada
6/4/1982		
3/1/1982		

5/24/1982
12/1/1982
8/6/1982		
3/1/1982		
4/29/1982
3/1/1982
8/6/1982		
8/23/1982
3/1/1982		
10/8/1982

CPG-06087

Minnesota

Mike E. Brazie 		

Northeast

James A. Shultz 		

Michigan
4/2/1982		
8/6/1982		
1/13/1982
6/4/1982		
5/14/1982

3/12/1982

2/19/1982

40 Year Membership Anniversary
3/31/1977

James E. Adler 		

CPG-03747

Bruce H. Mason 		

CPG-03762

Arizona
3/31/1977
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California
9/30/1977
11/3/1977

Texas
Raul A. Deju 		
James E. Noble 		

CPG-04025
CPG-04079

Douglas W. Edsall

CPG-03990

Peter H. Evans 		

CPG-03823

Lawrence O. Anna
Lee H. Davis 		
Edward W. Heath
David E. Kahler 		
J. W. Nylund 		
Sigmund J. Rosenfeld
George M. Simmons

CPG-03978
CPG-03885
CPG-04128
CPG-03832
CPG-03841
CPG-03843
CPG-03731

Richard C. Benson
Donald B. Crissinger
Patrick D. Maher
Sam B. Upchurch

CPG-03686
CPG-04116
CPG-03760
CPG-03852

Capitol
10/5/1977

Carolinas
5/31/1977

Colorado
9/30/1977
8/9/1977		
11/30/1977
5/31/1977
5/31/1977
5/31/1977
3/1/1977		

Florida
3/1/1977		
11/30/1977
3/31/1977
5/31/1977

Illinois-Indiana
9/30/1977
4/29/1977

CPG-04027

45 Year Membership Anniversary
Colorado
7/31/1972

David B. Roberts

CPG-02429

Iowa-Nebraska
9/30/1972

John E. Lucken 		

CPG-02455

Bruce A. Black 		
John W. Shomaker

CPG-02392
CPG-02405

Milton O. Lindvig

CPG-02451

William L. Fisher
James W. Sansom, Jr.

CPG-02398
CPG-02406

CPG-04097

Steve J. Nacht 		

CPG-03764

Edwin D. Bickel 		

CPG-03853

Carolinas

Lamont S. Beers
Charles W. Dimmick
Brian K. Fowler 		
John R. Hellert 		
Michael J. McEachern

CPG-03873
CPG-03886
CPG-03954
CPG-03705
CPG-03835

Colorado

Robert A. Hefner, III

CPG-04264

7/31/1967

Perry H. Rahn 		
Roy E. Roadifer 		

CPG-03724
CPG-03923

1/5/1967		Haig Kasabach		CPG-01461

South Dakota
3/1/1977		
8/9/1977		

9/30/1977

Terrance E. Swor

Oklahoma
12/2/1977

Arthur R. Renfro

Wyoming

CPG-03987
CPG-03703

Northeast
8/9/1977		
8/9/1977		
8/31/1977
3/1/1977		
5/31/1977

CPG-03815
CPG-03780

Wilbur C. Bradley
William J. Gilliland

North Dakota
6/30/1977

5/31/1977
1/6/1977		

CPG-04087

Nevada
3/31/1977

John A. Blair 		
James J. Crawford

Virginias

Eglon A. Rose 		

Minnesota
11/3/1977

CPG-04032
CPG-03953
CPG-04129
CPG-04131
CPG-04071
CPG-03743
CPG-04158
CPG-04092

CPG-03981
CPG-03801

Kansas
10/5/1977
2/28/1977

John L. Berry 		
Robert G. Font 		
James H. Henderson
W. Allen Huckabay
Everett W. Lueck
Stanley H. Rosenthal
James E. Scott, III
Charles G. Shortridge

Konrad J. Banaszak
Richard A. Lucas

International
11/3/1977

11/3/1977
8/31/1977
11/30/1977
11/30/1977
11/3/1977
3/1/1977		
11/30/1977
11/3/1977

New Mexico
5/31/1972
5/31/1972

North Dakota
9/30/1972

Texas
5/31/1972
5/31/1972

50 Year Membership Anniversary

7/31/1967
7/31/1967

CPG-01611

Ralph Espach		

CPG-01581

John Gabelman		

CPG-01613

G. Martin Booth III

CPG-01590

Montana
7/31/1967

Nevada
Northeast
Ohio
7/31/1967
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Norman Olson		

William Shafer		

CPG-01620
www.aipg.org
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10/25/1965

Pennsylvania
12/1/1967

Weldon Doran		

CPG-01676

5/31/1967
12/1/1967

John Jewell		
Harold Lynde		

CPG-01547
CPG-01678

Arnold Cunningham

CPG-01661

Wyoming
12/1/1967

50+ Year Membership Anniversary
William Long		

CPG-00293

Ronald Marr		

CPG-01255

Arkansas
6/27/1966

Alan Temple		

CPG-01100

Albert Thalman		

CPG-00983

Richard Gray		

CPG-01257

A. Leamon		

CPG-01439

Oklahoma
11/24/1965

Pennsylvania
6/27/1966

Tennessee
11/21/1966

Texas

Alaska
12/21/1964

CPG-00893

Northeast
1/13/1966

Texas

Gerald Harrington

California
7/2/1964		Joseph Wargo		CPG-00054
12/18/1964
David Martin		
CPG-00271
1/11/1965
Robert Long		
CPG-00338
2/22/1965
Willard Classen		
CPG-00524
9/10/1965
Robert Hindle		
CPG-00837
11/24/1965
Wayne Estill		
CPG-00917

3/23/1965
Thomas Kelly		
CPG-00625
7/8/1965		William Smylie		CPG-00760
11/24/1965
Gilbert Korman		
CPG-01043
1/13/1966
James Bartell		
CPG-01112
4/11/1966
Dean Grafton		
CPG-01233
9/23/1966
Arthur Preston		
CPG-01393

Virginias
10/5/1964

Frank Jacobeen		

CPG-00178

Wyoming
8/8/1966		Donald Basko		CPG-01356

Colorado
10/1/1964
11/23/1964
7/8/1965		
6/27/1966

John Dolloff		
Erwin Single		
Robert Weissmann
Fred Fox		

CPG-00180
CPG-00247
CPG-00776
CPG-01273

Glen Faulkner		
Armando Ricci		

CPG-00635
CPG-01437

You make the difference in AIPG!

Gorgia
3/23/1965
11/21/1966

Iowa-Nebraska
11/23/1964

William Wayne		

CPG-00250

Kansas
8/8/1965		Verne Dow		CPG-00732

Kentucky
3/23/1965

Frank Stanonis		

CPG-00636

Raymond Schreurs

CPG-00784

James Martin		
James Williams		
Richard Hagni		
Richard Gentile		

CPG-00294
CPG-00374
CPG-00549
CPG-01125

Hugh Dresser		

CPG-00057

Kay Havenor		

CPG-00673

Minnesota
7/8/1965		

Missouri
12/21/1964
1/12/1965
2/28/1965
1/13/1966

Montana
7/20/1964

New Mexico
3/24/1965
www.aipg.org
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Foundation of the AIPG
2018 Silent Auction
Annual Meeting Welcome Reception
Sunday, September 9, 2018
5:30 – 8:30 pm
The Foundation of the American Institute of Professional Geologists will hold a silent auction at the AIPG annual meeting Welcome Reception on Sunday, September 9th starting at 5:30 pm at the Exhibit Area of the annual meeting at the
Marriott Hotel in Colorado Springs. We hope you will consider a donation to the silent auction to raise funds in support of the
Foundation for AIPG programs, scholarships, internships, and various initiatives. We also encourage you to consider bidding
on items at the auction.
We appreciate some advance notification to help us plan for the numbers and types of donations. Please bring items to the
annual meeting registration desk prior to the silent auction or you may submit items to Barbara Murphy or to AIPG headquarters if you are not going to be able to attend the meeting. Additional information and donation forms are provided on the
AIPG web site: aipg.org/foundation
Please contact Barbara Murphy if you have any questions about the silent auction, or to advise of donated items being sent
in advance:

Barbara Murphy
Clear Creek Associates
6155 E. Indian School Rd. #200
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
480-659-7131/480-659-7143 fax
bmurphy@geo-logic.com

AIPG National Headquarters
ATTN: Cristie
1333 W. 120th Avenue, Suite 211
Westminster, CO 80234
303-412-6205

We look forward to seeing you at the Silent Auction for an evening of fun and friendship and an opportunity
to support the Foundation of the AIPG.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
The Foundation of the American Institute of Professional Geologists is a 501 (c) (3) public foundation,
qualified to receive contributions in support of educational programs.
Contributions and gifts-in-kind are tax-deductible.

TALES FROM THE FIELD
A Trip to Mordor

David Abbott, CPG-04570
The volcanic rock part of my undergraduate field course occurred in Guatemala and El Salvador. We hiked in
to the Santiaguito lava dome, which has been growing since 1922 in the crater left by the explosion that blew
out the western third of Volcan Santa Maria in 1902. The first day there was very foggy and clambering around
Santiaguito was the closest I (or most of us) will ever come to Mordor. It was foggy and gassy in places (mostly
steam with some HCl; I rusted the handle of a new Estwing hammer sitting over a small vent while belaying
fellow students down a steep talus slope). The rock was barren and rock spines were forced up by the growing
dome. (Unfortunately, most of the photos on the web are from too far away to see these spines and feature instead
more “classic”ash eruptions.) The next couple of days were bright and sunny and the feel of the dome was very
different. The trip was an excellent exposure to composite cones and volcanic domes.

Tales from the Field

Have an interesting field experience? Of course you do! Send in your field (or office) tale to us, and we will
share it in the TPG. E-mail your tale to aipg@aipg.org.
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Dr. Rick Sarg, Research Professor Department of
Geology & Geological Engineering Colorado
School of Mines
This ﬁeld trip will introduce participants to a series of some of
the ﬁnest outcrop exposures of carbonate and deepwater
siliciclastic rocks in the world. Two principle themes of the
trip are: (1) to observe the characteristics of a wide variety of
sedimentary environments and lithofacies in the Permian
section of the Permian basin, including examples of conventional and unconventional siliciclastic and carbonate reservoirs, and organic-rich mudrocks; (2) ) to observe sequence
stratigraphic architecture at seismic scale; and (3) to observe
reservoir ﬂow unit architecture. Continuous outcrops in West
Texas and New Mexico expose the majority of the Paleozoic
rocks which are producing both conventional and unconventional hydrocarbons in the Permian basin of West Texas.
The ﬁeld trip will begin in El Paso and will encompass four
days in the ﬁeld focusing on the Permian rocks of the Guadalupe Mountains, including the deepwater basin ﬁlling siliciclastics of the Brushy and Cherry Canyon formations, and the
stratigraphy, lithofacies, and reservoir architecture of the San
Andres and Grayburg formations. The San Andres is the
most proliﬁc conventional reservoir in the basin. The basin
ﬂoor sandstones, carbonate debrites, and organic-rich
siltstones comprise the facies involved in the unconventional
Wolfberry play of the Delaware basin. The ﬁeld trip will end
with a visit to the world famous Carlsbad Caverns that
contains karst features analogous to the ancient karst developed during major Paleozoic unconformities in the region.
The physical demands for this trip are MODERATE. Hikes will
range from roadside stops, short traverses of less than ½
mile, to 2-3 mile roundtrip hikes over the span of a day.
Oﬀ-road hikes are on well-maintained Park Service or National Forest trails and encompass relief of 100-600 feet. Weather conditions will be cool to warm, and generally dry. Temperatures typically range the 70-80’s0F. Wind and rain are
possible. Layering up is a good idea. The ﬁeld area is at
elevations of 3,000-4,500 feet. A day pack, water bottles (2),
hand lens, colored pencils and eraser (we will do several
outcrop exercises on photopans), hat, sunscreen, and good
hiking boots are necessary.

email: staﬀ@rmag.org

phone: 303.573.8621

910 16th Street #1214, Denver, CO, 80202

www.aipg.org

RMAG OTR

Field Trip

Permian
Permian

Basin
Basin
September
24-28, 2018

Register online at www.rmag.org
$2,100 Double Occupancy
$2,500 Single Occupancy
All Inclusive of

Roundtrip Airfare from Denver, CO to
El Paso, TX
4 Night Hotel Stay
• 1 Night in El Paso, TX
• 3 Nights in Carlsbad, NM
Transportation from El Paso to Carlsbad
Breakfast and lunch are included

fax: 888.389.4090

web: www.rmag.org

follow: @rmagdenver
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STUDENT VOICE

Continuous
Improvement in the
Mining Industry
Katelyn Kring, SA-8652
In the summer of 2017 I worked for a mine as its Continuous
Improvement Intern. Continuous Improvement is the incremental improvement of processes. These improvements create more efficient workers and satisfied customers, producing
higher quality goods. It eliminates waste, increases profits,
streamlines work, and values safety. As a geological engineering
student, I was elated to secure a job in the industry I plan on
working in after graduation. Continuous Improvement skills
and topics are not something a typical Geological Engineering
student comes across in his or her course of study, but these
practical skills add value to an employee and are crucial to a
successful company. Because of Continuous Improvement’s
necessary pervasiveness throughout a mine, I interacted with
personnel from every department of the company and gained
a comprehensive understanding of how a heavy metal mine
operates.
Continuous Improvement’s foundation at a mine is 5S, a
simple lean manufacturing tool. 5S stands for Sort, Set in
Order, Shine, Standardize, and Sustain. The first three steps
are simple and revolve around organizing and cleaning work
areas. At a mine these areas include anywhere from an office
cubicle or conference room to a maintenance shop or truck wash.
Once the first three steps are complete for an area, rules and
visual standards should be posted. The final step, Sustain, is
the most critical and difficult of the five. Sustaining 5S is best
done through an auditing program, where areas are scored on
a regular basis on standard criteria. 5S reduces the time and
motion workers spend looking for tools and cleaning off work
areas before beginning a task. Clean work areas are essential
to maintaining a safe work environment and preventing slip
and trip hazards. A strong, sustained 5S program creates a
culture in which employees take responsibility for their work
area and are more productive. Over the summer I organized a
celebration for an office that completed the first four 5S steps;
charted 5S implementation data; and toured 5S areas to compile
photographs for a before and after storyboard.
Once a mine implements 5S it can look at improving its
processes. The people who have the best improvement ideas
are the ones closest to the work. Developing an improvement
suggestion system accessible to all employees, vendors, and
contractors associated with the mine is integral in capturing
ideas. Once an idea is suggested, it needs to be directed to
a team who can evaluate and carry out a solution. Working
closely with review teams at the mine, mill, and administration
sites I tracked project updates, calculated annual savings and
implementation costs, and developed charting tools to track
the program. Communicating review team decisions to idea
initiators and coordinating actions between team members is
essential to making these improvements happen and to reaping the benefits. This communication is also key to developing
employee buy-in and sustaining the program. Every week
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during my internship at least one new idea was submitted and
reviewed. The ideas improved the environment, production,
cost, quality, safety, and community relations.
One idea concerned the dust produced when filling a cement
hopper to be taken underground daily. An employee noted the
current task created a health risk for workers who monitor the
hopper when it is being filled and an environmental hazard as
the dust is released into the atmosphere. He submitted a short
video of the current process to make it easier for the review
team to visualize. He suggested adding a cover to the hopper
to contain the dust. The mine review team immediately agreed
the process needed improvement, and actions were taken.
Supervisors spoke with operators about the process to receive
their input, and engineers were sent to the area to review and
design process improvements.
To further a culture of Continuous Improvement, a mine
needs to invest in its staff. By providing Lean Six Sigma Green
Belt Training to key employees from each department a mine
can target high value projects and provide the resources necessary to solve its pressing problems. Green Belts are employees
trained in Lean Six Sigma process improvement. Besides
classroom training, to become Lean Six Sigma certified a person
must complete an in-depth improvement project demonstrating
competency in the methodology. I developed training material
and tools for employees to use when working on their Green Belt
Certification Projects. These projects are following the DMAIC
(Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) problem solving strategy to tackle complicated problems and to save millions
of dollars. By the year’s end these projects will improve core
logging efficiency, maximize haul truck tonnage, and implement
better dust control around the mill’s crushing circuit.
Without strong Continuous Improvement programs, a mine
is stuck working inefficiently, without communication between
levels of the organization. Beginning with 5S and building up to
complex, multi stage improvement projects, a mine can reduce
costs, increase safety, and minimize environmental impacts.
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The Significance of Undergraduate
Research Experience
Lenora Perkins, SA-8533
It is a unique and beneficial opportunity to be able to do
research at an undergraduate level. Within the last year, I
have had the honor of working with three amazing professors, and participated in three different research projects.
These opportunities allowed me to grow as a student. Each
professor became a mentor to me and helped open my eyes
to a different area of geology. In working with them, I was
able to perform research that is considered both inter- and
multidisciplinary in nature.

Texas A&M Univeristy - Kingsville sudent Lenora Perkins,
Foss Scholarship winner in front. Starting on the back row,
from left to right: Franky, Dr. Haibin Su, Dr. Michael Houf
(representative from the Dean’s office), Dr. Lionel Hewitt
(Head of the Physics and Geosciences Department), Dr. Tom
McGehee, Dr. Mark Ford. Second row: Dr. Veronica Sanchez
(one of my research advisers), Allison Mrotek, Margarita
Wilhelm, Ivan Villarreal, Eddy, Olvein Ortiz, Cody Goll.
Front row (behind me): Shae Diehl, Tatum Trevino, Tessa
Casanova, Rikki Ponce, Audrey Lucio, Travis Burford, Matt
Cowan (who presented me with the award).
In May 2017, I participated in a seismic research acquisition near Rio Grande City. One of the main goals of this
project for students was to be in the field and take a true
hands-on approach in learning how to do a seismic survey.
Our study area consists of an anomalously thick deposit of
Catahoula-age ash which has been interpreted as a single
deposition event. In appearance it is a massive body that has
indications of a low-energy depositional environment. We used
seismic refraction imaging methods to determine whether the
base of the volcanic ash was acoustically visible. Performing
a seismic survey at the end of May in south Texas is truly a
memorable experience. To avoid the harsh sun and heat, we
worked from just before sunrise to mid-morning, retreated
indoors during the heat of the day, and returned working in
the late evening until nightfall. We assisted our professor in
the measurement of the line for the seismic profile, and then
with his supervision we planted 24 geophones every ten feet
ourselves. The two most able bodied students then took turns
www.aipg.org

swinging a twelve pound sledge hammer onto an aluminum
strike plate to generate the seismic source for our geophones
to read. We repeated the process of planting geophones and
taking readings until we had a length of 530 ft.
The opportunity for my second project arose as a result of
taking Geomorphology as an Honors course. I spoke with my
instructor and we came to an agreement that at the end of the
semester, the deliverable for my selected topic was not only
a research paper, but I was also required to present at our
local undergraduate research symposium. The decided topic
was “Calculating Rates of Dune Migration Laguna Madre,
Southeast Texas.” For this I used various satellite data in
order to analyze and observe changes in dimension and volume of dunes on the South Texas Sand Sheet. A total of 91
dunes were measured and the migration rate was calculated.
I successfully presented the results of my research project at
the 10th Annual Javelina Research Symposium. Seeing an
opportunity to present again, I was accepted to give an oral
presentation at Rice University’s Gulf Coast Undergraduate
Research Symposium. Due to the impact of Hurricane Harvey,
the project slightly evolved to include a focus of storm impacts
on dune migration. This version of my project went on to be
presented three more times at different venues in the spring
of 2018, one of which being the GSA South-Central section
meeting in Little Rock, Arkansas.

This was a defining project for me in that I
grew as a student. I was able to prove to myself
that I am capable to excelling in whatever I
put my mind to.
My final, and currently ongoing research project is over
“Seismic Studies on the Cascadia Margin Using Tomography.”
This project involved learning how to use seismic UNIX, as
well as to interpret images from seismic sections. In order
for me to do this, I had a steep learning curve in coding and
using the software. The resulting seismic images are quite
amazing, especially when subsurface features can be seen.
The study area is a subduction zone located on the western
coast of the United States and Canada, and is perhaps one
of the most seismically active regions in the world due to the
unique tectonics of the area. This study uses seismic data
previously collected along the margin to better understand
natural hazards and natural resources. By using advanced
imaging techniques, features such as faults, fluid seeps, and
underwater mountains can be seen. All of which provide indications about the subsurface dynamics of the Cascadia Margin.
Overall, I became the student I am today as a result of
the experiences gathered from each of my projects, as well
as the mentoring I received. Being able to do research at an
undergraduate level is important because it allows us to get
research experience prior to entering graduate school. This
factor can give us a large advantage in that we have a good
idea of what we want to focus on in terms of future research.
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Molecular Analysis of Flood
Deposits from the Tennessee River
Valley: Insights into
Carbon Cycling and Dating
Emily Blackaby, SA- 8483, Owen Craven, SA-8485, William Hockaday, Steve Forman, Gary Stincomb,
and Stewart Lance
Introduction

The middle Tennessee River Valley contains both historic and prehistoric (>AD 1600) flood deposits. Stratigraphic
sequences of stacked flood deposits that often bury soils provide
new insight to the timing, frequency, and magnitude of flood
event prior to and after European colonization. When dating
stacked flood deposits, it is common to use radiocarbon ages of
the bulk organic material. However this may be problematic as
bulk 14C radiocarbon ages are a weighted average of organic
matter from before and after the flooding event. Floodwaters
might transport organic matter from materials such as
plants, soils, alluvium, and bedrock—each having potentially
substantial inbuilt age derived from their inherent residence
times on the landscape prior to the flood events. Bulk organic
matter from flood deposits is also likely to include carbon
that was fixed from the atmosphere after the flood event,
by riparian vegetation. Thus, bulk 14C radiocarbon ages of
humates or even plant tissues may not be representative of
the flood timing.
Our approach to determining the best material to date for
the purpose of constraining the timing of past flood events is
to compare multiple complimentary methods. This project will
use molecular spectroscopy to characterize the organic matter
in floodplain deposits, and then chemically isolate various
fractions of the bulk carbon (e.g. charcoal, lignin, lipids) for
14C analysis. We will then compare the 14C age of the organic
fractions to the depositional age of silica, determined by optically stimulated luminescence.

Methods

Three sites along the Tennessee River were chosen for this
study: Right Bank Canal Site (T003a), Left Bank Canal Site
(T003b), and the Bond Site (T007) (Figure 1).
Ten samples were taken from three sites. Each sample was
dated using optically stimulated luminesce (OSL) at Baylor
University. The molecular composition of each sample was
measured using solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (NMR). The integrated NMR peak areas, which
quantify the molecular structures, were used in the molecular
mixing model (MMM) described by Baldock et al, 2004. This
model estimates the weight percent of common organic molecular classes such as charcoal, lipids, and proteins.

Results and Discussion:

The OSL ages of the samples ranged from 100 to 2640
years old (personal conversation, Steve Forman), and NMR
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Figure 1. A) The Right Bank and Left Bank Canal Sites. The Left
Bank Canal Site is located slightly downstream on the inside of a
large meander bend. B) The Bond Site is located approximately 10
miles upstream from the Right Bank and Left Bank Canal sites.

analysis revealed that the samples were charcoal dominated.
Charcoal comprised 35.5 to 56.0% of the samples and was
most prominent in the older samples. Younger samples, while
still charcoal dominated, tended to display more molecular
diversity. The charcoal fraction increased in weight percent
with depth at all three sites (Figure 2 on page 59) which may
indicate that it is more chemically stable than other molecular
classes and less likely to degrade through time. This resistance
to degradation may also indicate that the charcoal fraction
could have been on the landscape much longer before deposition, making it possible that any radiocarbon date on the bulk
organic fraction may be significantly skewed. We are currently
in the process of measuring the radiocarbon ages of the bulk
organic matter as well as isolated charcoal fragments.

Conclusion

The flood deposit paleosols were charcoal dominated and
showed an increase in charcoal by weight percent with depth.
Due to the chemical stability of the charcoal fraction, it is
likely that the increase in charcoal weight percent is due to
its resistance to degradation as this trend was observed at all
three sites. The stability of charcoal provides charcoal with a
long residency time that may skew bulk radiocarbon dates..
Further work is currently being conducted to compare OSL,
bulk radiocarbon, and isolated charcoal radiocarbon ages in
www.aipg.org
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Figure 2. Stratigraphy of the study sites with black boxes denoting the depth at which the samples were taken. Charcoal weight percent
increased with depth across all three sites and was the most prominent molecular component in each site.

order to determine the residency time
of charcoal and differences in dating
techniques.
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management for projects around the world, to many students while teaching
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MEMBER NEWS

American Engineering Testing, Inc. announces promotion of Mike
Hultgren, P.G. to Environmental Engineering Manager
St. Paul, Minnesota
– American Engineering
Testing Inc. (AET), a
leader in the fields of
geotechnical, environmental, materials and
forensic
engineering,
is pleased to announce
the promotion of Mike
Hultgren, P.G. to the position of Environmental
Engineering Manager in
our St. Paul, Minnesota
office. In his new role, Mr.
Hultgren will be respon-

sible for the management of the environmental engineering
department in St. Paul, expanding environmental capabilities throughout our service region, and building key business
relationships across the state.
Mr. Hultgren is an active member in many industry associations, including the Minnesota Groundwater Association,
Minnesota Brownfields, the Economic Development Association
of Minnesota (EDAM), the Minnesota Center for Mineral
Resource Education where he serves as board chair, and the
American Institute of Professional Geologist (AIPG) where
he is a past president of the Minnesota chapter. He holds a
Master of Science degree in Geology from the University of
New Mexico and a Bachelor of Science degree in Geology from
Stephen F. Austin State University.

Be sure to join us for the annual meeting in Colorado Springs!
Early Bird Registration Ends 8/17/2018!
Meeting Location Information and Accommodations
Colorado Springs Marriott
5580 Tech Center Dr, Colorado Springs, CO, US, 80919
For reservations: 1-800-932-2151 or 719-260-1800
Reservation code: American Institute of Professional Geologists Annual Conference for discounted room rate of $129 +
taxes (discount availability ends on 8/20/2018)
Meeting Registration Information
Schedule and Registration available on pages 4-5 of this issue of the TPG or
register online at www. aipg.org/2018Conference.
This meeting offers something for everyone! Great field trips, guest field trips, short courses, student
focused events, networking opportunities, breathtaking scenery, and more! Don’t miss out on the
learning and the fun!
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Attention Members
Please remember to notify AIPG National
office of any changes you may have.
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